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BTEC First qualification title covered by this
specification
Pearson BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Public Services
Qualifications eligible and funded for post-16-year-olds can be found on the funding Hub. The Skills Funding
Agency also publishes a funding catalogue that lists the qualifications available for 19+ funding.
The Qualification Number (QN) should be used by centres when they wish to seek public funding for their
learners. Each unit within a qualification will also have a unit code.
The qualification and unit codes will appear on the learners’ final certification documentation. The
QN for the qualification in this publication is:
Pearson BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Public Services

500/7772/7

This qualification title will appear on learners’ certificates. Learners need to be made aware of this when they
are recruited by the centre and registered with Pearson.

What are BTEC Firsts?
BTEC First qualifications are undertaken in further education and sixth-form colleges, schools and other
training providers, and have been since they were introduced in 1983. Their purpose, approaches to
teaching, learning and assessment are established and understood by teaching professionals, employers and
learners alike.
The BTEC First qualification within this specification is:
Pearson BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Public Services.
But for clarity and continuity they are referred to generically as BTEC First qualifications, where appropriate
and maintain the same equivalences, benchmarks and other articulations (for example SCAAT points) as their
predecessor qualifications.
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BTEC Firsts are Level 2 qualifications designed to provide specialist work-related qualifications in a range
of sectors. They give learners the knowledge, understanding and skills that they need to prepare for
employment. The qualifications also provide career development opportunities for those already in work.
Consequently they provide a course of study for full-time or part-time learners in schools, colleges and
training centres.
BTEC Firsts provide much of the underpinning knowledge and understanding for the National Occupational
Standards for the sector, where these are appropriate. They are supported by the relevant Standards Setting
Body (SSB) or Sector Skills Council (SSC). A number of BTEC Firsts are recognised as Technical Certificates
and form part of the Apprenticeship Framework. They attract achievement and attainment points that equate
to similar-sized general qualifications.
On successful completion of a BTEC First qualification, learners can progress to or within employment and/or
continue their study in the same or related vocational area.

2
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Sizes of qualifications
For all regulated qualifications, Pearson specify a total number of hours that it is estimated learners
will require to complete and show achievement for the qualification – this is the Total Qualification
Time (TQT). The TQT value indicates the size of a qualification.
Within the TQT, Pearson identifies the number of Guided Learning Hours (GLH) that we estimate a
centre delivering the qualification might provide. Guided learning means activities, such as lessons,
tutorials, online instruction, supervised study and giving feedback on performance, that directly
involve tutors and assessors in teaching, supervising and invigilating learners. Guided learning includes
the time required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or supervised
conditions.
In addition to guided learning, other required learning directed by tutors or assessors will include
private study, preparation for assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision,
such as preparatory reading, revision and independent research.
As well as TQT and GLH, qualifications can also have a credit value – equal to one tenth of TQT,
rounded to the nearest whole number.
TQT and credit values are assigned after consultation with users of the qualifications.
BTEC qualifications are generally available in the following sizes:
●
●

●

Award – a qualification with a TQT value of 120 or less (equivalent to a range of 1–12 credits)
Certificate – a qualification with a TQT value in the range of 121–369 (equivalent to a range of 13–
36 credits)
Diploma – a qualification with a TQT value of 370 or more (equivalent to 37 credits and above).

Pearson BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Public Services
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Pearson BTEC Level 2 Diploma – 60 credits
The 60-credit BTEC Level 2 Diploma has potential to prepare learners for employment in the appropriate
vocational sector and it is suitable for those who have decided that they wish to enter a particular area of
work. It is broadly equivalent to four GCSEs.
Some learners may wish to gain the qualification in order to enter a specialist area of employment or to
progress to a Level 3 programme.

4
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Key features of the BTEC Firsts in Public Services
The BTEC Firsts in Public Services have been developed in the public service sector to:
●
●

●

●

provide education and training for public services employees
give opportunities for public services employees to achieve a nationally recognised Level 2 vocationally
specific qualification
give full-time learners the opportunity to enter employment in the Public Services sector or to progress to
vocational qualifications such as the Pearson BTEC Level 3 Nationals in Public Services
give learners the opportunity to develop a range of skills and techniques, personal skills and attributes
essential for successful performance in working life.
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Rationale for the BTEC Firsts in Public Services
The BTEC Firsts in Public Services are designed to equip learners with the knowledge, understanding and
skills required for success when moving towards a career in the uniformed and non-uniformed services, for
example, police, emergency fire services, security, prison services or the armed services.
Learners will, through the different specialist units offered, find out about the different public services and
how they work individually and interact with each other – inter-agency working. They will also have the
opportunity to discover the levels of fitness required for each of the uniformed services and how to improve
their health and fitness for entry into these services. New units such as Unit 19: Research in Public Services
and Unit 20: Volunteering in Public Services have been added in response to feedback from centres. The
range of optional units will support learners in the direction they wish to take in their careers. Some might
want to progress further in education on to the BTEC Nationals in Public Services; others might want to apply
for entry into one of the public services. The qualifications will give them the knowledge needed to make an
informed choice when they take their next step.
The assessment approach of the BTEC Firsts in Public Services allows learners to receive feedback on
their progress throughout the course as they provide evidence towards the grading criteria. Evidence for
assessment may be generated through a range of diverse activities including simulation, role play and oral
presentation. Delivery strategies should reflect the nature of the work within the public services sector.
Learners should be encouraged to take responsibility for their own learning and achievement, taking into
account sector standards for behaviour and performance. In addition, these qualifications support the
development of key personal learning and thinking skills (PLTS) and functional skills.
This qualification has been designed to build on learning from Key Stage 3, and those that may wish to
explore a vocational route throughout Key Stage 4, into post-16 education. It provides a suitable foundation
for further study within the sector such as the Pearson BTEC Level 3 Nationals in Public Services.

6
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National Occupational Standards
BTEC Firsts are designed to provide much of the underpinning knowledge and understanding for the National
Occupational Standards (NOS), as well as developing practical skills in preparation for work and possible
achievement of NVQs in due course. NOS form the basis of National Vocational Qualifications (NVQs).
BTEC Firsts do not purport to deliver occupational competence in the sector, which should be demonstrated
in a work context.
Each unit in the specification identifies links to elements of the NOS.
The Pearson BTEC Level 2 Firsts in Public Services relate to the Edexcel Level 2 NVQ in Public Services.
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Rules of combination for Pearson BTEC
level 2 First qualifications
The rules of combination specify the:
●

total credit value of the qualification

●

minimum credit to be achieved at the level or above the level of the qualification

●

mandatory unit credit

●

optional unit credit

●

maximum credit that can come from other BTEC units.

When combining units for a BTEC First qualification, it is the centre’s responsibility to ensure that the following
rules of combination are adhered to.
Pearson BTEC Level 2 Diploma
1

The Total Qualification Time (TQT) for this qualification is 600 hours.

2

This qualification has 360 guided learning hours (GLH).

3

Qualification credit value: a minimum of 60 credits.

4

Minimum credit to be achieved at, or above, the level of the qualification: 60 credits.

5

Mandatory unit credit: 25 credits.

6

Specialist unit credit: 5 credits.

7

Optional unit credit: 30

8

A maximum of 10 credits can come from other BTEC units.

8
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Pearson BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Public Services
The Pearson BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Public Services is a 60-credit and 360-guided-learning-hour (GLH)
qualification that consists of three mandatory units plus optional units that provide for a combined total of
60 credits (where at least 60 credits must be at level 2 or above).
Pearson BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Public Services
Unit

Mandatory units

Credit Level

1

Public Service Skills

4

Career Planning for the Public Services

10
5

2
2

5

Improving Health and Fitness for Entry to the Uniformed Public Services

10

2

Unit
2

Specialist units. Choose 1 only
Employment in the Uniformed Public Services

3

Employment in the Non-uniformed Public Services

5
5

2
2

Unit
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Optional units
Citizenship, the Individual and Society
Health and Safety in the Public Service Workplace
Adventurous Activities and Teamwork for the Public Services
Sport and Recreation in the Public Services
Land Navigation by Map and Compass
Law and its Impact on the Individual in Public Services
Crime and its Effects on Society
Community and Cultural Awareness
Driving and the Public Services
Expedition Skills in Public Services
Fundamentals of Nautical Studies
Attending Emergency Incidents in Public Services
Security Procedures in the Public Services
Research in Public Services

10
10
10

2
2
2

10
10
10

2
2
2

10
10
10
10

2
2
2
2

10
10
10
10

2
2
2
2

20

Volunteering in Public Services

10

2

21

ICT and the Public Services

10

2
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Assessment and grading
In BTEC Firsts all units are internally assessed.
All assessment for BTEC First qualifications is criterion referenced, based on the achievement of all the
specified learning outcomes.
Each unit within the qualification has specified assessment and grading criteria which are to be used for grading
purposes. A summative unit grade can be awarded at pass, merit or distinction:
●

to achieve a ‘pass’ a learner must have satisfied all the pass assessment criteria

●

to achieve a ‘merit’ a learner must additionally have satisfied all the merit grading criteria

●

to achieve a ‘distinction’ a learner must additionally have satisfied all the grading distinction criteria.

Grading domains
The assessment and grading criteria are developed in relation to grading domains which are exemplified by a
number of indicative characteristics at the level of the qualification.
There are four BTEC First grading domains:
●

application of knowledge and understanding

●

development of practical and technical skills

●

personal development for occupational roles

●

application of generic skills.

Please refer to Annexe B which shows the merit and distinction indicative characteristics.

Guidance
The purpose of assessment is to ensure that effective learning has taken place to give learners the opportunity
to meet the assessment and grading criteria and achieve the learning outcomes within the units.
All the assignments created by centres should be reliable and fit for purpose, and should be built on the unit
assessment and grading criteria. Assessment tasks and activities should enable learners to produce valid,
sufficient and reliable evidence that relates directly to the specified criteria. Centres should enable learners to
produce evidence in a variety of different forms including written reports, graphs, posters, along with projects,
performance observation and time-constrained assessments.
Centres are encouraged to emphasise the practical application of the assessment and grading criteria,
providing a realistic scenario for learners to adopt, and making maximum use of practical activities and work
experience. The creation of assignments that are fit for purpose is vital to achievement and their importance
cannot be over-emphasised.
The assessment and grading criteria must be clearly indicated on the fit for purpose assignments. This gives
learners focus and helps with internal verification and standardisation processes. It will also help to ensure that
learner feedback is specific to the assessment and grading criteria.
When looking at the unit assessment and grading criteria grids and designing assignments, centres are
encouraged to identify common topics and themes.

10
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The units include guidance on appropriate assessment methodology. A central feature of vocational
assessment is that it allows for assessment to be:
●

current, ie to reflect the most recent developments and issues

●

local, ie to reflect the employment context of the delivering centre

●

flexible to reflect learner needs, ie at a time and in a way that matches the learner’s requirements so that
they can demonstrate achievement.

Calculation of the qualification grade
Pass qualification grade
Learners who achieve the minimum eligible credit value specified by the rule of combination will achieve the
qualification at pass grade (see Rules of combination for Pearson BTEC Level 2 First qualifications).

Qualification grades above pass grade
Learners will be awarded a merit or distinction or distinction* qualification grade by the aggregation of points
gained through the successful achievement of individual units. The number of points available is dependent on
the unit level and grade achieved, and the credit size of the unit (as shown in the ‘Points available for
credits achieved at different levels and unit grades’ below).

Points available for credits achieved at different levels and unit grades
The table below shows the number of points scored per credit at the unit level and grade.

Unit level

Points per credit
Pass

Merit

Distinction

Level 1

3

4

5

Level 2

5

6

7

Level 3

7

8

9

Learners who achieve the correct number of points within the ranges shown in the ‘qualification grade’ table
will achieve the qualification merit or distinction or distinction* grade.

Qualification grade

Qualification

Points range above pass grade
Merit

Distinction

Distinction*

85-94

95-99

100 and above

BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate 170-189

190-199

200 and above

BTEC Level 2 Diploma

380-399

400 and above

BTEC Level 2 Certificate

340-379

Please refer to Annexe G for examples of calculation of qualification grade above pass grade.
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Quality assurance of centres
Pearson’s qualification specifications set out the standard to be achieved by each learner in order to be
awarded the qualification. This is covered in the statement of learning outcomes, and assessment and grading
criteria in each unit. Further guidance on delivery and assessment is given in the Essential guidance for tutors
section in each unit. This section is designed to provide additional guidance and amplification related to
the unit to support tutors, deliverers and assessors and to provide for a coherence of understanding and a
consistency of delivery and assessment.

Approval
Centres that have not previously offered BTEC qualifications will first need to apply for, and be granted, centre
approval before they can apply for approval to offer the programme.
When a centre applies for approval to offer a BTEC qualification they are required to enter into an approvals
agreement.
The approvals agreement is a formal commitment by the head or principal of a centre to meet all the
requirements of the specification and any linked codes or regulations. Sanctions and tariffs may be applied if
centres do not comply with the agreement. Ultimately, this could result in the suspension of certification or
withdrawal of approval.
Centres will be allowed ‘accelerated approval’ for a new programme where the centre already has approval
for a programme that is being replaced by the new programme.
The key principles of quality assurance are that:
●

●

●

●

a centre delivering BTEC programmes must be an approved centre and must have approval for
programmes or groups of programmes that it is operating
the centre agrees as part of gaining approval to abide by specific terms and conditions around the effective
delivery and quality assurance of assessment; it must abide by these conditions throughout the period of
delivery
Pearson makes available to approved centres a range of materials and opportunities intended to exemplify
the processes required for effective assessment and examples of effective standards. Approved centres
must use the materials and services to ensure that all staff delivering BTEC qualifications keep up to date
with the guidance on assessment
an approved centre must follow agreed protocols for standardisation of assessors and verifiers; planning,
monitoring and recording of assessment processes; and for dealing with special circumstances, appeals
and malpractice.

The approach of quality assured assessment is made through a partnership between an approved centre and
Pearson. Pearson is committed to ensuring that it follows best practice and employs appropriate technology to
support quality assurance processes where practicable. Therefore, the specific arrangements for working with
centres will vary. Pearson seeks to ensure that the quality assurance processes that it uses do not place undue
bureaucratic processes on centres and works to support centres in providing robust quality assurance
processes.

12
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Pearson monitors and supports centres in the effective operation of assessment and quality assurance. The
methods which it uses to do this for BTEC First and National programmes include:
●

●

●

●

●

ensuring that all centres have completed appropriate declarations at the time of approval, undertaking
approval visits to centres where necessary
requiring all centres to appoint a Lead Internal Verifier for designated groups of programmes and to
ensure that this person is trained and supported in carrying out that role
requiring that the Lead Internal Verifier completes compulsory online standardisation related to
assessment and verification decisions for the designated programme
assessment sampling and verification, through requested samples of assessments, completed assessed
learner work and associated documentation
overarching review and assessment of a centre’s strategy for assessing and quality assuring its BTEC
programmes.

Pearson Quality Assurance Handbook

Centres should refer to the Handbook for Quality Assurance for BTEC Qualifications, issued annually, for
detailed guidance.
An approved centre must make certification claims only when authorised by Pearson and strictly in accordance
with requirements for reporting.
Centres that do not fully address and maintain rigorous approaches to quality assurance will be prevented
from seeking certification for individual programmes or for all BTEC First and National programmes. Centres
that do not comply with remedial action plans may have their approval to deliver qualifications removed.

Programme design and delivery
BTEC First qualifications consist of mandatory units and optional units. Optional units are designed to provide
a focus to the qualification and give more specialist opportunities in the sector.
In BTEC Firsts each unit has a number of guided learning hours.
Guided learning hours are defined as all the times when a tutor, trainer or facilitator is present to give specific
guidance towards the learning aim being studied on a programme. This definition includes lectures, tutorials
and supervised study in, for example, open learning centres and learning workshops. It also includes time
spent by staff assessing learners’ achievements. It does not include time spent by staff in day-to-day marking of
assignments where the learner is not present.
Centres are advised to consider this definition when planning the programme of study associated with this
specification.

Mode of delivery
Pearson does not define the mode of study for BTEC Firsts. Centres are free to offer the qualifications using
any mode of delivery (such as full time, part time, evening only, distance learning) that meets their learners’
needs. Whichever mode of delivery is used, centres must ensure that learners have appropriate access to
the resources identified in the specification and to the subject specialists delivering the units. This is particularly
important for learners studying for the qualification through open or distance learning.

Pearson BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Public Services
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Learners studying for the qualification on a part-time basis bring with them a wealth of experience that should
be utilised to maximum effect by tutors and assessors. The use of assessment evidence drawn from learners’
work environments should be encouraged. Those planning the programme should aim to enhance the
vocational nature of the qualification by:
●

liaising with employers to ensure a course relevant to learners’ specific needs

●

accessing and using non-confidential data and documents from learners’ workplaces

●

including sponsoring employers in the delivery of the programme and, where appropriate, in the
assessment

●

linking with company-based/workplace training programmes

●

making full use of the variety of experience of work and life that learners bring to the programme.

Resources
BTEC Firsts are designed to prepare learners for employment in specific occupational sectors. Physical
resources need to support the delivery of the programme and the proper assessment of the learning
outcomes and should, therefore, normally be of industry standard. Staff delivering programmes and
conducting the assessments should be familiar with current practice and standards in the sector concerned.
Centres will need to meet any specific resource requirements to gain approval from Pearson.
Where specific resources are required these have been indicated in individual units in the Essential resources
sections.

Delivery approach
It is important that centres develop an approach to teaching and learning that supports the specialist vocational
nature of BTEC First qualifications and the mode of delivery. Specifications give a balance of practical skill
development and knowledge requirements, some of which can be theoretical in nature. Tutors and assessors
need to ensure that appropriate links are made between theory and practical application and that the
knowledge base is applied to the sector. This requires the development of relevant and up-to-date teaching
materials that allow learners to apply their learning to actual events and activity within the sector. Maximum
use should be made of the learner’s experience.
An outline learning plan is included in every unit as guidance which demonstrates one way in planning the
delivery and assessment of the unit. The outline learning plan can be used in conjunction with the programme
of suggested assignments.
Where the qualification has been designated and approved as a Technical Certificate and forms part of an
Apprenticeship scheme, particular care needs to be taken to build strong links between the learning and
assessment for the BTEC First qualification and the related NVQs and functional skills that also contribute to
the scheme.

Meeting local needs
Centres should note that the qualifications set out in this specification have been developed in consultation
with centres and employers and the Sector Skills Councils or the Standards Setting Bodies for the relevant
sector. Centres should make maximum use of the choice available to them within the optional units to meet
the needs of their learners, and local skills and training needs.

14
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In certain circumstances, units in this specification might not allow centres to meet a local need. In this
situation, Pearson will ensure that the rule of combination allows centres to make use of units from other
standard BTEC specifications. Centres are required to ensure that the coherence and purpose of the
qualification is retained and to ensure that the vocational focus is not diluted.

Limitations on variations from standard specifications
The flexibility to import standard units from other BTEC Firsts is limited to a total of 25 per cent of the
qualification credit value (see Rules of combination for Pearson BTEC Level 2 First qualifications).
These units cannot be used at the expense of the mandatory units in any qualification.

Functional skills
BTEC Firsts give learners opportunities to develop and apply functional skills.
Functional skills are offered as stand-alone qualifications at Level 2. See individual units for opportunities to
cover ICT, Mathematics and English functional skills.

Personal, learning and thinking skills
Opportunities are available to develop personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS) within a sector-related
context. PLTS are identified in brackets after the unit pass criteria to which they are associated and they are
also mapped in Annexe C. Further opportunities for learners to demonstrate these skills may also be apparent
as learners progress throughout their learning.

Pearson BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Public Services
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Access and recruitment
Pearson’s policy regarding access to its qualifications is that:
●

they should be available to everyone who is capable of reaching the required standards

●

they should be free from any barriers that restrict access and progression

●

there should be equal opportunities for all wishing to access the qualifications.

Centres are required to recruit learners to BTEC qualifications with integrity. This will include ensuring that
applicants have appropriate information and advice about the qualifications and that the qualification will meet
their needs. Centres should take appropriate steps to assess each applicant’s potential and make a professional
judgement about their ability to successfully complete the programme of study and achieve the qualification.
This assessment will need to take account of the support available to the learner within the centre during
their programme of study and any specific support that might be necessary to allow the learner to access
the assessment for the qualification. Centres should consult Pearson’s policy on learners with particular
requirements.
Centres will need to review the entry profile of qualifications and/or experience held by applicants,
considering whether this profile shows an ability to progress to a Level 2 qualification. For learners who have
recently been in education, the profile is likely to include one of the following:
●
●

a BTEC Level 1 qualification in Public Services or a related vocational area
a standard of literacy and numeracy supported by a general education equivalent to four GCSEs at grade
D-G

●

other related Level 1 qualifications

●

related work experience.

More mature learners may present a more varied profile of achievement that is likely to include experience of
paid and/or unpaid employment.

Restrictions on learner entry
These qualifications are accredited for learners aged 14 years and over.
In particular sectors the restrictions on learner entry might also relate to any physical or legal barriers, for
example people working in health, care or education are likely to be subject to police checks.
Pearson BTEC Level 2 Firsts are listed on the DfE funding lists Section 96.

Access arrangements and special considerations
Pearson’s policy on access arrangements and special considerations for BTEC and Edexcel NVQ qualifications
aims to enhance access to the qualifications for learners with disabilities and other difficulties (as defined by the
Equality Act 2010) without compromising the assessment of skills, knowledge, understanding or
competence.
Further details are given in the policy document Access Arrangements and Special Considerations for
BTEC and Edexcel NVQ Qualifications, which can be found on the Pearson website
(qualifications.pearson.com). This policy replaces the previous Pearson policy (Assessment of
Vocationally Related Qualification: Regulations and Guidance Relating to Learners with Special
Requirements, 2002) concerning learners with particular requirements.
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Recognition of Prior Learning
Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) is a method of assessment (leading to the award of credit) that considers
whether a learner can demonstrate that they can meet the assessment requirements for a unit through
knowledge, understanding or skills they already possess and so do not need to develop through a course of
learning.
Pearson encourages centres to recognise learners’ previous achievements and experiences whether at work,
home and at leisure, as well as in the classroom. RPL provides a route for the recognition of the achievements
resulting from continuous learning.
RPL enables recognition of achievement from a range of activities using any valid assessment methodology.
Provided that the assessment requirements of a given unit or qualification have been met, the use of RPL is
acceptable for accrediting a unit, units or a whole qualification. Evidence of learning must be sufficient, reliable
and valid.

Unit format
All units in Pearson BTEC Level 2 First qualifications have a standard format. The unit format is designed to
give guidance on the requirements of the qualification for learners, tutors, assessors and those responsible for
monitoring national standards.
Each unit has the following sections.

Unit title
The unit title is the formal title of the unit that will appear on the learner’s certificate.

Level
All units and qualifications have a level assigned to them. The level assigned is informed by the
level descriptors defined by Ofqual, the qualifications regulator.

Credit value
In BTEC First qualifications each unit consists of a credit value; learners will be awarded credits for the
successful completion of whole units.
A credit value specifies the number of credits that will be awarded to a learner who has achieved all the
learning outcomes of the unit.
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Guided learning hours
Guided Learning Hours (GLH) is the number of hours that a centre delivering the qualification needs to
provide. Guided learning means activities that directly or immediately involve tutors and assessors in
teaching, supervising, and invigilating learners, for example lectures, tutorials, online instruction and
supervised study.

Aim and purpose
The aim provides a clear summary of the purpose of the unit and is a succinct statement that summarises the
learning outcomes of the unit.

Unit introduction
The unit introduction gives the reader an appreciation of the unit in the vocational setting of the qualification,
as well as highlighting the focus of the unit. It gives the reader a snapshot of the unit and the key knowledge,
skills and understanding gained while studying the unit. The unit introduction also highlights any links to the
appropriate vocational sector by describing how the unit relates to that sector.

Learning outcomes
Learning outcomes state exactly what a learner should ‘know, understand or be able to do’ as a result of
completing the unit.

Unit content
The unit content identifies the breadth of knowledge, skills and understanding needed to design and deliver
a programme of learning to achieve each of the learning outcomes. This is informed by the underpinning
knowledge and understanding requirements of the related NOS. The content provides the range of subject
material for the programme of learning and specifies the skills, knowledge and understanding required for
achievement of the pass, merit and distinction grading criteria.
Each learning outcome is stated in full and then the key phrases or concepts related to that learning outcome
are listed in italics followed by the subsequent range of related topics.
Relationship between content and assessment criteria

The learner must have the opportunity within the delivery of the unit to cover all of the unit content.
It is not a requirement of the unit specification that all of the content is assessed. However, the indicative
content will need to be covered in a programme of learning in order for learners to be able to meet the
standard determined in the assessment and grading criteria. The merit and distinction grading criteria enable
the learner to achieve higher levels of performance in their acquisition of knowledge, understanding and skills.
Content structure and terminology

The information below shows how the unit content is structured and gives the terminology used to explain
the different components within the content.
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●
●

●

●
●

Learning outcome: this is shown in bold at the beginning of each section of content.
Italicised sub-heading: it contains a key phrase or concept. This is content which must be covered in the
delivery of the unit. Colons mark the end of an italicised sub-heading.
Elements of content: the elements are in plain text and amplify the sub-heading. The elements must be
covered in the delivery of the unit. Semi-colons mark the end of an element.
Brackets contain amplification of elements of content which must be covered in the delivery of the unit.
‘eg’ is a list of examples, used for indicative amplification of an element, (that is, the content specified in
this amplification could be covered or could be replaced by other, similar material).

Assessment and grading grid
Each grading grid gives the assessment and grading criteria used to determine the evidence that each learner
must produce in order to receive a pass, merit or distinction grade. It is important to note that the merit
and distinction grading criteria require a qualitative improvement in a learner’s evidence and not simply the
production of more evidence at the same level.

Essential guidance for tutors
This section gives tutors additional guidance and amplification to aid understanding and a consistent level of
delivery and assessment. It is divided into the following sections.
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Delivery – explains the content’s relationship with the learning outcomes and offers guidance
about possible approaches to delivery. This section is based on the more usual delivery modes but
is not intended to rule out alternative approaches.
Outline learning plan – the outline learning plan has been included in every unit as guidance
and demonstrates one way in planning the delivery and assessment of a unit. The outline learning plan
can be used in conjunction with the programme of suggested assignments.
Assessment – gives amplification about the nature and type of evidence that learners need to produce
in order to pass the unit or achieve the higher grades. This section should be read in conjunction with
the grading criteria.
Suggested programme of assignments – the table shows how the suggested assignments match and
cover the assessment grading criteria.
Links to National Occupational Standards, other BTEC units, other BTEC qualifications and
other relevant units and qualifications – sets out links with other units within the qualification.
These links can be used to ensure that learners make connections between units, resulting in a coherent
programme of learning. The links show opportunities for integration of learning, delivery and
assessment.
Essential resources – identifies any specialist resources needed to allow learners to generate the
evidence required for each unit. The centre will be asked to ensure that any requirements are in place
when it seeks approval from Pearson to offer the qualification.
Employer engagement and vocational contexts – gives a short list of agencies, networks and other
useful contacts for employer engagement and for sources of vocational contexts.
Indicative reading for learners – gives a list of learner resource material that benchmarks the level of study.
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Aim and purpose
The aim of this unit is to enable learners to develop an understanding of public service skills and a variety of
methods of instruction. Learners will also explore teamwork and communication skills via hands-on activities,
enabling them to meet the needs of public expectations.

Unit introduction
This unit allows learners to develop a range of teamwork, communication, professional and personal skills
and methods of instruction that are essential transferable skills across a wide range of career choices, not just
within the public services.
Learners will gain an insight into the various methods of instruction used in the public services. This will be
achieved through researching the main principles and techniques surrounding the qualities of good instruction,
culminating in learners being able to effectively deliver a short fact- or skills-based lesson to a small group of
people.
Learners will identify some of the different qualities essential for effective teamwork, in addition to examining
the characteristics needed for working as part of a team. Teamwork skills will be developed through learners
taking part in a range of practical team-building activities. Learners will be able to draw on their own
experiences in order to evaluate the performance of their team members.
This unit examines a range of interpersonal skills useful for learners’ studies as well as their daily work routine
in the public services.

Learning outcomes
On completion of this unit a learner should:

1

Know the purpose and importance of public service skills

2

Understand methods of instruction in public services

3

Be able to use a range of interpersonal communication skills.
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Unit content
1 Know the purpose and importance of public service skills
Public service skills: including communication; teamwork; professional and personal skills eg punctuality,
pride of appearance, behaviour, timekeeping; discipline; problem solving; cooperation; conflict
management
Teamwork: types of teams in the public services eg crew, shift/watch, regiment; multi-agency/services
teams; specialist teams eg search and rescue, project teams; emergency services; projects for
implementing new policies
Importance of teamwork: eg achieving organisational objectives; camaraderie; teamwork within
organisational structures; command and control
Qualities for effective teamwork: eg leadership; combining individual skills; achieving aims; working with
others
Team building: participation in team activities; team-building exercises; sporting events and outdoor
group activities; characteristics within teams

2 Understand methods of instruction in public services
Instruction methods: select subject; plan instruction eg objective, audience, timing methods; give
instructions eg demonstrate, practise instruction – role play, case studies, explanations, one to ones
Qualities of a good instructor: confidence; manner; ways of speaking, moving and appearance during
lesson; attitude; firm/fair/friendly; diligence; enthusiasm and interest in the subject
Facts/skills: for instruction – time, parts and content, notes, beginning, preliminary instruction,
introduction, objective, reason why and incentive; middle teaching points; Explain – Demonstrate
– Imitate – Practise (EDIP), end of lesson; summary; handouts

3 Be able to use a range of interpersonal communication skills
Reading – relationship to public services: skimming, scanning and detailed reading of public service
documents; barriers to effective reading
Writing – relationship to public services: structure and format of letters to personnel, internal
memorandums; report writing; note taking; email
Verbal communication – relationship to public services: one-way/two-way communication,
questioning skills, tone, emphasis, audience awareness, use of jargon, abbreviations, participating in group
discussions; verbal presentations of basic information; barriers to verbal communication in both
operational and non- operational situations
Listening – relationship to public services: effective listening skills; information collation; receiving orders
and direction; taking statements; intelligence gathering; barriers to effective listening
Non-verbal communication: body language; gesture; facial expressions; eye contact; posture
Terminology for public services: abbreviations, glossary of public service terms, communicating in the
context of public services eg uniformed public service language such as refs in, refs out, eyeball, sit rep, in
situ, ten nine, pnc, vrm etc
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Assessment and grading criteria
In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that
they can meet all the learning outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the
level of achievement required to pass this unit.
Assessment and grading criteria
To achieve a pass grade the
evidence must show that the
learner is able to:

P1

describe public service skills

P2

outline the purpose and
importance of public service
skills using examples from at
least two contrasting public
services

To achieve a merit grade the
evidence must show that, in
addition to the pass criteria,
the learner is able to:

M1

explain the importance of
public service skills in at
least two contrasting public
services

To achieve a distinction grade
the evidence must show that,
in addition to the pass and
merit criteria, the learner is
able to:
D1

evaluate the importance
of public service skills in a
specified public service

D2

evaluate the effective use of
interpersonal communication
skills in a given public service

[CT1]
P3

contribute to different teambuilding activities
[TL1]

P4

explain the qualities of a good M2
instructor and how they are
used

demonstrate effective
instruction skills

[RL1]
P5

report on the effectiveness
of various methods of
interpersonal communication
skills

M3

explain the application of
interpersonal communication
skills in a given public service

[RL3]
P6 use correct terminology
in a given public service
communication context
P7

use interpersonal skills to
communicate with personnel
in public service situations.
[SM2]

PLTS: This summary references where applicable, in the square brackets, the elements of the personal,
learning and thinking skills applicable in the pass criteria. It identifies opportunities for learners to demonstrate
effective application of the referenced elements of the skills.

Key

IE – independent enquirers RL – reflective learners

SM – self-managers

CT – creative thinkers

EP – effective participators

TW – team workers
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Essential guidance for tutors
Delivery
This unit should be mainly practically based, allowing learners to demonstrate and develop teamwork and
interpersonal skills. Toachieve this, learners will need to be given the opportunity to participate in a range of
teamwork/team-building activities. Learners will also need to be given appropriate underpinning knowledge to
help them identify and develop these skills.
Delivery of the content for learning outcome 1 should involve the full range of public service skills as well
as showing learners the importance of teamwork, incorporating the qualities listed in the content and
the relevant skills as they occur. Communication skills are mainly oral; however, written communication
skills will also be required. These should be taught at an early point in the unit. This will link directly to the
requirements of other learning outcomes.
Learning outcome 1 allows tutors to emphasise the importance of these skills to the work that learners will
carry out in the public services. The ‘discipline’ required for an individual working in public services is a vital
part of their ability to both perform and progress. The self-discipline required for anyone entering the public
services, as well as its relationship to group discipline, needs to be stressed throughout the units.
Learning outcome 2 can be delivered using at least three approaches. Tutors can input information relative to
the methods of instruction; however, it is important to ensure that this is at the right level – learners who are
not at a supervisory management level only need to learn about the basics.
Another approach can be to allow learners to research the institution they are interested in, both inside and
outside their immediate learning environment. A third approach to the delivery of this knowledge can be to
combine the previous two approaches and then to facilitate the learner in practising instructional methods
themselves within their peer or similar group.
When using scenario-based training it is important to ensure that all angles have been considered. For
example, conflict management scenarios are very effective. However, care must be taken in dealing with
conflict scenarios as emotions could run high and may result in issues that endanger both learner and tutor. As
all teamwork can involve conflict if not carefully managed, this area of delivery is very important.
Learning outcome 3 can be delivered through the use of practical activities, which require learners to use a
range of interpersonal communication skills. Through the use of a range of public service documents, such as
reports and news articles, learners can practise the different methods of reading, for example skimming and
scanning. Through the use of a range of assessment methods in the unit, it may be possible to deliver the
writing skills in the unit. The delivery of learning outcome three can be used to support learning in the other
learning outcomes, for example listening, non-verbal communication and specialist public service terminology
may be covered during the delivery of learning outcome 2.
Contact with the public services is strongly encouraged to help learners research the importance of teamwork
and interpersonal skills within the public services. This can be done by arranging visits and speakers. Some
services, particularly the army, may give learners opportunities to participate in personal development days
where they undertake a series of command tasks. Personal research should also be encouraged.

Outline learning plan
The outline learning plan has been included in this unit as guidance and can be used in conjunction with the
programme of suggested assignments.
The outline learning plan demonstrates one way in planning the delivery and assessment of this unit.
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Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Tutor introduces the unit and outlines the assessment
An introduction to what is meant by public service skills, the different skills that this phrase can include. Tutor
input/internet research on tutor-directed sites/case studies/classroom discussion
Assignment 1 – What are Public Service Skills? Small-group discussion. There should be witness
statements/observation records/peer assessments to support the fact that learners have participated in
a group discussion (P1)

An introduction to the purpose and importance of teamwork in the public services looking specifically at two
services to allow learners to research and analyse how and why teamwork is important in the public services.
Tutor input/internet research on tutor-directed sites/case studies/classroom discussion
Assignment 2 – Why are Public Service Skills Important in the Public Services? To include learnerinitiated private study (P2, M1, D1)

An opportunity for learners to practically contribute to a number of different team-building activities as well as
giving each individual an opportunity to demonstrate effective instructional skills
Assignment 3 – Contributing to Team Activities. There should be witness statements/observation
records/peer assessments/photographic evidence to support the fact that learners have participated in
a number of activities (P3, M2)

Identifying the qualities of a good instructor, what they are and why they are important. Tutor input/internet
research on tutor-directed sites, case studies, classroom discussion
Assignment 4 – What makes a Good Instructor? To include learner-initiated private study (P4)

A review of a wide range of interpersonal communication skills is important at all levels of the public services.
Tutor input/internet research on tutor directed sites/case studies/classroom discussion
A practical approach allowing learners to demonstrate a number of interpersonal skills in a variety of practical
situations. This should be approached using a number of case studies and practical demonstrations
Assignment 5 – The Use of and Need for Effective Interpersonal Communication Skills. To include
learner-initiated private study as well as witness statements/observation records/peer assessments/
photographic evidence to support the fact that learners have demonstrated interpersonal skills
(P5, P6, P7, M3, D2)

Review of unit to ensure all outcomes and indicative content covered

Assessment
A number of assessment activities can be used to measure the achievement of learning outcomes in this unit.
Assessment evidence may be in the form of assignments, research projects, production of effective notes/
reports, participation in team activities and presentations.
To show knowledge of the purpose and importance of public service skills learners will collate and present
their research into two contrasting public service organisations. To achieve P1, learners must be able to
describe a range of important skills in the public services. To achieve P2, learners will outline the purpose
and importance of these skills using two contrasting public services. For M1, learners must provide a detailed
explanation of the importance of public service skills in at least two chosen public services. For example,
learners may compare the importance of public service skills between the services and identify which are
most important in which service and why. To achieve D1, learners must evaluate the importance of public
service skills in one of their chosen public services, evaluating the importance of these skills in the day-to-day
running of the public service.
To achieve P3, learners are required to contribute to at least five different team-building activities. To achieve
P4, learners will need to explain the qualities of a good instructor and how they are used. This can be done
in a variety of ways, including written assessment or taking a more practical approach by asking learners to
verbally explain the qualities and how they are used. For M2, learners must demonstrate effective instructional
skills in a number of practical activities that can be captured in a variety of ways to provide sufficient evidence
Pearson BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Public Services
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for learners.
A suitable assignment could include learners keeping a diary of different teamwork activities undertaken. The
diary could identify any skills used or developed by the learner.
Video can be used to record learners’ assessments, for example when they are instructing others. If this mode
of assessment is used it is important to annotate and reference this in the written feedback to the learner.
Copies of both the annotation and the notes should be available.
To achieve P5, learners could participate in a number of varied activities/role play that have allowed them to
use a range of interpersonal skills. This will then provide naturally occurring evidence they can put forward
towards P6 and P7 where they are required to use correct terminology in a public service context and
interpersonal skills to communicate with personnel in a given situation. From this they could keep a log of
their performance in the different activities/role play that will form the basis of their evidence for P5 so they
can report accurately on the effectiveness of the various methods they have used. For M3, learners must
provide a detailed explanation of the application of interpersonal and communication skills in a given public
service. To achieve D2, learners will evaluate the effectiveness of these skills in a given public service.
Most of the primary assessment should be practical, using observation records and witness testimony. These
should be in the form of written reports relating to individuals’ actual performance against the set criteria. It is
not acceptable to provide only a ‘tick list’ against criteria, as this does not allow for adequate feedback.
Programme of suggested assignments
The table below shows a programme of suggested assignments that covers the pass, merit and distinction
criteria in the assessment and grading grid. This is for guidance and it is recommended that centres either
write their own assignments or adapt any Pearson assignments to meet local needs and resources.
Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

Assessment method

P1

What are Public Service
Skills?

You are a new recruit
about to join a public
service.

Small-group discussion

P2/M1/D1

Why are public service
skills Important in the
Public Services?

The ability to use a range
of skills is critical to the
uniformed public services.
Employees often work in
teams that rely on each
other to carry out their
individual roles effectively
and these skills will ensure
that the job gets done.
Research the importance
of a range of these public
service skills, evaluating
their importance and
how they help get the job
done.

Poster

P3/M2

Contributing to Team
Activities

In a public service
department you need to
contribute to a number
of key team-building
activities.

Practical assessment

P4

What Makes a Good
Instructor?

You are working as an
instructor at your local
gym.

Report
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Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

Assessment method

P5/P6/P7/M3/D2

The Use of and Need
for Effective Interpersonal
Communication Skills

You are working as a team Practical assessment
leader within your local Leaflet
voluntary organisation
and part of your role is
to help to develop your
colleagues and improve
their interpersonal skills.

Links to National Occupational Standards, other BTEC units, other BTEC
qualifications and other relevant units and qualifications
This unit forms part of the BTEC Public Services sector suite. This unit has particular links with the following
unit titles in the Public Services suite:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Introduction to Public Service Skills Employment in the Uniformed
Public Services

Leadership and Teamwork in the
Public Services

Teamworking in the Public Services Adventurous Activities and
Teamwork for the Public Services

Outdoor and Adventurous Activities

Introduction to Mapwork and
Navigation Skills

Sport and Recreation in the Public
Services

Skills for Land-based Outdoor
Adventurous Activities

Taking Part in Sport

Land Navigation by Map and
Compass

Skills for Water-based Outdoor
Adventurous Activities

Introduction to Expedition Skills Expedition Skills in Public Services Practical Team Sports

Essential resources
Sufficient library resources should be available to enable learners to achieve this unit. Communication and
contact with recruitment officers from the appropriate public services and the internet should be provided.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
The delivery of this unit can be enhanced and contextualised by involving public service organisations.
●

●

●

Visits to and guest speakers from public service organisations can support learners with learning outcome
1, allowing them to see first hand the purpose and importance of teamwork in the public services.
Assistance with the development of a number of practical/team activities allowing learners to use a variety
of instructional methods can develop the experimental learning process of learners for learning outcome
2.
Researching public sector organisations’ websites and reviewing their literature will assist learners in
understanding a range of interpersonal communication skills that are vital to all public service organisations.
This will support learners with learning outcome 3.
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Embedding support from a range of public service organisations into the delivery ensures learners’
understanding is based on real-life experience and adds to the holistic nature of the qualification.

Indicative reading for learners
Textbooks

Gray D and Lilley T et al – BTEC Level 2 First Public Services Student Book (Pearson,
2010) ISBN 9781846907210
Gray D and Lilley T et al – BTEC Level 2 First Public Teacher Resource Pack (Pearson,
2010) ISBN 9781846907227
Institute of Management – Personal Effectiveness and Career Development (Hodder & Stoughton,
1999) ISBN 9780340742945
Jay R – How to Build a Great Team (Prentice Hall, 2002) ISBN 9780273663232
Murdock A – Personal Effectiveness (Butterworth-Heinemann, 2002) ISBN 978075065221
Websites

Army

www.army.mod.uk

Department for Education

www.education.gov.uk

Direct Gov

www.direct.gov.uk

Fire service

www.fireservice.co.uk

Fire service (Department for Communities and Local www.communities.gov.uk/fire
Government)
Her Majesty’s Revenue & Customs

www.hmrc.gov.uk

Home Office

www.homeoffice.gov.uk

London Ambulance Service

www.lond-amb.sthames.nhs.uk

London Fire Service

www.london-fire.gov.uk

Maritime and Coastguard Agency

www.dft.gov.uk/mca

NHS careers

www.nhscareers.nhs.uk

Police recruitment

www.policerecruitment.homeoffice.gov.uk

Police service information (Home Office)

www.homeoffice.gov.uk/police

Public services

www.publicservice.co.uk

Royal Air Force

www.raf.mod.uk

Royal Navy/Royal Marines

www.royal-navy.mod.uk
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Delivery of personal, learning and thinking skills
The table below identifies the opportunities for personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS) that have been
included within the pass assessment criteria of this unit.
Skill

When learners are …

Creative thinkers

outlining the purpose and importance of teamwork using examples from at least
two contrasting public services

Reflective learners

explaining the qualities of a good instructor and how they are used
reporting on the effectiveness of various methods of interpersonal communication
skills

Team workers

contributing to different team-building activities

Self-managers

demonstrating use of interpersonal skills to communicate with personnel in given
situations.
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Functional Skills – Level 2
Skill

When learners are …

ICT – Develop, present and
communicate information
Bring together information to suit content
and purpose

reporting on the effectiveness of interpersonal communication
skills

English
Speaking and listening – make a range of
contributions to discussions and make
effective presentations in a wide range of
contexts

explaining the qualities of a good instructor

Writing – write documents, including
extended writing pieces, communicating
information, ideas and opinions, effectively
and persuasively

outlining the purpose and importance of teamwork in at least two
contrasting public services
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Aim and purpose
This unit aims to provide learners with an understanding of employment opportunities in the uniformed public
services. It also enables them to develop a knowledge of the main roles and conditions of service and an
understanding of their main responsibilities.

Unit introduction
Many young people decide from an early age that they want to join one of the uniformed services.
Sometimes this is because these jobs seem fairly glamorous and exciting. It is true that these jobs can be
rewarding and varied, but they also often bring their own challenges and risks.
This unit will give learners who have an interest in the public services the opportunity to find out more about
them and to broaden their knowledge of a whole range of services. This should then enable them to make
the correct career choice based on knowledge gained rather than on their perceptions.
Learners will discover that the uniformed public services have a central function within a modern society and
provide structure and support to the values of a modern democratic society. They will also look at how the
public services have changed over recent years to reflect a multicultural society and to respond to political and
economic changes.
The different services cover a variety of organisational roles and each service has clear responsibilities
and accountabilities to the public and to others. It is important that learners have a good understanding of
these responsibilities and of the many different roles of the uniformed public services. This unit will provide
information about the range of different job opportunities within the services and can investigate the kind of
work that public service employees do on a day-to-day basis.
The conditions of service and training differ between the services and learners need to be aware of what is
expected of them and the rewards and benefits of working in these services. Learners will also gain awareness
of the implications of working in the uniformed services, including leaving home.
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Learning outcomes
On completion of this unit a learner should:

1

Know the main roles of different uniformed public services

2

Understand the main responsibilities of different uniformed public services

3

Understand the different employment opportunities available in the uniformed public services

4

Know the conditions of service for different public service jobs.
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Unit content
1 Know the main roles of different uniformed public services
Emergency services: the police; fire; ambulance
The armed forces: army; Royal Navy; Royal Marines; Royal Air Force
Other uniformed services: the Prison Service; UK Border Agency; HM Revenue & Customs; Maritime
and Coast Guard Agency
Purpose: organisational objectives; mission statements; legislation eg Fire Service Act 1997/2002, Police
Act 2004
Roles: dealing with accidents and emergencies; routine work; peacekeeping activities; other roles eg antiterrorist and anti-smuggling roles; defence roles of the armed forces; humanitarian work; disaster relief;
conflict; working in prisons; transporting prisoners; patrolling coastlines; operating CCTV; working with
local communities

2 Understand the main responsibilities of different uniformed public services
Responsibilities of different uniformed public services: accountability, legal, professional and political;
performance indicators eg what they are, examples, effect on work; response to change, diversity;
responsibility to public, including value for money, spending taxpayers’ money wisely

3 Understand the different employment opportunities available in the uniformed
public services
Public service work: range of emergency and routine work undertaken; daily work routine;
administrative work; work with other public services; community work; implications of working in the
public services on a personal level; positive and negative aspects of working in the services; examples of
recent peacekeeping activities and humanitarian work; roles at major incidents; examples of activities in recent conflicts.
Range: different operational jobs eg ambulance service, patient transport services, technician
and paramedic; civilian support roles eg police control room operators, scenes of crime officers,
community support officers; management and administrative roles; part-time opportunities eg special
constables, retained firefighters, Royal Navy Reserve, Territorial Army

4 Know the conditions of service for different public service jobs
Conditions of service: salary structure; holiday entitlement; benefits eg gym use, accommodation,
private medical insurance; retirement age; pension arrangements; sick pay; maternity/paternity
provisions; postings; shift patterns; contracted hours; access to ongoing training; education
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Assessment and grading criteria
In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that
they can meet all the learning outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the
level of achievement required to pass this unit.
Assessment and grading criteria
To achieve a pass grade the
evidence must show that the
learner is able to:

P1

To achieve a merit grade the
evidence must show that, in
addition to the pass criteria,
the learner is able to:

To achieve a distinction grade
the evidence must show that,
in addition to the pass and
merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

outline the main purpose
and roles of two contrasting
uniformed public services
[IE2, IE4]

P2

discuss the main
responsibilities of two
contrasting uniformed public
services

M1

explain the role, purpose
and responsibilities of two
contrasting uniformed public
services

M2

explain the work of a chosen
job in the uniformed services.

D1

evaluate the role, purpose
and responsibilities of a
chosen uniformed public
service

[IE2, IE4]
P3

outline the different
employment opportunities
available in the uniformed
public services

P4

describe the current
conditions of service for
two jobs within contrasting
uniformed public service

PLTS: This summary references where applicable, in the square brackets, the elements of the personal,
learning and thinking skills applicable in the pass criteria. It identifies opportunities for learners to demonstrate
effective application of the referenced elements of the skills.

Key
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IE – independent enquirers RL – reflective learners

SM – self-managers

CT – creative thinkers

EP – effective participators

TW – team workers
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Essential guidance for tutors
Delivery
The delivery of this unit can be brought alive for learners through visits to public services, visiting speakers,
case studies and video/DVDs showing the uniformed services in action. There are also many ‘fly on the wall’
TV programmes showing real-life action in the services. Contact with staff from the public services is essential
and this can be achieved by arranging for speakers or display teams to visit centres and through learner visits
to public service organisations. Some public services, particularly the armed forces, may be able to offer
residential visits.
Careers officers from the individual services can be invited into the centre to talk to learners. It is vital,
however, to impress upon the visiting speaker that this is not a recruitment opportunity, but to widen
perception of careers and training offered by the uniformed services. Any visiting speakers should be briefed
to ensure that the required information, as specified in the learning outcomes, forms the basis of their
presentation.
It is important to introduce learners to the main roles and responsibilities of all the uniformed services to
expand their perception of them, and they should be made aware of the ‘contrasting’ services and be
encouraged to look at services from each category. Learners should also be encouraged to investigate
the work of the services and this information can be found on their individual websites. It will be essential,
however, for the tutor to pull all of this together to enable learners to see where the responsibilities of each
service lie and how they are accountable for everything they do.
When working with learners on the different job opportunities and conditions of service for such jobs, visits
to local careers offices, visiting speakers and case studies could also be used. There is a possible danger of
learners bombarding the uniformed services from all directions for the same information. This obviously
should be avoided; most organisations are more than willing to pass on information packs or similar to the
tutor for use in the centre.
Personal research could be encouraged through integrated learning technology, for example public service
webites, CD ROMs and videos produced by armed forces careers offices, or through printed resources,
careers leaflets, textbooks and journals.

Outline learning plan
The outline learning plan has been included in this unit as guidance and can be used in conjunction with the
programme of suggested assignments.
The outline learning plan demonstrates one way in planning the delivery and assessment of this unit.
Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Introduction
Overview of unit content
Defining the uniformed public services giving examples
Learning outcome 1
Topic: roles of different public services
Suggested delivery methods – visits to the services, visiting speakers, case studies and video/DVDs showing
the uniformed services in action, recorded ‘fly on the wall’ TV programmes/clips showing real-life action in the
services.
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Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Assignment 1 – Roles of Different Public Services

Produce two posters for display at a careers exhibition. Each poster should outline the main purpose and roles of
a uniformed public service. The two services should be contrasting.
(P1)
Learning outcome 2
Topic – responsibilities of different public services
Delivery methods as LO1.
Assignment 2 – Responsibilities of Different Uniformed Public Services

Produce two leaflets for display at a careers exhibition. Each leaflet should discuss the main responsibilities of a
uniformed public service. The two services should be contrasting.
You should go into more depth in your leaflets and explain in detail the purpose, roles and responsibilities of each
service.
You should evaluate the purpose, roles and responsibilities of one of the services.
(P2, M1, D1)
Learning outcome 3
Topic – employment opportunities available in the uniformed public services.
Assignment 3 – Employment Opportunities in the Uniformed Public Services

You should produce an information leaflet for a careers evening which uses examples from a range of different
public services and clearly outlines the different employment opportunities available in this range of different
public services.
Add notes to explain in detail the duties and day-to-day roles of a uniformed public service employee in a specific
public service.
(P3, M2)
Learning outcome 4
Topic – conditions of service for a chosen job
Assignment 4 – Conditions of Services

Give a verbal presentation describing the conditions of service and the training involved for a chosen job in each
of two contrasting uniformed public services (P4).
Review of unit and assignments

Assessment
A number of strategies can be employed to measure the achievement of learning outcomes in this unit. This
may be in the form of assignments, research projects, verbal presentations, role plays, group discussions etc.
Suitable assignments include learners producing an information pack or making a presentation on their chosen
service. Helping at or preparing materials for a careers office or careers exhibition scenario would obviously
be suitable here. Tomeet the pass criteria the assignment brief should guide learners to research and provide
information from two contrasting uniformed public services. They will, therefore, need to know the meaning
of ‘contrasting services’, eg Armed Forces; Emergency Services; other public services (eg Prison Service,
Immigration).
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P1 requires learners outline the main purpose and roles of two contrasting services. Organisational objectives,
mission statements and any specific legislation relating to these services should be included here. For P2,
learners should discuss the main responsibilities of each of those services and how and to whom each service
is accountable (for example central government, local government).
M1 expects the learner to explain the role, purpose and responsibilities of their two named services and
the D1 criterion expands this to an evaluation of ONE of those chosen services. This is not repetition of the
pass criteria but expansion in which learners evidence their deeper understanding of the services. This could
include finding statistics on performance targets and analysing these, as well as carrying out research to find out
what the main priorities and objectives for the service are and commenting on these. This information is likely
to be available on the organisation’s website in the form of strategic plans and annual reports.
For P3, learners would need to investigate and outline the employment opportunities available in different
uniformed public services. This could include visiting their websites or inviting speakers from the various
services. For M2 the learner will need to explain the work involved in a chosen public service job role.
For P4, learners should describe the conditions of service and training involved for two jobs within contrasting
public services.
Programme of suggested assignments
The table below shows a programme of suggested assignments that cover the pass, merit and distinction
criteria in the assessment and grading grid. This is for guidance and it is recommended that centres either
write their own assignments or adapt any Pearson assignments to meet local needs and resources.
Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

Assessment method

P1

Roles of Different Public
Services

During your work
experience placement
in the careers office,
you have been asked to
prepare information for a
careers exhibition.

Posters, leaflets

P2, M1, D1

Responsibilities of
Different Uniformed
Public Services

During your work
experience placement
in the careers office,
you have been asked to
prepare information for a
careers exhibition.

Leaflets

P3, M2

Employment
Opportunities in the
Uniformed Public Services

Job description handout
During your work
experience placement
in the careers office,
you have been asked
to prepare a handout
explaining the different
employment opportunities
available to the uniformed
public services for an
interview in the uniformed
public services.
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Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

Assessment method

P4

Conditions of Service

During your work
Verbal presentation
experience placement
Handout
in the careers office,
you have been asked to
prepare a handout and
presentation for a job
interview showing the
conditions of service for
two contrasting jobs in the
uniformed public services.

Links to National Occupational Standards, other BTEC units, other BTEC
qualifications and other relevant units and qualifications
This unit forms part of the BTEC Public Services sector suite. This unit has particular links with the following
unit titles in the public services suite:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Searching for a Job

Employment in the Non-uniformed Understanding Behaviour in Public
Public Services
Sector Employment

Conduct at Work

Career Planning for the Public
Services

Personnel and Human Resources

Public Service Career

Essential resources
Sufficient library resources, including books, journals, careers leaflets and video, should be available. It is
recommended that learners have access to the internet and to recruitment officers from the appropriate
public services.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Where possible, learners should visit the local offices of various uniformed public services for example
the RAF, the army or the navy or invited guest speakers can discuss the application process as well as the
various job opportunities available to each service. The uniformed public services are always looking for
new recruits and this could be a good opportunity for them to get learners interested. The uniformed public
services should be asked to contribute to the design and assessment of assignments and attend events and
presentations where the outcomes of learners’ work are reviewed.
Learners should also be encouraged to visit the websites of these services for more information and literature
on employment opportunities and requirements.
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Indicative reading for learners
Textbooks

Gray D and Lilley T et al – BTEC Level 2 First Public Services Student Book (Pearson,
2010) ISBN 9781846907210
Gray D and Lilley T et al – BTEC Level 2 First Public Teacher Resource Pack (Pearson,
2010) ISBN 9781846907227
Websites

Ambulance

www.nhscareers.nhs.uk/amb.shtml

The Army

www.army.mod.uk

Careers advice

careersadvice.direct.gov.uk/

Careers advice – Directgov Young People

www.direct.gov.uk/en/youngpeople/index/htm

Careers in the prison service

www.hmprisonservice.gov.uk/careersandjobs/

Direct Gov

www.direct.gov.uk

Fire Service

www.fireservice.co.uk

Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs

www.hmrc.gov.uk

Jobs in the public sector

www.jobsinpublicsector.co.uk/

Maritime and Coastguard Agency

www.dft.gov.uk/mca

Public service jobs

www.direct.gov.uk/en/Employment/Jobseekers/index.htm.

Public service jobs

www.jobsgopublic.com/

Royal Air Force

www.raf.mod.uk

Royal Navy/Royal Marines

www.royal-navy.mod.uk

UK Borders Agency

www.ukba.homeoffice.gov.uk
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Delivery of personal, learning and thinking skills
The table below identifies the opportunities for personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS) that have been
included within the pass assessment criteria of this unit.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

carrying out research on the roles and responsibilities of the uniformed public
services
researching current conditions of service

Creative thinkers

creating a job description

Reflective learners

reflecting on own progress and receiving feedback on own work

Team workers

taking responsibility for their own work and sharing ideas and responsibilities when
working in a group

Self-managers

seeking challenges or new responsibilities and demonstrating flexibility
setting priorities
responding positively to change, seeking advice and support

Effective participators
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Functional Skills – Level 2
Skill

When learners are …

ICT – Use ICT systems
Select, interact with and use ICT systems
independently for a complex task to meet a
variety of needs

carrying out research and producing written assignment tasks

Manage information storage to enable
efficient retrieval

saving work

Follow and understand the need for safety
and security practices

using password protection

ICT – Find and select information
Select and use a variety of sources of
carrying out research on the internet and producing written
information independently for a complex task assignment work

ICT – Develop, present and
communicate information
Enter, develop and format information
independently to suit its meaning and
purpose including:
●

text and tables

●

images

●

numbers

●

records

producing a leaflet and poster

English
Speaking and listening – make a range of
contributions to discussions and make
effective presentations in a wide range of
contexts

carrying out a verbal presentation

Writing – write documents, including
extended writing pieces, communicating
information, ideas and opinions, effectively
and persuasively

producing a leaflet and job description
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Aim and purpose
This unit aims to provide learners with an understanding of employment opportunities in the non-uniformed
public services. It also enables them to develop a knowledge of the main roles and conditions of service and
an understanding of their main responsibilities.

Unit introduction
The public services sector employs more people in this country than any other sector. These services are
essential services which are usually paid for, wholly or partly, by the government. They provide structure and
support in our society and include vital services such as health, education, social services and many others,
without which a modern society could not function.
This unit will give learners who have an interest in these public services the opportunity to find out more
about them and to broaden their knowledge of a whole range of careers. This should then enable them to
make the correct career choice based on the knowledge gained.
It is important that learners have a good understanding of the roles and responsibilities of the different
services, and how they can work together. This unit will also provide information about the vast range of
different job opportunities within these services and learners can investigate the kind of work that public
services employees do on a day-to-day basis. Learners can access and examine different job descriptions to
help them to achieve this.
The conditions of service differ between the services and learners need to be aware of what is expected of
them and what they would receive in return.
Public service sector employers take the subject of equal opportunities very seriously and endeavour
to recruit a diverse workforce. Learners should access equal opportunities policies from the different
organisations and examine these.

Learning outcomes
On completion of this unit a learner should:

1

Know the main roles of different public services

2

Understand the main responsibilities of different non-uniformed public services

3

Understand the different employment opportunities available in the non-uniformed public services

4

Know the conditions of service for public service jobs
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Unit content
1 Know the main roles of different public services
Services: eg education service, health service, social services, probation service, housing, highways, refuse
disposal, leisure and recreation, planning, police, prison service, fire service, civil service, local authorities,
courts service
Purpose: organisational objectives; legislation eg Education Acts (2008, 2007, 2006, 2005), Health and
Social Care Act (2008), Housing Act (2008, 2004), Social Services Act (1970)
Roles: eg education, social services, probation, education, health, housing, planning, highways, leisure and
recreation, refuse collection, environmental health, crime and disorder

2 Understand the main responsibilities of different non-uniformed public services
Responsibilities: accountability – legal and political; performance indicators – examples, what they
are, effect on work; response to change; dealing with diversity

3 Understand the different employment opportunities available in the non-uniformed
public services
Public service work: range of emergency and routine work undertaken; daily work routine;
administrative work; work with other public services; community work; implications of working in the
public services on a personal level
Range: different operational jobs eg teacher, nurse, social worker, structural engineer, planning officer,
teaching assistant, probation officer, administrator, manager, call handler

4 Know the conditions of service for public service jobs
Conditions of service: salary structure; holiday entitlement; benefits eg gym use, accommodation,
private medical insurance; retirement age; pension arrangements; sick pay; maternity/paternity
provisions; shift patterns; access to training; education
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Assessment and grading criteria
In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that
they can meet all the learning outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the
level of achievement required to pass this unit.
Assessment and grading criteria
To achieve a pass grade the
evidence must show that the
learner is able to:

P1

To achieve a merit grade the
evidence must show that, in
addition to the pass criteria,
the learner is able to:

To achieve a distinction grade
the evidence must show that,
in addition to the pass and
merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

outline the main roles of two
different public services
[IE2, IE4]

P2

discuss the main
responsibilities of two
different non-uniformed
public services

M1

explain the role, purpose
and responsibilities of two
different non-uniformed
public services

D1

evaluate the role, purpose
and responsibilities of a
chosen non-uniformed public
service

[IE2, IE4]
P3

explain the different nonuniformed employment
opportunities available in the
public services

P4

describe the current
conditions of service for two
non-uniformed public service
job roles

M2 explain the work of a chosen
non-uniformed public service
job

[IE2]
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Essential guidance for tutors
Delivery
The delivery of this unit can be brought alive for the learners through the use of visits to different services,
career advisery offices, visiting speakers, case studies and suitable careers video/DVDs. There are also many
‘fly on the wall’ TV programmes showing real-life action in some of the services. Contact with staff from the
public services is essential and this can be achieved by arranging speakers or through learners visits.
It is important to introduce learners to the main roles and responsibilities of all the public services to expand
their knowledge of them, and so they learn about the many job opportunities available within the services.
When working with learners on the different job opportunities and conditions of service for public service
jobs, visiting speakers and case studies can be used.
Personal research could be encouraged through integrated learning technology, for example public service
websites, CD ROMs and videos, or by research through printed resources for example careers leaflets,
textbooks and journals.

Outline learning plan
The outline learning plan has been included in this unit as guidance and can be used in conjunction with the
programme of suggested assignments.
The outline learning plan demonstrates one way in planning the delivery and assessment of this unit.
Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Unit introduction and overview of content
Learning outcome 1
Topic: roles of different public services
Suggested delivery methods – visits to services, visiting speakers, case studies and video/DVD
Assignment 1 – Main Roles of the Different Non-uniformed Public Services

Produce two posters for display at a careers exhibition. Each poster should outline the main purpose and roles of
a different non-uniformed public service.
(P1)
Learning outcome 2
Topic – responsibilities of different non-uniformed public services
Assignment 2 – Main Responsibilities of Different Non-uniformed Public Services

Produce two leaflets for display at a careers exhibition. Each leaflet should discuss the main responsibilities of a
different non-uniformed public service.
You should go into more depth in your leaflets and explain in detail the purpose, roles and responsibilities of each
service.
You should evaluate the purpose, roles and responsibilities of one of the services
(P2, M1, D1)
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Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Learning outcome 3
Topic – employment opportunities available in the non-uniformed public services.
Assignment 3 – Job Opportunities

You should produce an information leaflet for a careers evening which uses examples from a range of different
public services and clearly outlines the different employment opportunities available in this range of different
public services
Add notes to explain in detail the duties and day-to-day roles of a non-uniformed public service employee in a
specific public service
(P3, M2)
Learning outcome 4
Topic – conditions of service for a chosen job
Assignment 4 – Conditions of Services

Give a verbal presentation describing the conditions of service and the training involved for a chosen job in each
of two different non-uniformed public services
(P4)
Review of unit and assignments

Assessment
A number of strategies can be employed to measure the achievement of learning outcomes in this unit, such
as in the form of assignments, research projects, verbal presentations, role plays, group discussions etc.
Suitable assignments include learners producing an information pack or making a presentation on their chosen
service. Helping at or preparing materials for a careers office or careers exhibition scenario would be suitable.
To meet the pass criteria the assignment brief should guide learners to research and provide information
from two different non-uniformed public services. P1 requires learners to outline the main purpose and
roles of two different public services. Organisational objectives, mission statements and any specific legislation
relating to these services should be included. For P2, learners should discuss the main responsibilities of each
of those services and how and to whom each service is accountable (for example central government, local
government).
M1 expects the learner to explain the role, purpose and responsibilities of their two named services and
the D1 criterion expands this to an evaluation of ONE of those chosen services. This is not repetition of the
pass criteria but expansion in which learners evidence their deeper understanding of the services. This could
include finding statistics on performance targets and analysing them, as well as carrying out research to find out
what the main priorities and objectives for the service are and commenting on them. This information is likely
to be available on the organisation’s website in the form of strategic plans and annual reports.
For P3, learners need to investigate and explain the employment opportunities available in different nonuniformed public services. This could include visiting relevant websites or inviting speakers from the various
services. For M2, the learner will need to explain the work involved in a chosen public service non-uniformed
job role.
For P4, learners should describe the conditions of service and training involved for two different nonuniformed jobs.
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Programme of suggested assignments
The table below shows a programme of suggested assignments that cover the pass, merit and distinction
criteria in the assessment and grading grid. This is for guidance and it is recommended that centres either
write their own assignments or adapt any Pearson assignments to meet local needs and resources.
Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

Assessment method

P1

Main Roles of Different
Non-uniformed Public
Services

During your work
experience placement
in the careers office
you have been asked
to prepare information/
poster for a careers
exhibition.

Posters, leaflets

P2, M1, D1

Main Responsibilities of
Different Non-uniformed
Public Services

During your work
experience placement
in the careers office
you have been asked to
prepare an article for a
public services journal
for display at a careers
exhibition.

Tutor assessment of
journal article

P3, M2

Job Opportunities

Role play – careers
officer and learners giving
information regarding job
opportunities.

Peer/tutor observation
and learner evaluation

P4

Condition of Service

During your work
experience placement
in the careers office,
you have been asked to
prepare a handout for
a job interview showing
the conditions of services
for two jobs in the nonuniformed public services.

Verbal presentation
Observation of
presentation
Hand in slides and
presenter notes

Links to National Occupational Standards, other BTEC units, other BTEC
qualifications and other relevant units and qualifications
This unit forms part of the BTEC Public Services sector suite. This unit has particular links with the following
unit titles in the Public Services suite:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Searching for a Job

Employment in the Uniformed
Public Services

Understanding Behaviour in Public
Sector Employment

Conduct at Work

Career Planning for the Public
Services

Personnel and Human Resources

Public Service Career
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Essential resources
Sufficient library resources, including books, journals, careers leaflets and video, should be available. It is
recommended that learners have access to the internet and to recruitment officers from the appropriate
public services.
Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Where possible, learners should visit the local offices of various public services and jobcentres or listen to
guest speakers who can discuss the application process as well as the various job opportunities available to
each service. Learners should be encouraged to visit job fairs. The non-uniformed public services should be
asked to contribute to the design and assessment of assignments and attend events and presentations where
the outcomes of learners’ work are reviewed.
Learners should be encouraged to visit the various websites of these services for more information and
literature on employment opportunities and requirements.

Indicative reading for learners
Textbooks

Gray D and Lilley T et al – BTEC Level 2 First Public Services Student Book (Pearson,
2010) ISBN 9781846907210
Gray D and Lilley T et al – BTEC Level 2 First Public Services Teacher Resource Pack (Pearson,
2010) ISBN 9781846907227
Websites

Careers advice

www.careersadvice.direct.gov.uk/

Careers advice – Directgov Young People www.direct.gov.uk/en/youngpeople/index.htm
Careers in the prison service

www.hmprisonservice.gov.uk/careersandjobs/

Civil Service Jobs

www.civilservice.gov.uk/jobs/index.aspx

Government job vacancies and recruitment
agencies

www.industryrecruit.co.uk/Government/

Jobs in the public sector

www.jobsinpublicsector.co.uk/

Local government

www.lgjobs.com

Public sector recruitment site

www.opportunities.co.uk

Reed – job vacancy website

www.reed.co.uk/public

Public service jobs

www.jobsgopublic.com/

Public service jobs

www.direct.gov.uk/en/Employment/Jobseekers/index.htm
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Delivery of personal, learning and thinking skills
The table below identifies the opportunities for personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS) that have been
included within the pass assessment criteria of this unit.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

carrying out research on the roles and responsibilities of the non-uniformed public
services

Creative thinkers

producing a job description for a role in the non-uniformed public service
describing current conditions for a chosen job

Although PLTS are identified within this unit as an inherent part of the assessment criteria, there are further
opportunities to develop a range of PLTS through various approaches to teaching and learning.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

carrying out personal research

Creative thinkers

adapting own ideas for different assignment tasks

Reflective learners

dealing positively with praise, setbacks and constructive criticism after receiving
feedback on own work

Team workers

taking responsibility for own work when carrying out group work

Self-managers

responding positively to change and seeking advice and support
dealing with competing pressures, including personal and work- related demands

Effective participators
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Functional Skills – Level 2
Skill

When learners are …

ICT – Use ICT systems
Select, interact with and use ICT systems
independently for a complex task to meet a
variety of needs

researching different public services

Manage information storage to enable
efficient retrieval

saving work

Follow and understand the need for safety
and security practices

protecting work with passwords

ICT – Find and select information
Select and use a variety of sources of
carrying out research on the internet
information independently for a complex task

ICT – Develop, present and
communicate information
Enter, develop and format information
independently to suit its meaning and
purpose including:
●

text and tables

●

images

●

numbers

●

records.

producing job description, presentation, leaflets and posters

Bring together information to suit content
and purpose

producing job description, presentation, leaflets and posters

Present information in ways that are fit for
purpose and audience

producing job description, presentation, leaflets and posters

Evaluate the selection and use of ICT tools
and facilities used to present information

producing job description, presentation, leaflets and posters

Select and use ICT to communicate and
exchange information safely, responsibly and
effectively including storage of messages and
contact lists

sending emails to request information on public services

English
Speaking and listening – make a range of
contributions to discussions and make
effective presentations in a wide range of
contexts

carrying out verbal presentation

Reading – compare, select, read and
understand texts and use them to gather
information, ideas, arguments and opinions

reading information in textbooks, websites etc for assignment
tasks

Writing – write documents, including
extended writing pieces, communicating
information, ideas and opinions, effectively
and persuasively

producing leaflets, posters and job description
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Aim and purpose
This unit aims to enable learners to gain a knowledge and understanding of applying and preparing for a job
in their chosen public service. The unit also enables learners to develop the skills needed in public services to
prepare for an application process.

Unit introduction
There is a huge amount of people employed in the public service sector in this country, and although such
services may be liable to public spending cuts, these services will always be required.
Anyone who applies for a job in the public services will almost certainly face stiff competition from other
applicants. The recruitment and selection process for most public service jobs is usually quite a lengthy one. It
is important that applicants are fully prepared before applying for a job and this unit will help them to achieve
this.
Learners will investigate the entry requirements and different routes of entry for their chosen career, which
may then give them several options for their future, such as going on to higher education, or gaining relevant
voluntary or paid work experience before applying to enter their chosen service.
Learners will understand how public services employers ensure that they are doing all they can to recruit
a diverse workforce which reflects the society in the United Kingdom today. Learners could access equal
opportunities policies from the internet and compare and discuss them.
Public services employees need to have particular skills and qualities which enable them to deal with the
different situations they may encounter. Some public services require certain levels of fitness and stamina to
carry out the physical work involved. Others may require particular qualifications and training. Learners will
investigate these requirements and carry out a personal audit of their skills and qualities.
Finally, learners will complete an application for a public service job of their choice.

Learning outcomes
On completion of this unit a learner should:

1

Know the application and selection process for public service employment

2

Know the skills and qualities required for a job in the public services

3

Be able to complete an application for a role in a chosen public service.
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Unit content
1 Know the application and selection process for public service employment
Application process: entry requirements – educational, physical, medical and other requirements;
application forms – types of forms and the requirements for completing forms including online
applications; letters of application, personal statements and supporting information; CV – different formats,
essential information, good and bad practice
Selection process: types and purpose of psychometric tests; equal opportunity – ensuring diversity in
recruitment; physical fitness tests; other types of selection tests including competency questions, basic
skills tests, simulations and presentations; types of interview; dress code; preparation for interview eg
arrangements, potential questions, research; interview skills

2 Know the skills and qualities required for a job in the public services
Required skills: eg teamwork, cooperation, communication, problem solving, achieving aims, working
with others; interpersonal skills eg reading, writing, speaking, listening; non-verbal communication eg
body language, gestures, facial expressions, eye contact, posture; organisational skills; ICT skills
Required qualities: eg honesty, integrity, reliability, punctuality, commitment, positive attitude to
work, concern for others
Roles: uniformed eg firefighter, police officer, soldier, prison officer, paramedic; non-uniformed eg teacher,
nurse, administrator, receptionist, call handler, housing officer, social worker

3 Be able to complete an application for a role in a chosen public service
Skills audit: identify personal strengths, weaknesses, areas of
development Improve/develop own skills: training, educational, physical,
interpersonal
Skills map: map own skills to job role
Action plan: identify goals; identify actions; set tasks; set timescales
Application: completion of application process for chosen public service role eg CV, letter of application,
application form, competency questions, fitness test, basic skills test as appropriate to the chosen role
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Assessment and grading criteria
In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that
they can meet all the learning outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the
level of achievement required to pass this unit.
Assessment and grading criteria
To achieve a pass grade the
evidence must show that the
learner is able to:

P1

describe the current entry
requirements for two public
service jobs [IE3]

P2

describe the application and
selection process for two
public service jobs [IE3]

P3

identify the different skills and
qualities required for a given
public service role [IE3]

P4

carry out a personal skills
audit for a given public
service role

P5

complete an application for
a role in a specific public
service.

To achieve a merit grade the
evidence must show that, in
addition to the pass criteria,
the learner is able to:

M1

analyse their skills against a
given public service role.

To achieve a distinction grade
the evidence must show that,
in addition to the pass and
merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

D1

evaluate their skills against a
given public service role.

PLTS: This summary references where applicable, in the square brackets, the elements of the personal,
learning and thinking skills applicable in the pass criteria. It identifies opportunities for learners to demonstrate
effective application of the referenced elements of the skills.
Key

IE – independent enquirers RL – reflective learners

SM – self-managers

CT – creative thinkers

EP – effective participators

TW – team workers
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Essential guidance for tutors
Delivery
It is important that learners be given the opportunity to investigate the entry requirements for different public
service jobs to enable them to make decisions about their career choice and how to prepare an application.
Careers officers from the individual services can be invited into the centre to talk to learners about entry
requirements and the skills required. However, it should be pointed out to the visiting speaker that this is not
a recruitment opportunity but to help learners prepare for application to the service.
Information and recruitment packs can be obtained from many of the public services (both in printed media
and online) so tutors may already have the information that learners need to complete their application.
Learners should be given the opportunity to examine a variety of application forms and could practise
completing them. Application forms for the public services are usually quite lengthy and often require learners
to talk about themselves and describe when they have demonstrated certain skills and competences. Young
people usually find this quite difficult so tutors could guide them and allow them to practise. In some cases the
specific public services will not provide copies of application forms and for many public services the application
process is now online – if this is the case, tutors should devise their own generic application form for learners
to complete.
Learners should also be asked to produce CVs and to practise completing competency-based questions and
psychometric tests. Equal opportunities policies could be downloaded from different public services websites
for learners to examine and compare when looking at ensuring diversity in recruitment.
Identifying the skills and qualities required for public services is an important part of this unit and it can be
reinforced through other units on the programme, for example Unit 1: Public Services Skills. Public
service websites should be used to assist with this task. Learners should be encouraged to recognise when
they have demonstrated any of these particular skills as part of their assessment for P4.
Tutors should provide guidance to learners on carrying out a personal skills audit and an individual action
plan. Learners are expected to carry out a skills audit identifying their strengths and weaknesses against a
particular job. From this, learners can produce an action plan of how they could work towards meeting the
requirements for their identified job.
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Outline learning plan
The outline learning plan has been included in this unit as guidance and can be used in conjunction with the
programme of suggested assignments.
The outline learning plan demonstrates one way in planning the delivery and assessment of this unit.
Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Introduction to unit and outline of assessment.
Theoretical input – entry requirements, application and selection processes of the public services.
Application process: entry requirements – educational, physical, medical and other requirements; application
forms.
Selection process: types and purpose of competency-based questions, psychometric tests; ensuring diversity
in recruitment; physical fitness tests; other types of selection tests, eg simulations and presentations; types of
interview; approaches; dress code; preparation for interview.
Visits to the services, visiting speakers, case studies and video/DVDs, ‘fly on the wall’ TV programmes.
Assignment 1: Entry Requirements and Selection Process

Learners could deliver a verbal presentation (supported with leaflets), suitable for school leavers attending a
careers exhibition. Include notes to describe the current entry requirements for a chosen uniformed public
service.
Describe the application and selection process for the chosen service.
(P1, P2)
Theoretical input – identification of skills required for uniformed and non-uniformed public services, eg
leadership, cooperation, communication, problem solving, achieving aims, working with others; interpersonal
skills: reading, writing, speaking, listening; non-verbal communication: eg body language, gestures, facial
expressions, eye contact, posture; organisational skills, ICT skills.
Theoretical input – personal skills audit – group discussion, DVDs, case studies. Skills audit: identify strengths,
weaknesses, areas of development.
Assignment 2: Public Service Skills

Learners could produce a magazine article, suitable for a school/college newsletter, which outlines the skills
required for different public services.
(P3)
Theoretical – preparing an action plan – skills map: map skills to job.
Action plan: identify goals; identify actions; set tasks; set timescales.
Improve/develop skills: training, educational, physical, interpersonal.
Theoretical input – personal skills audit – group discussion, DVDs, case studies. Skills audit: identify strengths,
weaknesses, areas of development.
Assignment 3: Personal Skills Audit

Complete a prepared logbook, recording where required skills have been demonstrated. Using the prepared
worksheet provided, look at the skills listed and think about how you rate yourself (on a scale of 1-5).
Learners need to carry out a skills audit analysing and evaluating their sills against a given role in a public service
organisation and identifying their strengths, weaknesses and areas for development.
(P4, M1, D1)
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Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Assignment 4: Application Form

Produce a guidance booklet or guidance notes which outline step by step, with suitable dates, the actions to
take, to prepare for applying to a chosen public service.
Prepare an application for a job role in the public services.
(P5)
Review of unit and assessment.

Assessment
A careers office or careers exhibition scenario might be suitable for the assessment of this unit. P1 requires
learners to describe the current entry requirements for two different public service jobs. For P2, learners
must describe the different application and selection processes for two public service jobs. Evidence for P1
and P2 could take the form of written leaflets or posters or verbal presentations. P3 asks learners to identify
the skills required for a job in the public services – this could be evidenced in written form, or verbally, for
example, during a group discussion. Learners should be encouraged to recognise and record where they
have demonstrated any of the identified skills, either through their programme or through paid or voluntary
work as evidence for P4. Signatures should be obtained from a tutor or supervisor.
P4, M1, D1 require learners to self-evaluate, looking at their skills levels and to produce their own individual
skills audits for a given role in a public service organisation. M1 requires learners to analyse their skills in more
depth against a given role, looking at their own skills, and explain if and how they could be developed further
while D1 requires learners to evaluate their skills against the given role and give evidence of how their skills
would be developed to meet those needed for the role. Learners generally find any form of self-evaluation
quite difficult, so tutors could prepare worksheets for them to complete which would help them to complete
this task.
Finally, for P5, learners should complete an application process for their chosen public service role. This
will require the tutor agreeing with the learner in advance the role to be applied for. This will then enable
the tutor to advise each learner of the specific evidence they will need to present to meet the application
requirements of that specific job role. For example, an application for a role in the prison service will require
an online application form to be completed and for questions to be answered in relation to how the learner
has demonstrated specific job-related competences. If that job application is for a prison officer role a basic
skills test will need to be completed and an online form filled in. See link for more information
www.hmprisonservice.gov.uk/careersandjobs/becomingaprisonofficer/theapplicationprocess/.
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Programme of suggested assignments
The table below shows a programme of suggested assignments that cover the pass, merit and distinction
criteria in the assessment and grading grid. This is for guidance and it is recommended that centres either
write their own assignments or adapt any Pearson assignments to meet local needs and resources.
Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

P1, P2,

Entry Requirements and
Selection Process

Working with the careers officer Verbal presentation.
in a public service organisation
Leaflet, booklet, poster.
you have been asked to prepare
information for a careers
exhibition.

P3

Public Service Skills

Working with the careers officer Magazine article.
in a public service organisation
you have been asked to prepare
information for a careers
exhibition.

P4, M1, D1`

Personal Skills Audit

As a perspective interviewee
you need to carry out a skills
audit for a public service job.

Completed logbook.
Completed worksheet.

As a perspective interviewee
you need to complete an
application for a public service
job.

Completed application
process.

P5

Application Form

Assessment method

Evidence of analysis and
evaluation.

Links to National Occupational Standards, other BTEC units, other BTEC
qualifications and other relevant units and qualifications
This unit forms part of the BTEC Public Services sector suite. This unit has particular links with the following
unit titles in the Public Services suite:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Searching for a Job

Employment in the Uniformed
Public Services

Understanding Behaviour in the
Public Service Employment

Public Service Careers

Employment in the Non-uniformed Personnel and Human Resources
Public Services

Essential resources
It is vital that learners have access to the internet to carry out their research into different public sector
organisations and the range of employment opportunities those organisations offer.
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Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Successful delivery of this unit requires learners to meet personnel from a range of public service
organisations. Learners should discuss with those personnel the range of jobs and careers in each public
service organisation and the recruitment and promotion pathways in their organisations.

Indicative reading for learners
Websites

Army

www.army.mod.uk

Careers advice

www.careersadvice.direct.gov.uk

Careers advice – Directgov Young People

www.direct.gov.uk/en/youngpeople/index

Fire service

www.fireservice.co.uk

Government job vacancy and recruitment agency

www.industryrecruit.co.uk/Government

Her Majesty’s Revenue & Customs

www.hmrc.gov.uk

Jobs in the public sector

www.jobsinpublicsector.co.uk

Local government careers

www.lgcareers.com

NHS careers

www.nhscareers.nhs.uk

Prison service

www.hmprisonservice.gov.uk/careersandjobs

Public service jobs

www.jobsgopublic.com

Public service recruitment

www.opportunities.co.uk

Reed – recruitment agency

www.reed.co.uk/public

Royal Air Force

www.raf.mod.uk

Royal Navy/Royal Marines

www.royal-navy.mod.uk
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Delivery of personal, learning and thinking skills
The table below identifies the opportunities for personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS) that have been
included within the pass assessment criteria of this unit.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

carrying out research on different public services

Creative thinkers

carrying out a personal skills audit

Reflective learners

carrying out a personal skills audit.

Although PLTS are identified within this unit as an inherent part of the assessment criteria, there are further
opportunities to develop a range of PLTS through various approaches to teaching and learning.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

carrying out personal research

Creative thinkers

adapting own ideas for different assignment tasks

Reflective learners

dealing positively with praise, setbacks and constructive criticism after receiving
feedback on own work

Team workers

taking responsibility for own work when carrying out group work

Self-managers

responding positively to change and seeking advice and support
dealing with competing pressures, including personal and work-related demands

Effective participators

engaging with a group and participation with outside visits.
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Functional Skills – Level 2
Skill

When learners are …

ICT – Use ICT systems
Select, interact with and use ICT systems
independently for a complex task to meet a
variety of needs

producing leaflets, posters and presentation

Manage information storage to enable
efficient retrieval

saving work

Follow and understand the need for safety
and security practices

protecting work with password

Troubleshoot

ICT – Find and select information
Select and use a variety of sources of
producing leaflets, posters and presentation
information independently for a complex task
Access, search for, select and use ICTbased information and evaluate its fitness for
purpose

producing leaflets, posters and presentation

ICT – Develop, present and
communicate information
Enter, develop and format information
independently to suit its meaning and
purpose including:
●

text and tables

●

images

●

numbers

●

records

English
Speaking and listening – make a range of
contributions to discussions and make
effective presentations in a wide range of
contexts
Reading – compare, select, read and
understand texts and use them to gather
information, ideas, arguments and opinions
Writing – write documents, including
extended writing pieces, communicating
information, ideas and opinions, effectively
and persuasively
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producing leaflets, posters and presentation

carrying out a verbal presentation

researching material for written work

producing posters, leaflets and presentation.
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Aim and purpose
This unit aims to enable learners to gain a knowledge of the major body systems and an understanding of
the effects of basic nutrition and lifestyle factors for entry into the uniformed public services. It also develops
learners’ skills in taking part in fitness tests and improving their personal health.

Unit introduction
The uniformed public services are often active professions. The employment roles are frequently active and
physical, meaning that people working in the uniformed services need to be fit to do the work.
This unit will help learners to understand the importance of personal health and lifestyle and the impact that
it has on their fitness. It will also give them the opportunity to take part in various public service fitness tests
and assess their own fitness levels in relation to the required standards of that service. They will also gain the
knowledge to be able to plan and develop their own training programme.
This unit will introduce learners to an understanding of basic anatomy and physiology; they will gain
knowledge of the effects that exercise will have on these systems, both in the short- and long-term, and
through this learners will have a better understanding of how they can effectively train and develop.
Learners will develop their knowledge of the importance of lifestyle and nutrition and their effect on their
fitness. They will understand what is required from a balanced diet for nutritional health and the impact of
good and bad nutrition. Learners will look at how various aspects of lifestyle can be beneficial or detrimental
to their health and fitness.
This unit will give learners the opportunity to research and undertake some of the various selection
and annual fitness tests that are carried out within the uniformed public services. They also will gain an
understanding of why such tests take place and their relevance and reasoning.
Learning outcome four gives learners the opportunity to develop their knowledge of various training methods
and programmes used within the services to assess and develop the individual’s fitness. This will give all
learners the knowledge to develop an individual health improvement programme in preparation for entry into
their chosen uniformed public service.
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Learning outcomes
On completion of this unit a learner should:

1

Know the major body systems associated with a healthy lifestyle

2

Understand the effect of basic nutrition and lifestyle factors on public service fitness

3

Be able to take part in fitness tests in order to appreciate the requirements of the uniformed public
services

4

Be able to participate in a personal health improvement programme for uniformed public services.
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Unit content
1 Know the major body systems associated with a healthy lifestyle
Definitions and explanations: fitness; health; wellbeing; nutrition; lifestyle
Body systems: major systems associated with health and fitness – skeletal, muscular,
respiratory, cardiovascular; structure and function
Effects of exercise on the systems: short-term effects; raised heart rate, increased respiration, blood
flow; long-term effects; lowered heart rate, lowered blood pressure, improved strength, improved
muscle tone; effects on stamina, weight, cholesterol, digestion
Effects of lifestyle on the systems: short-term effects of stress, drugs, alcohol, smoking, sleep; long-term
effects
Benefits of exercise: physical, mental and social

2 Understand the effect of basic nutrition and lifestyle factors on public service fitness
Nutrition: food groups – carbohydrates, sugar, proteins, fats, vitamins, minerals, fibre, water, iron levels
Diet: what is diet; types of diets (eg vegan); healthy eating; balanced diet; eating for an active lifestyle
Lifestyle: diet; active lifestyle; exercise, planned, occasional, casual; sport; addiction, drugs, alcohol,
smoking; long-term and short-term effects on fitness
Impact of good and bad nutrition: hypoglycemia; diabetes; obesity; cholesterol; blood pressure; heart
disease
Food diaries: type of food, timings, amounts, feelings; the ‘eatwell’ plate; food myths
Effects on public service fitness: nutrition awareness in uniformed public services; physical efficiency,
maintains good health

3 Be able to take part in fitness tests in order to appreciate the requirements of the
uniformed public services
Components of fitness: skill-related fitness; health-related fitness; strength; speed; muscular endurance;
cardiovascular endurance; flexibility; agility; coordination; reaction time
Testing methods: job specific public service fitness tests; performance testing; test protocol; purpose
of tests for the services, strength, stamina; content of tests, multi-stage fitness test, sit ups, press
ups,
1.5 mile run
Reasons: assess current levels; monitor; progression; set goals; motivation; feedback from training
programme; benchmark after returning from injury; use of repeat tests to establish gains; annual fitness
checks
Fitness test for public services: recruitment, ongoing test, day-to-day task gruelling schedule, Police
Fitness Test, Army Physical Fitness Tests (APFT), Royal Navy Fitness Tests (RNFT)
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4 Be able to participate in a personal health improvement programme for uniformed
public services
Personal health improvement programmes: nutrition; fitness; lifestyle factors
Target setting: SMART – specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, time
Training: FITT – frequency, intensity, type, time; types of training methods; continuous training – running;
swimming, cycling; cross training; circuit training; weight lifting
Programme design: SPORT – specific, progressive, overload, relevant, time
Review: feedback from tutor; feedback from uniformed public service personnel; feedback from
peers; against original targets; set new targets
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Assessment and grading criteria
In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that
they can meet all the learning outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the
level of achievement required to pass this unit.
Assessment and grading criteria
To achieve a pass grade the
evidence must show that the
learner is able to:

P1

define key terms associated
with a healthy lifestyle
[IE]

P2

describe the effects of
exercise on the body systems
associated with health
[IE]

P3

outline the benefits of
exercise
[IE]

P4

keep a personal food and
lifestyle diary
[SM]

P5

describe the effect of basic
nutrition and lifestyle factors
on fitness
[CT, RL]

P6

identify components of and
testing methods for fitness
[IE]

To achieve a merit grade the
evidence must show that, in
addition to the pass criteria,
the learner is able to:

To achieve a distinction grade
the evidence must show that,
in addition to the pass and
merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

M1

explain the impact of regular
exercise on body systems
associated with health

D1

evaluate the short- and
long-term effects of regular
exercise on body systems
associated with health

M2

review the effect of basic
nutrition and lifestyle factors
on fitness taking account
of their personal food and
fitness diary

D2

evaluate the effect of a
personal food and lifestyle
diary suggesting areas for
improvement

P7 perform fitness tests used by M3
the uniformed public services
[EP]

demonstrate improvements
in performance in a fitness
test used by a uniformed
public service

D3

create an action plan for
further improvement in
health.

P8

plan a personal health
improvement programme.
[SM]

M4 participate in a personal
health improvement
programme.

PLTS: This summary references where applicable, in the square brackets, the elements of the personal,
learning and thinking skills applicable in the pass criteria. It identifies opportunities for learners to demonstrate
effective application of the referenced elements of the skills.

Key

IE – independent enquirers RL – reflective learners

SM – self-managers

CT – creative thinkers

EP – effective participators

TW – team workers
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Essential guidance for tutors
Delivery
This unit should be taught as practically as possible allowing for the development of personal health
improvement. The learner should be encouraged to formulate and follow a personal health improvement
programme with regular fitness testing to ensure progression of fitness occurs. However, equal opportunities
must be given to learners who may experience difficulties in some activities as not all learners may want to
progress directly into the uniformed public services.
Initially, the learner will require guidance in preparing for fitness programmes and training techniques;
however, towards the end of the unit the learner should, to some extent, work independently. The use of
sports facilities and fitness suites is a distinct advantage in the quality of provision for this unit, the practical
element can be delivered through centre links with the uniformed public services such as completion of fire
service entry tests in situ at a fire station or the Royal Marines visibility team being contacted to deliver fitness
training and testing at the centre.
The theoretical element of the unit should give learners an understanding of the principles of fitness, basic
anatomy, lifestyle factors and nutrition. Portfolio work and worksheets are a good format to adopt when
delivering this area of work.
The section on diet should be approached with care so as not to go into too much academic depth, but also
to avoid too much emphasis on ‘fad’ diets and ‘scaremongering’ media reports. There is a range of websites
that relate to the ‘eating right pyramid’. These provide useful information which the tutor can draw upon for
use in handouts or equivalent. From this tutors can move naturally into the impact of good and bad nutrition
and the effects of individual lifestyles on health and fitness. It would be useful to have the support and input of
nutritional experts, but they should be asked not to go into too much depth.
Learning outcomes 3 and 4 follow naturally one from another. Both of these are very practical outcomes with
theoretical support. Tutors should access actual public service fitness tests for use with their learners. It is good
practice to introduce learners to more than one test – sourcing several from, for example, the Army, Royal
Marines, police and the fire service. Learners can then see the differences in levels between the services.
Having tried out the different public service tests, learners could develop a personal health development
programme suited to their own individual needs. The theoretical input should be used to help the
development of their individual programmes, with learners identifying how their programme links to the
training, design and application and how they are ensuring health and safety.

Outline learning plan
The outline learning plan has been included in this unit as guidance and can be used in conjunction with the
programme of suggested assignments.
The outline learning plan demonstrates one way in planning the delivery and assessment of this unit.
Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Introduction to unit content
Definitions and key terms associated with a healthy lifestyle
Body systems – structure and function
Effects of exercise practical
Effects of exercise theory
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Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Effects of lifestyle theory
Effects of lifestyle – lifestyle analysis
Benefits of exercise
Guest speaker visit from the uniformed public services
Assignment 1: The Effects of Exercise (P1, P2, P3, M1, D1)

Nutrition and diet
The impact of good and bad dietary habits
Food diaries
Assignment 2: Food and Fitness Diaries (over a period of 6-8 weeks) (P4, P5, M2, D2)

Components of fitness
Fitness testing – protocols and purpose
Fitness testing – reasons
Fitness testing – practical
Assignment 3: Fitness Testing (intermittent throughout course) (P6, P7, M3)

Elements of personal health development programme
Target setting
Training programme – design and review
Assignment 4: Plan a Personal Health Development Programme – Participation and Review (P8, M4 D3)

Unit and assessment review

Assessment
A number of assessment strategies and activities can be used to measure the achievement of the learning
outcomes and grading criteria for this unit. Evidence in the form of assignments, research projects, case
studies, practical fitness tests and fitness programmes could all be used.
For P1, learners are required to define the key terms associated with the body system and health and fitness.
P2 and P3 could be assessed through theoretical evidence provided in the form of leaflets and posters suitable
for display in a fitness centre, giving clients a basic understanding of the effects and benefits of exercise on the
body systems. From the work completed for the pass criteria learners should, for M1, provide an explanation
of the impact of regular exercise on each of the major body systems listed in the unit content. To achieve
D1, learners should consider the short- and long-term effects that regular exercise has on the body systems,
including all elements identified in the content.
P4 and P5 could be assessed through the recording of personal nutritional information mapped against
recommended intake. This information regarding lifestyle and nutrition and their impact on the individual’s
fitness will give the learner a better understanding of the effect on them and their performance. The suggested
scenario gives a framework for placing this within the vocational context of a potential recruit to a public
service. For M2, having maintained a food diary, they should now review the effect of basic nutrition and
lifestyle factors on fitness. For D2, the food diary should be evaluated including reflection on any changes
made and why they were made, the consequences of continued poor diet and considerations for future
improvements.
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P6 and P7 could be assessed together. Learners start by identifying the components of fitness and the testing
methods used by the different uniformed public services. Learners are then expected to undertake a fitness
test for a uniformed public service and use the results as an indicator of their personal fitness. For M3,
learners need to show how their performance has improved from the first set of results from their fitness
tests. This could then be used as the basis for starting to plan their own personal health development training
programme for P8 and as a reference when assessing their progress and development within the programme
itself. Learners should be encouraged to keep a log.
M4 follows on from P8 and requires the learner to take part in a personal health improvement programme
that they have planned. For D3, the learner should create an action plan which reflects on the original targets
set and sets new targets which will allow the learner to work towards improving their health and achieving a
longer-term goal.

Programme of suggested assignments
The table below shows a programme of suggested assignments that cover the pass, merit and distinction
criteria in the assessment and grading grid. This is for guidance and it is recommended that centres either
write their own assignments or adapt any Pearson assignments to meet local needs and resources.
Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

Assessment method

P1, P2, P3, M1, D1

The Effects of Exercise

As a fitness coach, you
have been asked to
examine the effect of
exercise and lifestyle on
the major body systems.

Leaflets and posters
suitable for display in a
fitness centre

P4, P5, M2, D2

Food and Fitness Diaries As a potential recruit to a
public service, you have
been asked to produce a
fitness and food diary.

Fitness and food diary,
report

P6, P7, M3

Fitness Testing

Report

P8, M4, D3

Plan a Personal Health As a fitness coach, you
Development Programme have been asked to plan
and test a personal health
development programme
for a group of new
recruits for the uniformed
public services.
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As a careers adviser
you have been asked to
produce a report on the
fitness tests required for
entry into the uniformed
public services.

Report, log
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Links to National Occupational Standards, other BTEC units, other BTEC
qualifications and other relevant units and qualifications
This unit forms part of the BTEC Public Services sector suite. This unit has particular links with the following
unit titles in the Public Service suite:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Wellbeing and Fitness for Public
Services

Sport and Recreation in the Public
Services

Physical Preparation, Health and
Lifestyle for the Public Services

Improving Health and Fitness for
Entry in to the Uniformed Public
Services

Fitness Testing and Training for the
Uniformed Public Services
Exercise, Health and Lifestyle
Instructing Physical Activity and
Exercise

Essential resources
Access to a sports hall, fitness training and fitness testing equipment is an essential part of the delivery of this
unit. Staff must be qualified to the relevant level to lead practical sessions. Sufficient library resources should be
available to enable learners to achieve the level of knowledge required for this unit.
Access to recruitment officers with knowledge of the fitness tests for the appropriate services should also
be provided. The Royal Marines visibility team is available for visits through the local armed services careers
office. The Royal Navy also have a physical training visibility team and chef visibility team who combine to
provide ‘fit for life’ training which is ideal for this unit.
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Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Indicative reading for learners
Textbooks

Bean A – Food For Fitness (A & C Black Publishers Ltd; 3rd Revised edition, 2007) ISBN 9780713681284
Gray D and Lilley T et al – BTEC Level 2 First Public Services Student Book (Pearson, 2010)
ISBN 9781846907210
Gray D and Lilley T et al – BTEC Level 2 First Public Services Teacher Resource Pack (Pearson,
2010) ISBN 9781846907227
Scott T – GCSE PE for Edexcel (Heinemann, 2001) ISBN 9780435506377
Stear S – Fuelling fitness for sports performance: sports nutrition guide (The Sugar Bureau,
2004) ISBN: 9780950144313
Wesson K and Wiggins N et al – Sport and PE (Hodder and Stoughton, 2000) ISBN 9780340772430
Journals

Fire
Police
Review
Prison news
Soldier
Websites

Army

www.army.mod.uk/join/20261.aspx

Food Standards Agency

www.food.gov.uk

HM Forces

www.hmforces.co.uk/training

NHS Choices

www.nhs.uk/livewell/healthy-eating/pages/healthyeating.aspx

Police

www.police-recruitment.co.uk/police_fitness_test.html
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Delivery of personal, learning and thinking skills
The table below identifies the opportunities for personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS) that have been
included within the pass assessment criteria of this unit.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

defining the key terms related to this area of study and researching the effects on
the body of lifestyle and diet

Creative thinkers

asking questions in order to discover the effects of exercise and the effect of
nutrition and lifestyle factors on fitness
describing the benefits of exercise and planning a personal health development
programme in a way related to their own and others’ experiences

Reflective learners

assessing their own progress in a personal health development programme

Team workers

collaborating well with others in researching health and fitness, and in planning a
health development programme

Self-managers

keeping a food and lifestyle diary in a timely fashion

Effective participators

performing fitness tests as used by the public services and participating in fitness
improvement programmes. Proposing practical improvement programmes that
are broken down into achievable steps.

Although PLTS are identified within this unit as an inherent part of the assessment criteria, there are further
opportunities to develop a range of PLTS through various approaches to teaching and learning.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

evaluating in a detailed and if possible quantitative manner the impact of nutrition
and lifestyle factors

Creative thinkers

changing and adapting their own fitness and health practices and action plans in
the light of results so far, and of new information uncovered in their research.
Suggesting innovative ways of improving health.

Reflective learners

reviewing and evaluating their food and lifestyle diaries and health improvement
plans

Team workers

supporting others in achieving fitness goals and improving performance on fitness
tests

Self-managers

planning and doing the necessary exercise and making other changes in order to
improve their own performance in a public service fitness test

Effective participators

motivating themselves and others to keep to targets in a personal health
improvement plan.
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Functional Skills – Level 2
Skill

When learners are …

ICT – Use ICT systems
Select, interact with and use ICT systems
independently for a complex task to meet a
variety of needs

searching the internet, entering and processing quantitative data,
wordprocessing documents to complete assignments

Use ICT to effectively plan work and
evaluate the effectiveness of the ICT system
they have used

planning for assignment, reflecting on completion of assignment

Manage information storage to enable
efficient retrieval

saving information and drafting work on appropriate systems and
in appropriate format

Follow and understand the need for safety
and security practices

keeping food and drink away from computers, protecting own
login, following on-site security procedures, managing off-site
backup

Troubleshoot

carrying out checks to deal with problems during drafting and
completion of work

ICT – Find and select information
Select and use a variety of sources of
using data from the internet, books and other written material
information independently for a complex task
Access, search for, select and use ICTbased information and evaluate its fitness for
purpose

searching for information on diet, lifestyle, fitness testing and entry
standards and evaluating whether it meets the purpose of the
assignment

ICT – Develop, present and
communicate information
Enter, develop and format information
independently to suit its meaning and
purpose including:
●

text and tables

●

images

●

numbers

●

records

Bring together information to suit content
and purpose

designing, development and tracking health improvement
programmes
using tables, spreadsheets, and programme functions that
generate graphs and pie charts etc, in order to show the impact
of exercise, nutrition and lifestyle on health and fitness

designing, development and tracking health improvement
programmes
bringing together results of fitness tests with information gained
from research into the effects of exercise, nutrition and lifestyle
in order to make an achievable plan for health and fitness
improvement

Present information in ways that are fit for
purpose and audience

designing, development and tracking health improvement
programmes
expressing health improvement action plan in terms of concrete
actions to take
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Skill

When learners are …

Mathematics
Identify the situation or problem and the
mathematical methods needed to tackle it

understanding that fitness can be quantified by measuring
quantities such as heartbeat, body mass index, blood pressure or
reaction time. It can also be quantified by measuring how fast or
often standard tasks can be performed in a set time, as is done in
fitness tests
expresing results showing health, fitness or the impact of exercise
in mathematical form – for instance absolute and percentage
changes in the variables above

Select and apply a range of skills to find
solutions

relevant mathematical skills could include: calculation of averages,
drawing a line on a graph that is the ‘best fit’ to irregular data,
expressing a relationship between two variables algebraically,
expressing changes as a ratio or a percentage

Use appropriate checking procedures and
evaluate their effectiveness at each stage

being aware of the extent of natural variation, between individuals
and genders, of qualities that are measured to ascertain levels of
fitness (eg heartbeat, body mass index, blood pressure, reaction
time, or by performance of standard tasks in fitness tests, as
mentioned above)
using statistics to analyse these results
checking whether the results showing the impact of exercise, the
effect of nutrition or other results are reasonable and consistent
being aware of possibilities for error in timing tasks performed as
part of a fitness test
checking whether any observed change is within the margin of
error of observation

Interpret and communicate solutions to
practical problems in familiar and unfamiliar
routine contexts and situations

using mathematical methods (eg calculation, graphs, statistics) to
judge whether meaningful improvement has taken place

Draw conclusions and provide mathematical
justifications

using mathematical methods (eg calculation, graphs, statistics) to
judge whether meaningful improvement has taken place

using mathematical methods to set reasonable goals for
improvement in the light of past performance

using mathematical methods to set reasonable goals for
improvement in the light of past performance

English
Speaking and listening – make a range of
contributions to discussions and make
effective presentations in a wide range of
contexts

presenting results of research on health and fitness to class

Reading – compare, select, read and
understand texts and use them to gather
information, ideas, arguments and opinions

researching information on the effects of exercise, nutrition and
lifestyle on the body

Writing – write documents, including
extended writing pieces, communicating
information, ideas and opinions, effectively
and persuasively

writing reports that demonstrate the learner’s understanding of
key terms, and show they have understood and can describe the
effect of exercise, nutrition and lifestyle on health and fitness

listening to visiting speakers (eg visitors from the uniformed public
services talking about fitness testing), questioning them politely
and effectively and taking part in discussion with them

researching the fitness tests used by the various uniformed public
services

producing food diaries and personal health improvement plans
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Aim and purpose
This unit provides learners with knowledge, skills, attitudes and values to become thoughtful and informed
citizens and public service employees. It is designed to develop an awareness of rights and responsibilities as
well as respect for different religious, ethnic and national groups.

Unit introduction
It is important for learners to study citizenship and the relationship between the individual and society. Public
service workers need to demonstrate good citizenship within their working environment so that they can be
good local citizens or good national citizens when called on to do so, especially in the course of their work or
duty.
Within this unit learners will be introduced to citizenship and human rights in relation to public services.
The unit seeks to develop moral, social and cultural awareness. It also examines the relationship between
individuals, society and the work of the public services. Learners should become aware of how they can make
a difference within their community and improve their understanding of both local and national society.
This unit also looks at equal opportunities and the roles of public services in society. It involves the study of
the economy, the system of government and the importance of voting, the role of government, the justice
system, the media, multicultural society and international issues. Learners will consider the different types of
agencies and organisations that provide public services, including statutory and voluntary organisations.
This unit should employ active, enjoyable, stimulating and challenging teaching strategies. Studying this unit
will help learners develop skills of communication, participation, research and debate. Learners will have to
work cooperatively and will become prepared for the opportunities and responsibilities of work in the public
services.

Learning outcomes
On completion of this unit a learner should:

1

Know what is meant by the terms ‘citizen, citizenship, individual rights and human rights’

2

Understand the relationship between individuals, society and the public services

3

Understand the importance of equal opportunities in society and the public services

4

Be able to investigate the roles of statutory and non-statutory public services to the citizens and to a
changing society.
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Unit content
1 Know what is meant by the terms citizen, citizenship, individual rights and human
rights
Citizen: definition in the public services – a member of a political community or state; how you become a
citizen – place of birth, family, residence, taxpayer, voter, worker, learner; community activity; member of
an organisation
Citizenship: legal and political status; legal rights and responsibilities; public life and affairs; behaviour and
actions; social and moral; responsibility to others; personal management; being a neighbour; qualities of
good citizenship and entry into public services; expectations of self and others; levels of authority and
different age groups; use of suitable language; fairness; respect; discipline; empathy
Rights: principles of legal and human rights; topical events involving Human Rights Act 1998; current
national/international/global situation – political, religious, social and moral issues; role and operation
of criminal and civil justice system; drugs monitoring within public services; rights of service users and
customers, employers, employees; respect for democracy; participation in democratic and electoral
process

2 Understand the relationship between individuals, society and the public services
Public services: function and role of public services in society; reason for public services; how public
services serve society and how they work with individuals
The individual: the role of the individual in local, national and international society as a member of a
society; the role of the individual in public services; importance of the individual; how the individual is
affected by society; society’s relationship with individuals
Society: what is society; how does society work; structure of society; democratic society; relationship
with individuals and services; the multicultural society

3 Understand the importance of equal opportunities in society and the public services
In society: what is equality; why is it important in society; education and equality; current UK and EU
equal opportunities legislation – Sex Discrimination Act 1997, Equal Pay Act 1970, Human Rights Act
1998, Race Relations Act 1992, Disability Discrimination Act 1996, Freedom of Information Act 2000,
Employment Equality Regulations 2003 and 2006 and any amendments and new legislation/directives/
measures to eliminate inequalities
In the public services: what is equal opportunity in relation to public services; attitudes to equality in
public services; consequences and implications of Acts of Parliament on public service recruitment;
training; interaction with individuals and wider society; implications for uniformed services eg Lawrence
Inquiry, institutional racism
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4 Be able to investigate the roles of statutory and non-statutory public services to the
citizens and to a changing society
Services: difference between statutory and non-statutory public services; role of services; need for
services; role of court; monarchy, work of Parliament, cabinet, ministers, central and local government
affecting law; relationship of public services with central and local government and monarchy
Public services and changing society: how society is changing – family, crime, influence of religion,
youth, elderly, music, politics; how the services are affecting and supporting society; impact of government
action on individual lives – taxation, housing, employment; voluntary services eg Citizens Advice Bureau
(CAB); statutory services eg ombudsman, Office of Fair Trading; role and influence of media and pressure
groups
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Assessment and grading criteria
In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that
they can meet all the learning outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the
level of achievement required to pass this unit.
Assessment and grading criteria
To achieve a pass grade the
evidence must show that the
learner is able to:

P1

define the terms citizen,
citizenship, individual rights
and human rights

To achieve a merit grade the
evidence must show that, in
addition to the pass criteria,
the learner is able to:
M1

describe how citizens are
protected by their individual
and human rights

M2

justify the requirements of
good citizenship that are
needed to enter a public
service

M3

compare how two public
services use legislation to
address equal opportunities

M4

analyse the different ways in
which public services have
supported society

To achieve a distinction grade
the evidence must show that,
in addition to the pass and
merit criteria, the learner is
able to:
D1

analyse how citizens are
protected by their individual
and human rights

D2

evaluate the approaches
used by public services to
support society by addressing
the main issues of equal
opportunities

[IE]
P2

describe the qualities a good
citizen requires to enter a
public service
[RL]

P3

explain how public services,
citizens and society work
together
[IE]

P4

explain why equal
opportunities are important
in society and the public
services

P5

illustrate how equal
opportunities are enforced
in the UK with reference to
appropriate legislation
[CT]

P6

explain the different ways in
which public services have
supported society
[RL]

P7

demonstrate the different
ways in which public services
have affected society.
[EP]
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PLTS: This summary references where applicable, in the square brackets, the elements of the personal,
learning and thinking skills applicable in the pass criteria. It identifies opportunities for learners to demonstrate
effective application of the referenced elements of the skills.

Key

IE – independent enquirers RL – reflective learners

SM – self-managers

CT – creative thinkers

EP – effective participators

TW – team workers
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Essential guidance for tutors
Delivery
This unit should be as practically based as possible, encouraging learners to participate and to develop
personal research and evaluation techniques. Tutors should plan the teaching and learning programme to
allow progressive introduction of a more learner-centred approach. This will allow learners to practise and
develop the citizenship skills necessary for progression into higher-level programmes, or entry to a public
service. Subject tutors should combine and integrate the linked subject areas and encourage learners to gain
additional information from other visits or guest speakers.
A thought shower workshop could be used to introduce the unit, with learners sitting in a circle and the
tutor writing ideas on a board about citizenship and being a good citizen. This could then be built on to
consider why recruits to the public services should be able to show that they are good citizens. Then, as
the unit develops, newspaper articles highlighting human rights issues – such as battles over health provision
for babies, arranged marriages etc – could be used. Case studies, written specifically for issues relating to
the cohort of learners, are a useful way to introduce laws, for example the Employment Equality (Age)
Regulations 2006. These case studies could focus on particular issues and allow learners to examine them in
depth.
Guest speakers could be used to help learners investigate how public services work with individuals and
society and talks could be followed by primary research through questionnaires designed by learners to
discover what people know about public services and the type of involvement they have with them.
Debates could be set up discussing the importance of equal opportunities and how they are enforced, helping
learners work within a format of constructive debate and encouraging the development of thinking and
speaking skills. A sound debate will enable learners to hear differing viewpoints and if learners are allocated
views which are different to their own, they could research that viewpoint and possibly change their opinion.
Practical projects to produce wall displays or project books are a way for learners to put research into practice
about statutory and non-statutory public services. This could then be built on to discuss how public services
offer support to society and how they can have an effect on the way society develops.
Other good ways to vary the delivery of the unit are small-group workshops, personal investigations using
libraries, the internet and interviews, inviting guest speakers, visiting various public services to see them at
work, and fieldwork to collect data.
Thought needs to be given to active social research and the support materials required by learners to carry it
out adequately and meaningfully.
A range of visiting speakers could provide insight into situations, lives, problems etc. These speakers could
be youth workers, public service employees, recruitment officers, members of local community groups and
media representatives. Visits to multicultural events would be a worthwhile activity, as would involvement in
specific community events.
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Outline learning plan
The outline learning plan has been included in this unit as guidance and can be used in conjunction with the
programme of suggested assignments.
The outline learning plan demonstrates one way in planning the delivery and assessment of this unit.
Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Introduction

Overview of unit content and assessment
Definitions of key words and phrases
Qualities a good citizen needs to enter public services
Rights that citizens ‘can have’
Protection that rights give to citizens
Assignment 1: Citizens, their Rights and Public Services

P1, P2, M1, M2, D1
What public services do within society
The role of the individual in public services and society
How society functions
The relationship between society, individuals and public services
Assignment 2: Individuals, Society and Public Services

P3
The meaning and importance of equal opportunities
Equal opportunities legislation
Issues addressed by equal opportunities in society and in public services
Statutory and non-statutory public services
Support provided by services on a national and local level
How support changes as society changes
How public services can have an effect on society
Assignment 3: Equal Opportunities and Support Offered by Services

P4, P5, P6, P7, M3, M4, D2
Unit and assessment review

Assessment
Formative assessment should be employed throughout the programme, allowing learners to receive
constructive guidance and feedback. This will allow them to develop an understanding of their personal
achievement and the methods suitable for developing their learning.
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Assessment should consider the diverse sources of evidence. These sources may come from activity-based
projects, where observation and questioning, peer/tutor/voluntary organisation witness testimony, or personal
statements can be used. Group or individual planning and implementation documents are also an invaluable
source of evidence. Tables giving the meaning of terms, qualities and legislative documents are effective tools
for assessment. Where explanations are required they should be more in-depth descriptions.
To achieve P1, learners should research a number of definitions of the key terms and should then expand,
for M1 and D1, how these terms relate to each other and how the protection of various rights is afforded to
citizens. In order to do this there will need to have been delivery and discussion of rights as indicated in the
content. If a display is used then the further description and analysis could be a linked document or could take
the form of a stand-alone report. P2 can be linked to this section if the concept of a citizen is expanded to
consider a good citizen and then related to public services, with justification for the qualities looked for during
public service recruitment for M2.
For P3, learners will be required to research and explain how public services, citizens and society work
together. As this will result in a range of views, a small-group discussion could be used to encourage
learners to explain their views on the subject, thus encouraging communication skills and debate. If this
route is followed then assessors will need to provide each learner with a detailed observation record of the
discussion.
Learning outcomes 3 and 4 can be approached in an integrated way in that the research on equal
opportunities, which should include as much current legislation as possible for P5, can then be used to
illustrate how equal opportunities are enforced. While this could be the main example of influence and
support, others will be required for P5 and P6 and there should also be consideration of the support and
influence of different types of services. To build on this work for M3 there should be a comparison of the
ways that two public services use legislation through the course of their work in order to address equal
opportunities. This can be linked to M4 where learners should analyse how the services support society,
using equal opportunities as one of the examples. By expanding the work to consider the advantages and
disadvantages of the approaches used to support society, learners will begin their evaluation for D2.
The evidence for P7 can be closely linked to that of P6. Learners should be able to demonstrate the different
ways that public services have affected society. This can be undertaken through the use of role plays or table
top exercises which allow the learners to select appropriate examples from the evidence built for P6, and
use these to show how the actions of the public services have affected society. It is the application of the
knowledge that allows the awarding of P7, whereas P6 only requires explanation of the different ways.
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Programme of suggested assignments
The table below shows a programme of suggested assignments that cover the pass, merit and distinction
criteria in the assessment and grading grid. This is for guidance and it is recommended that centres either
write their own assignments or adapt any Pearson assignments to meet local needs and resources.
Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

Assessment method

P1, P2, M1, M2, D1

Citizens, their Rights and
Public Services

As part of your training
you have been chosen to
help raise awareness of
citizenship issues. The first
part of this initiative will be
to make people aware of
the meaning behind the
key terms.

Produce a wall display that
contains the definitions
of the terms ‘citizen’,
‘citizenship’, ‘individual
rights’, and ‘human rights’,
with examples of each, and
that clearly justifies why
public services look for good
citizens to become their
employees. To accompany
the display there should be
an informative handout that
analyses why the different
rights are needed and how
they provide protection to
citizens.

P3

Individuals, Society and
Public Services

The second part of your
citizenship initiative is to
consider the relationship
between the public
services and society so
that you can make people
aware of how things fit
together rather than taking
them for granted.

Hold a small-group
discussion where each
person will be required to
explain how public services,
citizens and society work
together.

The final part of the
project is to demonstrate
how public services have
provided support to
different groups in society
and how they might have
brought about changes in
society making sure that
one of the main examples
used throughout is that of
equal opportunities

Produce a report that
evaluates how public
services provide support
to society. Use a number
of examples but include
how they address the main
issues involved in dealing
with equal opportunities.
Compare how two public
services use legislation
to help deal with these
issues and demonstrate the
changes in society that the
public services have helped
to bring about.

P4, P5, P6, P7, M3, M4, Equal Opportunities
D2
and Support Offered by
Services
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Links to National Occupational Standards, other BTEC units, other BTEC
qualifications and other relevant units and qualifications
This unit forms part of the BTEC Public Services sector suite. This unit has particular links with the following
unit titles in the Public Services:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Personal Skills for the Public Services Public Service Skills
Practical Teamwork in the Public
Services

Citizenship, Diversity and the Public
Services

Career Planning for the Public
Services
Community and Cultural
Awareness

Essential resources
Learners should have access to a range of textbooks and journals that covers the subject content. Access to
suitable internet sites is also recommended.
Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Where possible, learners should visit local services covering the types indicated by the unit content or have
guest speakers who can discuss the role played by their public service in the support of society. Where this is
not possible, learners should have access to appropriate case study material taken from recent sources.

Indicative reading for learners
Textbooks

Gray D and Lilley T et al – BTEC Level 2 First Public Services Student Book (Pearson,
2010) ISBN 9781846907210
Gray D and Lilley T et al – BTEC Level 2 First Public Services Teacher Resource Pack (Pearson,
2010) ISBN 9781846907227
Faulks K – Citizenship (Key Ideas) (Routledge, 2000) ISBN 9780415196345
The Home Office – Life in the United Kingdom: A Journey to Citizenship, Second Edition
(TSO, 2007) ISBN 9780113413133
Wales J, Culshaw C, Clarke P and Reaich N – Citizenship Today, Students’ Book (Third edition)
(Collins Educational, 2009) ISBN 9780007312641
Journals

Journals by the various Public Services, for example
Fire
Police
Review
Prison News
Soldiers
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Websites

BBC: Being a Citizen

www.bbc.co.uk/schools/citizenx/

BBC News

news.bbc.co.uk

Citizenship Foundation

www.citizenshipfoundation.org.uk

Department for Education

www.education.gov.uk

Direct Gov

www.direct.gov.uk

Equal Opportunities Commission

www.equalityhumanrights.com

Home Office

www.homeoffice.gov.uk

Institute for Citizenship

www.citizen.org.uk

UK Border Agency

www.citizen.org.uk
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Delivery of personal, learning and thinking skills
The table below identifies the opportunities for personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS) that have been
included within the pass assessment criteria of this unit.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

defining the key terms related to this area of study and explaining how public
services, citizens and society work together

Creative thinkers

illustrating how equal opportunities are legislated for

Reflective learners

describing the qualities a good citizen is required to have to enter the public
services and reporting on the different ways in which public services have
supported society

Effective participators

demonstrating the different ways in which public services have affected society.

Although PLTS are identified within this unit as an inherent part of the assessment criteria, there are further
opportunities to develop a range of PLTS through various approaches to teaching and learning.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

describing and analysing how citizens are protected by their individual and human
rights

Creative thinkers

comparing and evaluating the use of legislation to address the main issues within
society, including those related to equal opportunities

Reflective learners

justifying the requirements of good citizenship that are needed to enter a public
service, when analysing and evaluating the approaches that public services use to
support society

Team workers

producing a wall display to demonstrate understanding and research on key terms
and holding the group discussion so that they are supportive of each other

Self-managers

planning to meet deadlines and researching the various topics and selecting the
appropriate material

Effective participators

producing a wall display and participating in the group discussion.
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Functional Skills – Level 2
Skill

When learners are …

ICT – Use ICT systems
Select, interact with and use ICT systems
independently for a complex task to meet a
variety of needs

searching the internet, entering data, wordprocessing documents
to complete assignments

Use ICT to effectively plan work and
evaluate the effectiveness of the ICT system
they have used

action planning for assignment, reflecting on completion of
assignment

Manage information storage to enable
efficient retrieval

saving information and draft work on appropriate systems and in
appropriate format

Follow and understand the need for safety
and security practices

keeping food and drink away from computers, protecting log-in,
following on-site security procedures

Troubleshoot

carrying out checks to deal with problems during completion of
work

ICT – Find and select information
Select and use a variety of sources of
using data from the internet, books and information supplied by
information independently for a complex task tutor
Access, search for, select and use ICTbased information and evaluate its fitness for
purpose

searching for information on legislation, selecting appropriate acts
and regulations and evaluating whether it meets the purpose of
the assignment

ICT – Develop, present and
communicate information
Enter, develop and format information
independently to suit its meaning and
purpose including:
●

text and tables

●

images

●

numbers

●

records

comparing the use of legislation in table format and analysing the
ways that public services influence and support society
taking digital photographs of the wall display on the meanings of
the key terms
incorporating statistics to demonstrate effectiveness of legislation
to deal with equal opportunities
keeping records of discussion

Bring together information to suit content
and purpose

using research to complete assignment task in appropriate format

Present information in ways that are fit for
purpose and audience

following the format on the assignment brief or producing work
in an equally acceptable format so that the criteria are covered
and the work is understandable

Evaluate the selection and use of ICT tools
and facilities used to present information

checking work to ensure that it meets the assignment and criteria
requirements

Select and use ICT to communicate and
exchange information safely, responsibly and
effectively including storage of messages and
contact lists

sending emails to tutors for advice on work or submitting work
via email or on a relevant virtual learning environment (VLE),
responding to feedback
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Skill

When learners are …

Mathematics
Understand routine and non-routine
problems in a wide range of familiar and
unfamiliar contexts and situations

analysing data on equal opportunities issues

Identify the situation or problem and the
mathematical methods needed to tackle it
Select and apply a range of skills to find
solutions

using graphs to display information about trends in equal
opportunities

Use appropriate checking procedures and
evaluate their effectiveness at each stage

checking calculations in relation to trends in equal opportunities

Interpret and communicate solutions to
practical problems in familiar and unfamiliar
routine contexts and situations

writing report on equal opportunities showing how public
services have supported or influenced society by using statistics

Draw conclusions and provide mathematical
justifications

correctly identifying trends in terms of equal opportunities

English
Speaking and listening – make a range of
contributions to discussions and make
effective presentations in a wide range of
contexts

taking part in class discussions about the individual, society and
public services

Reading – compare, select, read and
understand texts and use them to gather
information, ideas, arguments and opinions

reading and obtaining information, comparing and selecting
appropriate information

Writing – write documents, including
extended writing pieces, communicating
information, ideas and opinions, effectively
and persuasively

producing relevant definitions and explanatory notes, writing a
report and preparatory notes for discussion.
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Aim and purpose
The aim of this unit is to enable learners to gain an understanding of legal and procedural aspects of health and
safety at work, as well as the role of employees and employers in maintaining good health and a knowledge of
sources of support.

Unit introduction
Learners will investigate their responsibilities in maintaining good health and safety at work. They will consider
the importance of taking actions to reduce and report potential risks and hazards, of taking regular breaks
throughout the day, of maintaining a balanced diet and of wearing suitable clothing for the job.
They will also learn what provisions the employer will offer to the employee, such as first aid, health
surveillance and medical checkups, access to health support networks and other health initiatives to ensure
good health at work.
Learners will explore the key health and safety legislation in the UK (including the overarching 1974 Health
and Safety At Work Act (HSAWA) and legislation regarding first aid, the use of visual display units (VDUs) and
manual handling in the workplace). Learners will develop an appreciation of the role of the Health and Safety
Executive (HSE) and an understanding of the consequences of not ensuring the workplace is healthy and safe.
Learners will explore procedures which exist to ensure risk is identified and managed, equipment is used
safely and procedures are implemented regarding emergencies and evacuation.

Learning outcomes
On completion of this unit a learner should:

1

Understand the role of public service employees in maintaining good health at work

2

Understand how public service employers can provide services to help maintain the health of their
workforce

3

Know sources of help to ensure good health when working in a public service environment

4

Know legal and procedural aspects of health and safety at work.
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Unit content
1 Understand the role of public service employees in maintaining good health at work
Employee’s role: appropriate diet and exercise; reduce and report potential risks and hazards; wear
correct protective clothing if required; take regular breaks, maintain work-life balance; manage ill health
appropriately

2 Understand how public service employers can provide services to help maintain the
health of their workforce
Services provided by employers: first aid; health surveillance and medical checkups; access to health
support networks eg advice on dealing with addictions, counselling services; sick pay; health initiatives to
benefit employees eg healthy-eating campaigns in workplace canteen, keeping active campaigns,
subsidised gym memberships or bicycle purchases for staff, onsite gym or recreational facilities, free annual
flu vaccinations at work

3 Know sources of help to ensure good health when working in a public service
environment
Sources of help: workplace occupational health; trade unions; community occupational health; firstaid officer; health and safety officer; support networks
Services offered by sources of help: prevention of risks or hazards to health in the workplace; counselling
for stress, addictions or any other personal difficulties; advice on rights and responsibilities in the
workplace; risk assessments; provision of specialist support equipment, first aid treatment to deal with
injuries or medical incidents in the workplace

4 Know legal and procedural aspects of health and safety at work
Legal aspects: legislation including Health and Safety at Work Act 1974, Health and Safety (First Aid)
Regulations 1981, Health and Safety (Display Screen Equipment) Regulations 1992, Manual Handling
Operations Regulations 1992; role of the Health and Safety Executive; employers’ liability insurance,
public liability insurance; consequences to employers of breaching health and safety legislation including
prosecution and penalties; impact of legislation on public service employees and employers
Risk assessment: definition; purpose; documentation; principles of accident prevention
Emergency and evacuation procedures: ensuring personnel and visitors are aware of procedures;
action to be taken when discovering an emergency situation including fires, bomb threats, terrorist
alerts; evacuation of workers and visitors from public service buildings; evacuation of disabled persons;
maintaining signs and exits; use of emergency equipment eg fire extinguishers, fire blankets, fire hoses
Safe use of equipment: eg computers, display screen equipment, telephone, mobile phones; protective
clothing
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Assessment and grading criteria
In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that
they can meet all the learning outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the
level of achievement required to pass this unit.
Assessment and grading criteria
To achieve a pass grade the
evidence must show that the
learner is able to:

To achieve a merit grade the
evidence must show that, in
addition to the pass criteria,
the learner is able to:

P1 explain how employees can
maintain good health in the
workplace

M1

analyse ways employees can
maintain good health in a
public service workplace

M2

assess services provided
by a named public service
employer to help maintain
the health of their workforce

P2

summarise services that can
be provided by employers to
help maintain the health of
the workforce

To achieve a distinction grade
the evidence must show that,
in addition to the pass and
merit criteria, the learner is
able to:
D1

evaluate the roles of public
service employers and
employees in maintaining
health and safety at work.
[IE4]

[IE6]
P3 describe sources of help to
ensure good health at work
and the services they offer
P4

outline the role of the Health
and Safety Executive

P5

outline the legal aspects of
health and safety at work

P6

describe the procedural
M4
aspects of health and safety in
the workplace including risk
assessment, emergency and
evacuation procedures and
the use of equipment.

M3

explain particular health
and safety issues which may
impact on a named public
service and its personnel and
the consequences of failing to
act
explain the procedural
aspects of health and safety
in a named public service
workplace.

PLTS: This summary references where applicable, in the square brackets, the elements of the personal,
learning and thinking skills applicable in the pass criteria. It identifies opportunities for learners to demonstrate
effective application of the referenced elements of the skills.

Key

IE – independent enquirers RL – reflective learners

SM – self-managers

CT – creative thinkers

EP – effective participators

TW – team workers
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Essential guidance for tutors
Delivery
The delivery of this unit should focus on active and experiential learning and the opportunities for learners
to research aspects of the content and contribute to classroom discussion, both with their tutor and with
appropriate public service personnel. Tutors delivering this unit have the opportunity to use a wide range
of techniques, including presentations, seminars, practical workshops, external trips and guest speakers.
Additional learning resources can include journals, videos, DVDs, case studies, learner presentations and
group work.
Delivery is enhanced where groups of learners take responsibility for researching specific aspects of unit
content (as agreed with the teacher) and presenting their findings to other learners in the peer group using
presentation slideshows, posters, leaflets, exhibitions, quizzes and other activity-based approaches. This helps
learners to develop the personal learning and thinking skills (PLTS) which are an essential part of their overall
programme, in particular teamworker skills, independent enquirer and creative thinker.
In learning outcome 1, learners will need to explore the role they have to play in maintaining their health
at work. Practical scenarios may be given which allow the learner to identify what action they could take
to ensure good health, for example ‘how can employees maintain good health when a sickness bug goes
through the workplace’, and how this could vary with different public service work environments and
contexts.
Learners could also be provided with newspaper or magazine articles to find out what type of health situations
arise and how good health may be promoted in a range of public service environments, or amongst workers
with different roles in one specific public service, for example a local authority where personnel may be
involved in manual work, office work, professional services and be working onsite or in the community.
For learning outcome 2, the learner will find out about the services that public service employers might
provide to promote good health. If possible, a public service employer or an occupational health professional
working for a public service should be invited to talk about the services they offer. Alternatively, an internet
search could be undertaken of a range of public services and their wellbeing initiatives.
For learning outcome 3, learners should research the whole range of sources of help available in a number of
public service workplaces and the services they provide. Teams of learners could select specific public services
(ideally where they have visited or had talks from relevant personnel) and present their finding to the rest of
the group, or use their work to contribute to a wellbeing display for an event at school or college.
Learning outcome 4 requires learners to develop an understanding of key health and safety legislation,
including the HSAWA 1974 and specific legislation related to first aid, display screen equipment, manual
handling, and how this impacts on public service employers and employees, including the consequences of
breaches of health and safety legislation.
Learners will also need to understand procedural aspects of health and safety in the workplace, including risk
assessment, emergency and evacuation procedures and the use of equipment, and how these can be applied
in a range of public service work environments, including onsite and in the community.
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Outline learning plan
The outline learning plan has been included in this unit as guidance and can be used in conjunction with the
programme of suggested assignments.
The outline learning plan demonstrates one way in planning the delivery and assessment of this unit.
Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Tutor introduces the unit and outlines the assessment
How employees can maintain good health in the workplace. Tutor input. Internet research on tutor-directed
sites. Case study approach using a range of different public services and employee roles. Classroom discussion
Services that can be provided by employers to help maintain the health of the workforce. Tutor input. Internet
research on teacher-directed sites. Case study approach. Classroom discussion. Workplace visits to specific
public services to see ‘wellbeing’ provision in action.
Sources of help to ensure good health at work and the services they can provide. Tutot input. Internet research
on tutor-directed sites. Case study approach. Classroom discussion. Workplace visits. Talks from range of
people, eg workplace and community occupational health service personnel, trade union representatives,
workplace first aid and health and safety officers.
Assignment 1 – Roles, Responsibilities and Sources of Help to Maintain Health in the Workplace.

Includes learner-initiated private study
(P1, P2, P3, M1, M2)
Legal aspects of health and safety at work including Health and Safety at Work Act 1974, Health and Safety
(First Aid) Regulations 1981, Health and Safety (Display Screen Equipment) Regulations 1992, Manual Handling
Operations Regulations 1992, insurance requirements. Internet research. Talks by HSE personnel and trade
union representatives, workplace first aid and health and safety officers.
Consequences to employers of breaching health and safety legislation including prosecution and penalties. This is
best delivered using real case studies which can be found on the HSE website or from various legal decisions.
Role of the Health and Safety Executive (HSE). Exploration of the HSE website and talks from HSE
representatives or workplace health and safety representatives are vital for successful delivery of this aspect of the
programme.
Procedural aspects of health and safety in the workplace including risk assessment, emergency and evacuation
procedures and the use of equipment, and the application of this understanding to a range of public service work
environments and public service personnel undertaking a range of roles.
Assignment 2 – Legal and Procedural Issues Regarding Health and Safety

Legal and procedural aspects of health and safety at work
Includes learner-initiated private study
(P4, P5, P6, M3, M4, D1)
Review of unit and assignments
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Assessment
Assessment evidence may be in the form of assignments, research projects and/or production of effective
notes/reports. Statistical data may be included to support research findings. Learners may be tasked to make
presentations to the group to demonstrate their understanding of the selected topic.
Evidence should be integrated to allow for flexible delivery and encourage a greater understanding of the
subjects covered in this unit.
In order to achieve P1 and M1 learners must explain and then analyse how employees can maintain good
health in the workplace. Learners will need to provide detailed information covering different examples from
the content, for example maintaining a healthy diet and taking regular exercise. Practical examples of how
this can be achieved could also be provided (which are appropriate in a public services environment). For
example, using the stairs instead of the lifts, drinking sufficient water throughout the day. This information
could be evidenced in a number of ways, for example the learner may gather the information and present it
to the group or they may prepare an article for an internal newsletter for colleagues.
For P2 and M2, learners must summarise and then assess different services that a public services employer
provides to promote healthy working. This evidence could, for example, be in the form of a letter to
employees naming the service on offer and explaining what the service is.
For P3, the learner needs to describe different sources (such as occupational health, unions, first aid and
support networks) that offer help to those in public services employment to ensure safe working. This is
best evidenced by learners selecting a specific public service that they have visited or have an interest in to
investigate.
When presenting evidence for P4 and P5, for the legislation and regulations and the role of the HSE,
learners should be able to present a basic outline, either orally or in written format, but should not be
expected to go into much depth. They should, however, be able to state the meaning of all of the specialist
terminology used in the acts and regulations referred to in their outlines. For M3, learners are expected to
apply their knowledge of health and safety legislation to specific contexts and be able to cite examples of the
consequences of failing to act on legislation.
For P6, learners must describe procedural aspects of health and safety, including risk assessment, emergency
and evacuation procedures and the safe use of equipment, then for M4 apply this understanding in a named
public service workplace.
D1 gives learners the opportunity to evaluate the roles of both employees and employers in maintaining a
workplace that is safe and healthy. It is expected that for these assessment criterion learners will apply aspects
of learning from the whole unit, using real examples to illustrate their evaluation.
Programme of suggested assignments
The table below shows a programme of suggested assignments that cover the pass, merit and distinction
criteria in the assessment and grading grid. This is for guidance and it is recommended that centres either
write their own assignments or adapt any Pearson assignments to meet local needs and resources.
Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

Assessment method

P1, P2, P3, M1, M2

Roles, Responsibilities
and Sources of Help to
Maintain Health in the
Workplace

Analysis of a number of
public services workplaces
and how health can be
maintained.

Assignment which may
be presented in a variety
of media, eg as report,
presentation, exhibition,
interview.
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Criteria covered

Assignment title

P4, P5, P6. M3, M4, D1 Legal and Procedural
Issues Regarding Health
and Safety.

Scenario

Assessment method

Examination of specific
public services workplaces
and how the legal and
procedural framework
supports the maintenance
of a safe and healthy
workplace.

Assignment which may
be presented in a variety
of media, eg as report,
presentation, exhibition,
interview.

Links to National Occupational Standards, other BTEC units, other BTEC
qualifications and other relevant units and qualifications
This unit forms part of the BTEC Public Services sector suite. This unit has particular links with the following
unit titles in the Public Services suite:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Conduct at Work

Employment in the Uniformed
Public Services

Outdoor and Adventurous
Expeditions

Managing your Health at Work

Employment in the Non-Uniformed Skills for Land-based Outdoor and
Public Services
Adventurous Activities

Introduction to Expedition Skills Career Planning for the Public
Services
Investigating Rights and
Responsibilities at Work

Skills for Water-based Outdoor and
Adventurous Activities

Adventurous Activities and
Teamwork for the Public Services
Expedition Skills in Public Services
Volunteering in Public Services

Essential resources
Learners will need access to ICT, including the ability to research using the internet. Leaflets and other free
resources available from the Health and Safety Executive would also be beneficial for the delivery of this unit.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
It is vital that this unit is delivered using a range of case studies and scenarios drawn from real public services.
Delivery of this unit will be greatly enhanced if learners have the opportunity to visit a range of public service
organisations and review their health and safety policies and procedures. They should meet staff such as
occupational health personnel, trade union representatives, members of staff welfare support networks and
health and safety personnel.
Talks from members of the local HSE would be useful.
HSE and public service personnel should be asked to contribute to the design and assessment of assignments,
including setting real assignment briefs and attending events and presentations where the outcomes of learner
work are reviewed.
The use of public services and HSE websites and literature is also essential for successful delivery of this unit.
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Indicative reading for learners
Textbooks

Hughes P and Ferrett E – Introduction to Health and Safety at Work (Butterworth-Heinemann,
2009) ISBN 9781856176682
Essentials of Health and Safety at Work (HSE Books, 2006 ISBN 9780717661794
Websites

Direct Gov

www.direct.gov.uk

Emergency services (Home Office)

www.homeoffice.gov.uk/

Fire service

www.fireservice.co.uk

Health and Safety Executive

www.hse.gov.uk/services

Health and safety in the office

www.healthandsafetylegislation.co.uk/

HSE – Consulting Employees on Health and Safety
– A brief guide to the law

www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg232.pdf

Prison service

www.hmprisonservice.gov.uk
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Delivery of personal, learning and thinking skills
The table below identifies the opportunities for personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS) that have been
included within the pass assessment criteria of this unit.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

analysing ways employees can maintain good health in a public service workplace
assessing services provided by a named public service employer to help maintain
the health of their workforce
evaluating the roles of public service employers and employees in maintaining
health and safety at work

Team workers

working with other learners to research information and public service
organisations

Self-managers

completing assignment work for submission

Effective participators

taking part in classroom discussions
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Functional Skills – Level 2
Skill

When learners are …

ICT – Find and select information
Select and use a variety of sources of
evaluating the roles of employees and employers in health and
information independently for a complex task safety at work
Access, search for, select and use ICTbased information and evaluate its fitness for
purpose

researching information and public service organisations

ICT – Develop, present and
communicate information
Present information in ways that are fit for
purpose and audience

presenting their assignment evidence

English
Speaking and listening – make a range of
contributions to discussions and make
effective presentations in a wide range of
contexts

presenting their assignment evidence

Reading – compare, select, read and
understand texts and use them to gather
information, ideas, arguments and opinions

researching information and public service organisations

Writing – write documents, including
extended writing pieces, communicating
information, ideas and opinions, effectively
and persuasively

presenting their assignment evidence
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Aim and purpose
This unit will allow learners the opportunity to investigate the benefits of adventurous activities and to practise
and review their skills and techniques in an outdoor environment.

Unit introduction
Outdoor adventurous activities develop many skills, including communication, leadership, discipline and
trust. Learners will investigate the benefits to be gained from participating in such activities whilst building
their confidence and working as part of a team. The unit also investigates the local and national youth and
community projects, many of which have links with public service organisations.
This is a practical unit that will encourage learners to participate in outdoor pursuits, both individually and in
teams, and will provide elements of challenge and enjoyment. It offers the opportunity for guest speakers to
visit the centre and for learners to visit some of the many organisations which provide outdoor adventurous
activities.
For this unit learners must participate in at least two outdoor adventurous activities that are supervised by
qualified personnel. Learners review their participation by recognising the personal benefits gained and the
skills and techniques learned or developed.

Learning outcomes
On completion of this unit a learner should:

1

Know about organisations that provide adventurous activities

2

Know the factors relating to outdoor adventurous activities

3

Be able to participate in outdoor adventurous activities

4

Be able to review the adventurous activities.
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Unit content
1 Know about organisations that provide adventurous activities
Adventurous activities: eg hill walking; mountaineering; orienteering; rock climbing; abseiling; caving;
pot- holing; camping; canoeing; kayaking; white-water rafting; sailing; windsurfing; mountain biking; offroad cycling; pony trekking; skiing; residential
Organisations providing adventurous activities: AALA; Countryside Agency; governing bodies; army,
National Trust; private businesses
Projects that use adventurous activities: eg Prince’s Trust; Duke of Edinburgh’s Award; cadet groups;
voluntary organisations; youth clubs; Scout and Guide associations; community projects; Look at Life
courses; YMCA; YHA

2 Know the factors relating to outdoor adventurous activities
Benefits: eg skill development; self-confidence; teamwork; fitness; enjoyment; sense of achievement;
benefits to organisation; benefits to uniformed public services; benefits to individual groups
Environmental factors: eg erosion; pollution; Countryside Code; CRoW Act 2000; rights of way
Safety factor: eg health and safety; risk assessments; first aid; staff qualifications; correct clothing; working
with children including children’s safety, Criminal Records Bureau (CRB) check

3 Be able to participate in outdoor adventurous activities
Responsibilities: eg consent forms; insurance; staff qualifications; contingency plan for bad
weather; residential opportunities; group equipment; personal equipment; nutrition and drink; transport
and travel; ability of individuals; conduct; ethics; funding, trips and visits, staffing, security of premises, child
protection, record keeping
Review: specific; measurable; achievable; realistic; time bound (SMART targets); strengths; areas for
improvement; most challenging; new activities

4 Be able to review the adventurous activities
Involvement of public services: purpose; types of projects including support for disabled people,
disadvantaged people; elderly, young offenders, non-attendees at school; public service involvement;
advisory roles; reduction of crime; speakers; charity; benefits to the public services
Public service projects: youth projects intended to provide young people with opportunities to
participate in adventurous activities; developing personal skills and abilities; how adventurous activities
are used to develop skills; community projects to provide participants of all ages with opportunities to
take part in activities eg walks, outdoor activities for the disabled, athletics, caving
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Grading criteria
In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate
that they can meet all the learning outcomes for the unit. The criteria for a pass grade describe the level of
achievement required to pass this unit.
Grading criteria
To achieve a pass grade the
evidence must show that the
learner is able to:

P1

To achieve a merit grade the
evidence must show that, in
addition to the pass criteria,
the learner is able to:

describe the different types of M1
adventurous activities
[IE2, CT3, TW1, TW2 ]

P2

describe factors relating to
adventurous activities

P3

participate in outdoor
adventurous activities

explain factors, especially
safety factors, relating to
adventurous activities

M3

explain responsibilities
of participants during
adventurous activities

M4

analyse team performance
from the outdoor activities

[TW1, TW4, TW5]
P4

review the outdoor
adventurous activities
undertaken

analyse different organisations
and projects that provide
adventurous activities

M2

[IE2, IE3, CT1, CT2, TW1,
TW2]

To achieve a distinction grade
the evidence must show that,
in addition to the pass and
merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

D1

evaluate benefits associated
with outdoor adventurous
activities

D2

evaluate own and team
performance and provide
recommendations.

[RL1, RL2, RL3, RL4, RL5,
RL6]
P5

review the involvement of M5
public services in adventurous
activities.

explain public service
projects that use adventurous
activities.

[IE2, IE4, RL1]
PLTS: This summary references where relevant, in the square brackets, the elements of the personal, learning
and thinking skills applicable in the pass criteria. It identifies opportunities for learners to demonstrate effective
application of the referenced elements of the skills.

Key

IE – independent enquirers RL – reflective learners

SM – self-managers

CT – creative thinkers

EP – effective participators

TW – team workers
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Essential guidance for tutors
Delivery
This unit should be mostly practical, encouraging learners to participate in outdoor adventurous activities
individually and in teams, as well as in the different youth and community groups and national projects such
as the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award. Learners would benefit from visits to different groups, a residential stay
or attendance on one of the armed forces ‘Look at Life’ courses. Learners will also benefit from listening to
visiting speakers. The public services are very proud of their involvement in outdoor adventurous activities
and with youth and community groups, but tutors will need to plan in advance for a visit or for speakers to
attend as demand is very high.
For learning outcome 1 learners must research the whole range of outdoor adventurous activities, especially
those in which each of the uniformed public services participates, and all the national and local organisations
that provide such activities. This will lead onto the various projects that are set up for learners to participate
in. From this research learners will need to understand the extremely important safety factors which need to
be considered before, during and after activities take place for learning outcome 2. A trip into the outdoors,
in unfamiliar surroundings will help learners to recognise the benefits derived from adventurous activities and
give them first-hand accounts of the destruction such activities cause to the environment.
Learning outcome 3 requires learners to participate in a number of adventurous activities. The activities must
provide a challenge for learners and encourage them to develop appropriate skills, which should ultimately
provide the necessary benefits to the individual and to the uniformed public service that they may wish to
enter. A logbook or diary of the activities undertaken would be a useful tool to record participation and
provide evidence for the learning outcomes.
Learners must review their participation in the adventurous activities for learning outcome 4. Working in pairs
or groups, learners can present feedback from the planning and taking part using information gathered from
their peers, leaders and, of course, their own findings.

Outline learning plan
The outline learning plan has been included in this unit as guidance and can be used in conjunction with the
programme of suggested assignments.
The outline learning plan demonstrates one way in planning the delivery and assessment of this unit.
Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Introduction to unit – previous experiences of the group in adventurous activities
Outdoor adventurous activities – list the categories, group work on organisations and provision, youth and
community projects, residential opportunities – presentation of their findings
Factors – benefits for the individual and the public services; environmental issues and current legislation covering
the countryside; safety issues and recent legislation for taking groups outdoors
Assignment 1 – Adventurous Activities in the UK – booklet/poster on a particular activity or group of
activities and the factors which relate to it/them

(P1, P2, M1, M2, D1)
Participate in activities – equipment and clothing required, facilities and environments, land based: climbing,
abseiling, hill walking: water based; sailing, canoeing, kayaking: Use the public services to run activities eg Look at
Life courses
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Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Assessment 2 – Participation in Adventurous Activities

Log/diary of activities undertaken; observation forms and witness statements from peers and leaders
(P3, M3)
Review of activities; SMART targets, strengths and areas for improvement
Assignment 3 – Review of Participation in Adventurous Activities

Individual or group presentation of activities undertaken and recommendations
(P4, P5, M4, M5, D2)
Unit and assessment review

Assessment
As a practical unit the methods of assessment can vary from the usual formal assignment of reports,
presentations and projects, and can also include logbooks of participation in activities, observation record
forms and witness statements as part of the evidence required. Assessment of the activities and any
residentials or courses should be based on learners’ participation and their recording of it, with an analysis of
benefits to themselves and the uniformed public services.
P1 requires the learner to research and describe the variety of outdoor adventurous activities available. For
M1, learners must research and analyse in detail the organisations and projects which provide adventurous
activities, by both private training providers and the uniformed public services. This could be covered
individually or in small groups to produce a poster or booklet on one or more of the various activities.
This can then be linked to P2, which looks at a number of factors which relate to planning and participating in
adventurous activities to provide the first assignment of the unit. M2 requires learners to explain these factors
in more detail, especially the extremely important safety issues, whilst for D1 they will evaluate the benefits of
adventurous activities to themselves, to the group, to the organisation and to the uniformed public services.
Learners could produce a logbook or diary of all the activities undertaken for P3 alongside observation record
forms and witness statements from peers or leaders after the activities have taken place. The verbal and
written feedback from the activities along with self-analysis of their own performance would cover M3.
P4 gives learners the opportunity to review and reflect on all the adventurous activities undertaken and the
notes collected. Learners could produce an individual or small-group presentation of some, or all, of the
activities in which they participated, evaluating their own performances and, for M4, the team performances,
recognising strengths and areas for improvement. For D2, each learner should produce evidence to show
they have evaluated their own performance and that of the team and provide recommendations for future
activities for both themselves and the team.
Evidence for P5 can come from a review of the public service involvement in projects to encourage
participation in adventurous activities by community groups, for example the Fire and Rescue service
involvement in the Prince’s Trust programmes or the Army involvement in personal development activities
with schools.
Learners could participate in such programmes to enable them to review the involvement of public services in
these programmes, considering the activities that are undertaken and give their opinion of them. For M5 they
will need to take this further providing an explanation of the project, showing how and why the services use
adventurous activities.
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Programme of suggested assignments
The table below shows a programme of suggested assignments that cover the pass, merit and distinction
criteria in the grading grid. This is for guidance and it is recommended that centres either write their own
assignments or adapt any Pearson assignments to meet local needs and resources.
Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

Assessment method

P1, P2, M1, M2,D1

Adventurous Activities in
the UK

As a prospective public
service instructor, you
have been asked to
research the provision
of adventurous activities
nationally.

Booklet or poster

P3, M3

Participation in
Adventurous Activities

As a public service
Logbook or diary
employee, you have been Observation records
asked to try out a number
of adventurous activities Witness statements
and feel the benefits.

P4, P5, M4, M5, D2

Review of Participation in
Adventurous Activities

As a public service
employee, you have
been asked to review
your participation in
adventurous activities.
How did you do? How
did the team get on?

Individual or group
presentation

Links to National Occupational Standards, other BTEC units, other BTEC
qualifications and other relevant units and qualifications
This unit forms part of the BTEC Public Services sector suite. This unit has particular links with the following
unit titles in the Public Services suite and the BTEC Sports suite:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Map Reading

Land Navigation by Map and
Compass

Physical Preparation, Health and
Lifestyle for the Public Services

Expedition Skills

Improving Health and Fitness for
Entry to the Uniformed Public
Services

Outdoor and Adventurous
Expeditions

Expedition Skills in Public Services Skills for Land-based Outdoor and
Adventurous Activities
Skills for Water-based Outdoor and
Adventurous Activities
Practical Team Sports
Exercise, Health and Lifestyle
Instructing Physical Activities and
Exercise
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Essential resources
Leaders of practical elements for this unit should be qualified to run the adventurous activities and contacts can
be made with a number of the public services or community groups. Access to a residential or armed forces
course is highly recommended.
Access to ICT and textbooks is also necessary for the first two learning outcomes.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres are encouraged to develop links with local organisations that run adventurous activities.

Indicative reading for learners
Textbooks

Barton B – Safety, Risk and Adventure in Outdoor Activities (Sage Publications Ltd, 2006) ISBN
9781412920780 Cooper G – Outdoors with Young People: A leader’s guide to outdoor activities, the
environment and sustainability
(Russell House Publishing, 1988) ISBN 9781898924241
Langmuir E – Mountaincraft and Leadership (Sport Scotland and MLTB, 2002) ISBN 9781850602958
Journals

Canoe
Focus
Websites

British Canoe Union

www.bcu.org.uk

The British Caving Association

www.trycaving.co.uk

British Cycling

www.britishcycling.org.uk

The British Mountaineering Council

www.thebmc.co.uk

British Orienteering

www.britishorienteering.org.uk

Duke of Edinburgh Awards

www.theaward.org

Natural England website

www.naturalengland.org.uk

PADI (scuba diving)

www.padi.co.uk

Outward Bound Trust

www.outwardbound.org.uk

Royal Yachting Association

www.RYA.org.uk
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Delivery of personal, learning and thinking skills
The table below identifies the opportunities for personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS) that have been
included within the pass assessment criteria of this unit.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

describing the variety of activities available and the organisations involved

Creative thinkers

researching the safety and environmental factors

Reflective learners

reviewing the adventurous activities

Team workers

giving a presentation of activities undertaken

Self-managers

participating in activities

Effective participators

participating in a number of adventurous activities
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Functional Skills – Level 2
Skill

When learners are …

ICT – Find and select information
Select and use a variety of sources of
researching the different activities and safety factors
information independently for a complex task

ICT – Develop, present and
communicate information
Enter, develop and format information
independently to suit its meaning and
purpose including:
●

text and tables

●

images

●

numbers

●

records

Present information in ways that are fit for
purpose and audience

presenting a review from participation in activities

presenting a review

English
Speaking and listening – make a range of
contributions to discussions and make
effective presentations in a wide range of
contexts

presenting a review from adventurous activities participation

Reading – compare, select, read and
understand texts and use them to gather
information, ideas, arguments and opinions

researching safety and environmental factors

Writing – write documents, including
extended writing pieces, communicating
information, ideas and opinions, effectively
and persuasively

producing assignments, logbooks, observation records
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Aim and purpose
The aim of this unit is to enable learners gain a knowledge of the importance of sport and recreation in public
services. The learners will cover the preparation, planning and participation needed for sports and recreational
activities, including safety issues.

Unit introduction
This unit explores the importance of sporting and recreational activities to the individual and to the public
services. Effective preparation and planning are essential components to get the most out of the activities and
ensure safety considerations are in place.
The unit requires active participation from everyone to cover all the aspects of the unit. Learners will need
to participate regularly in a sporting or recreational activity to successfully complete the unit. This will enable
learners to fully understand the issues of safety, planning and preparation and to appreciate the personal
benefits from participation.

Learning outcomes
On completion of this unit a learner should:

1

Know the importance of sport and recreation to the public services

2

Understand the safety issues to be considered when organising sport and recreation activities

3

Be able to plan a sport activity used in the public services

4

Be able to participate regularly in public services sport and recreation activities.
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Unit content
1 Know the importance of sport and recreation to the public services
Sport and team games: eg football, netball, basketball, hockey, rugby, cricket; individual sports eg crosscountry running, climbing, skiing, tennis, badminton, sailing
Recreation: eg cinema, theatre, hobbies, music, the arts; importance; health, fitness and wellbeing; selfesteem, personal development, stress relief; short-term benefits eg increased heart rate, increased lung
function; long-term benefits eg stronger heart and lungs, muscle tone
Importance to the public services: enhanced productivity; improved staff loyalty; reduced staff
absenteeism; healthier workforce; team morale
Uniformed public services using sport and recreation: the armed forces; police; fire service; prison
service
Non-uniformed public services: subsidised gym membership; gyms at the workplace; sports clubs
membership

2 Understand the safety issues to be considered when organising sport and recreation
activities
Safety: health and safety; appropriate and protective clothing eg shinpads, gumshields, gloves, pads,
helmets; surfaces; risk assessments of equipment and facility; first aid provision eg kit, first aider,
procedures equipment, surroundings, staff
Responsibility of different people: involved eg organisers, duty of care, Criminal Record Bureau (CRB)
checks, knowledge of procedures, first aid; participants; correct clothing; good health; reasonable care of
self; uninjured

3 Be able to plan a sport activity used the public services
Planning: insurance; teams; equipment; cost; transport; facility; staffing; risk assessment; session plan; staff
coverage; education/information/venue; refreshments; emergency supplies eg first aid kit, communication
(telephones)

4 Be able to participate regularly in public services sport and recreation activities
Venues: sports clubs; activity centres; fitness centres
Benefits: physically fit; mentally fit; pass fitness tests; good communicator; team player; improving fitness
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Assessment and grading criteria
In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that
they can meet all the learning outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the
level of achievement required to pass this unit.
Assessment and grading criteria
To achieve a pass grade the
evidence must show that the
learner is able to:

To achieve a merit grade the
evidence must show that, in
addition to the pass criteria,
the learner is able to:

To achieve a distinction grade
the evidence must show that,
in addition to the pass and
merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

P1 identify different sports and
recreation activities used by
the public services
[IE1, IE2, IE3, CT2, TW1]
P2

describe the importance
of sports and recreational
activities to the public services

P3

explain the safety issues
when organising sport or
recreational activities
[IE2, IE4, CT1, CT2]

P4

identify the responsibilities of
the different people involved
in sports and recreational
activities
[IE2, IE4, CT1]

P5

plan a sport or recreation
activity

M1

lead a sport or recreational
activity

M2

review their part in the
participation of sport and
recreational activities in
different venues.

D1

evaluate the sport or
recreational activity.

[SM3, SM4, TW2]
P6

participate regularly in sport
and recreation activities in
different venues
[SM5, SM6, SM7, TW3,
TW4, RL2, RL3]

P7

report on the personal
benefits of regular
participation in sport and
recreational activities.
[CT1, CT2, RL1]
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PLTS: This summary references where relevant, in the square brackets, the elements of the personal, learning
and thinking skills applicable in the pass criteria. It identifies opportunities for learners to demonstrate effective
application of the referenced elements of the skills.

Key
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IE – independent enquirers RL – reflective learners

SM – self-managers

CT – creative thinkers

EP – effective participators

TW – team workers
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Essential guidance for tutors
Delivery
This unit is practical and it is important to stress the use of sport and recreation in the public services
throughout delivery. Learners should have opportunities to participate in sports or recreational activities of
their choice and include as much contact with the various public services as possible.
For learning outcome 1 learners need to know all the various activities that the public services provide for
their personnel. Speakers and physical training instructors from the public services should be invited to
talk about sport and recreation or run sessions of different activities showing the importance of sport and
recreation to the public services. The use of a case study following a new recruit to see how sporting or
recreational activities have affected them in their services is a useful delivery tool. Learners can use ICT to
research the various activities, especially video clips, and to produce graphs or charts for presentations.
Toenable learners to develop their knowledge of safety practices in learning outcome 2 they need to be given
the opportunity to organise a sport or recreational activity within the centre or the community and to liaise
with the people who have responsibilities in ensuring that an activity can take place safely. Group work and a
presentation on the appropriate and protective clothing for a number of activities could be used to cover part
of the safety factors necessary when planning an activity.
Fitness test equipment, such as blood pressure monitors, could be used to compare active learners to less
active learners. Various tests such as the bleep test, agility test or step test could be conducted to analyse
everyone’s fitness levels.
Learners can produce a survey or questionnaire for learning outcome 3 to find out how people benefit from
regular participation in sporting or recreational activities and then plan and prepare an activity for their peers
or to use in the community.
Individuals should be encouraged to complete a risk assessment and a session plan for the sporting or
recreational activity of their choice as part of the planning process and then be given the opportunity to run
their session and receive verbal and written feedback from the participants and the leader.
For learning outcome 4 learners should keep a personal log, recording regular participation in sporting or
recreational activities, reviewing their participation as well as noting down all the benefits they have gained
from taking part in those activities.

Outline learning plan
The outline learning plan has been included in this unit as guidance and can be used in conjunction with the
programme of suggested assignments.
The outline learning plan demonstrates one way in planning the delivery and assessment of this unit.
Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Introduction to the unit – outcomes and specifications – present activity levels of the learners
Importance of sport and recreation to the public services – definitions, benefits for individual and public services,
different sports and activities – assignment 1
Assignment 1 – The Importance of Sports and Recreation Activities to the Public Services

(P1, P2)
Safety issues to be considered – individuals’ responsibility for participation or leading an activity, responsibility of
others, ie participants and leaders, risk assessments, duty of care
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Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Assignment 2 – Safety Issues and Responsibilities When Organising Activities

(P3, P4)
Planning an activity – facility, costs, transport, consent, session plan, first aid, risk assessments
Assignment 3 – Planning and Running a Sport or Recreation Activity

(P5, M1, D1)
Regular participation – a diary or programme of future planned activities, each learner to lead an activity for 20
minutes
Review of activities – feedback from peers and tutors on the leadership of the activities with recommendations
Assignment 4 – Regular Participation. Participate in Regular Activities

A logbook or diary on the activities and tests undertaken during the unit. Report on the personal benefits of
regular participation in sports and recreation activities
(P6, P7, M2)
Review of unit and assignment.

Assessment
This practical unit lends itself to forms of assessment other than formal written assignments. The practical
elements need to be recorded in an appropriate format, including observation forms and witness statements,
which will provide evidence of learners’ differing abilities in a number of sporting and recreational activities.
Learners could also be encouraged to record their work using video or photographs captured on mobile
phones or other devices.
The planning of an activity requires the learner to complete a risk assessment and a session plan before
leading an activity. Directly after the activity is concluded the leader should ask for verbal feedback from the
group and may even ask for written comments on their session to aid the planning of a further activity.
Tasks relating to P1 require learners to produce evidence that they have identified the different sport and
recreational activities undertaken by various public services.
For P2, learners will need to describe the importance of sport and recreational activities to the public services.
P3 looks at the safety issues which need to be covered when organising activities while P4 requires the learner
to identify the responsibilities of the different people involved in each of the sporting and recreational activities.
This could be discussed as a group and then each learner could produce a booklet or poster relating to one
activity of their choice. This could lead to the production of a risk assessment and session plan.
For P5, learners need to plan a sporting or recreational activity for a public service group. Those learners who
wish to try out their planning should lead their activity for M2, either for the full group or a chosen few, to
check that their planning was successful. The distinction grade is awarded if the learner evaluates their activities
and gains feedback on their planning and leadership skills.
For P6, the learner must actively participate in a variety of sporting and recreational activities as used in the
public services. The use of a logbook or diary, together with any supplementary evidence, would be suitable.
Over the period of the unit if each learner were to lead or participate in a 20-minute session on a range of
activities it would build up a significant amount of evidence. From the evidence recorded over time, learners
will be able to review their progress and participation in regular sports and recreation as required for M2 and
report on the personal benefits gained from participation, as required for P7.
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Programme of suggested assignments
The table below shows a programme of suggested assignments that cover the pass, merit and distinction
criteria in the assessment and grading grid. This is for guidance and it is recommended that centres either
write their own assignments or adapt any Pearson assignments to meet local needs and resources.
Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

Assessment method

P1, P2

The Importance of Sport
and Recreation Activities
to the Public Services

As a sports and recreation
instructor, you have
been asked to prepare
information about the
benefits of sporting and
recreational activities.

Poster or booklet

P3, P4

Safety Issues and
Responsibilities when
Organising Activities

As a sports and recreation
instructor, you have been
asked to investigate the
factors to be considered
before planning and
running an activity.

Assignment

P5, M1, D1

Planning and Running
a Sport or Recreation
Activity

As a sports and recreation
instructor, you have been
asked to plan and run an
activity for the group for
20 minutes.

Session plan

P6, P7, M2

Regular Participation

As a sports and recreation Diary or logbook
instructor, you need to
plan a programme of
activities and evaluate their
benefits.

Links to National Occupational Standards, other BTEC units, other BTEC
qualifications and other relevant units and qualifications
This unit forms part of the BTEC Public Services sector suite. This unit has particular links with the following
unit titles in the Public Services suite:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Wellbeing and Fitness for Public
Services

Improving Health and Fitness for
Entry to the Uniformed Public
Services

Physical Preparation, Health and
Lifestyle for the Public Services

Improving Health and Fitness for
Entry into the Uniformed Public
Services

Health and Safety in the Public
Service Workplace

Outdoor and Adventurous
Expeditions

Adventurous Activities and
Teamwork for the Public Services
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Essential resources
Learners will need to access the appropriate environment or facility and have the correct equipment required
for each of the sporting or recreational activities in which they participate. The public services, especially the
armed forces, are particularly helpful for this.
Learners need access to ICT, textbooks and recording equipment so that they can evidence their
performance as a participant or leader of an activity.

Indicative reading for learners
Textbooks

Beashel P, Sibson A and Taylor J – The World of Sport Examined (Nelson Thornes,
2001) ISBN 9780174387527
Websites

Army sport

www.army.mod.uk/events/sport/default.aspx

Civil Service Sports Club

www.cssc.co.uk

Elite sport advice website

www.topendsports.com

Fire Services Sport and Athletic Association

www.fssaa.co.uk

NHS Sport and Physical Activity

www.sportandphysicalactivity.nhs.uk

Police Sport UK

www.policesportuk.com

RAF Sport

www.raf.mod.uk/links/rafsports.cfm

SkillsActive

www.skillsactive.com

Sport and Recreation Alliance

www.sportandrecreation.org.uk

UK sport leadership awarding body

www.bst.org.uk
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Delivery of personal, learning and thinking skills
The table below identifies the opportunities for personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS) that have been
included within the pass assessment criteria of this unit.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

researching the public services activities

Creative thinkers

looking at safety issues and responsibilities

Reflective learners

planning an activity

Team workers

participating in activities

Self-managers

keeping a log of activities

Effective participators

researching information on activities and safety
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Functional Skills – Level 2
Skill

When learners are …

ICT – Use ICT systems
Select, interact with and use ICT systems
independently for a complex task to meet a
variety of needs

researching for information on activities

ICT – Develop, present and
communicate information
Enter, develop and format information
independently to suit its meaning and
purpose including:
●

text and tables

●

images

●

numbers

●

records

presenting their findings
researching for information on activities

Bring together information to suit content
and purpose

presenting their findings

Present information in ways that are fit for
purpose and audience

presenting their findings
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Aim and purpose
The aim of this unit is to allow learners to acquire knowledge in relation to land navigation with map, compass
and route card, and to demonstrate these skills practically in a safe manner.

Unit introduction
The uniformed public services often operate outdoors, so the ability to read maps and use them in relation to
a compass is vital. Learners will be required to plan and undertake a route that has minimum impact on the
countryside. They will also investigate considerations such as access laws, the Countryside Code and safety
issues.
Learners should be given the opportunity to practise their navigation skills and gain an insight into the training
undertaken by the uniformed public services. These skills, and others such as communication, leadership,
discipline and trust, are important to anyone wishing to pursue a career in search and rescue or other similar
areas.
On completion of the unit learners should be able to plan a route on a route card, identify conventional map
symbols, use a compass, comment on environmental issues and carry out the route safely. After completing
the unit, Unit 15: Expedition Skills in Public Services can be studied, so that learners can use the skills in
another outdoor environment.

Learning outcomes
On completion of this unit a learner should:

1

Know how to read a map accurately

2

Know how to use a compass

3

Be able to develop route planning skills

4

Be able to undertake a route.
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Unit content
1 Know how to read a map accurately
Map reading skills: Ordnance Survey maps; conventional signs; contours; grid references; orienting map
to ground; relating ground to map; understanding scale; calculation of time and distance; using a map to
plan a route

2 Know how to use a compass
Using a compass: compass points; features; use and care; taking bearings from a map; magnetic bearings
and variation; difference between mils and degrees; direction without a compass; use at night and in
limited visibility; finding direction without a compass

3 Be able to develop route planning skills
Route card: details; group; day; date; times; legs; grid references; height; distance; rest stops; timings;
comments; consideration of group capabilities; weather information; escape routes; effects of gradient;
types of terrain

4 Be able to undertake a route
Route travelling: safety issues; consent forms; risk assessments; equipment; clothing and footwear;
carrying kit; keeping up with the group; teamwork; communication; leading a leg of the route; decision
making; problem solving; accurate navigation
Environmental issues: access laws; Countryside and Right of Way (CRoW) Act 2000; Countryside Code;
minimum impact of the route on the environment
Review: strengths of self and group; areas for improvement; recommendations for future route planning
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Assessment and grading criteria
In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that
they can meet all the learning outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the
level of achievement required to pass this unit.
Assessment and grading criteria
To achieve a pass grade the
evidence must show that the
learner is able to:

To achieve a merit grade the
evidence must show that, in
addition to the pass criteria,
the learner is able to:

To achieve a distinction grade
the evidence must show that,
in addition to the pass and
merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

P1

describe the conventional
signs on a map

M1

explain grid references on
maps

P2

describe the main features of
a compass

M2

demonstrate how to take
bearings from a compass

D1

evaluate the use of a map and
compass

M3

evaluate the route planning
with the route card.

D2

provide recommendations.

[IE]
P3

produce a route card for a
planned route
[TW]

P4

identify environmental issues

P5

undertake a planned route
using map and compass with
route card.
[EP, RL]

PLTS: This summary references where relevant, in the square brackets, the elements of the personal, learning
and thinking skills applicable in the pass criteria. It identifies opportunities for learners to demonstrate effective
application of the referenced elements of the skills.

Key

IE – independent enquirers RL – reflective learners

SM – self-managers

CT – creative thinkers

EP – effective participators

TW – team workers
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Essential guidance for tutors
Delivery
This unit is mostly practical with a mixture of classroom and outdoor teaching and assessment. The unit will
require learners to take part in a variety of practical exercises so that skills can be learned at a sufficient level
to be applied in any context. A variety of maps could be used for learners to practise map reading skills, but
the planning of a route would normally use the Ordnance Survey 1:25,000 Explorer or Landranger maps.
Flashcard packs are useful to confirm knowledge.
When teaching how to use a compass, handouts can be prepared that show the main features and use.
However, all other aspects of the unit should be taught with practice sessions immediately following theory to
ensure consolidation of learning.
As with all areas of outdoor work, safety is essential and a knowledge of environmental issues is important
when leading a group of learners in unfamiliar territory.

Outline learning plan
The outline learning plan has been included in this unit as guidance and can be used in conjunction with the
programme of suggested assignments.
The outline learning plan demonstrates one way in planning the delivery and assessment of this unit.
Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Introduction to the unit – previous experience of outdoor pursuits
Tutor input: maps – different types and scales; signs, contours, grid references
Compass – main features, care and use, taking bearings, demonstration of use
Assignment 1 – The Use of Map and Compass for Land Navigation

(P1, P2, M1, M2, D1)
Route planning – route cards; group work; weather forecast; destination; timings
Safety and environmental factors – access laws, legislation; Countryside Code
Assignment 2 – Complete a Route Card for a Planned Journey

(P3, P4, P5)
Undertaking the route – clothing and footwear; navigational skills; group capability
Review of the route and the planning
Assignment 3 – Review and Recommendations of the Planning and the Route

(M3, D2)
Review of unit and assignment
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Assessment
Assessment should be both written and practical. A number of assessment activities can be used to measure
the achievement of learning outcomes for this unit. Evidence can be submitted in the form of assignments,
presentations, observation records or witness statements. The completed route card is a necessary form of
evidence for this unit.
The assessment for the unit should be as practical as possible, though there needs to be some theory work
for P1 and P2. Toachieve P1, learners should describe the conventional signs on an Ordnance Survey
map. This could be evidenced various ways, for example in written format, presentation, completion of a
worksheet or a poster.
To achieve D1, learners must evaluate the use of a map and compass. It is not sufficient simply to
demonstrate the operation of the map and compass, but learners must then judge from their findings the
effectiveness of these tools in navigation.
For P3, learners will be required to produce a route card of the planned route using the necessary planning
skills, which will need to take account of the environmental factors for P4. For P4, it is important that the
environmental issues should be identified prior to commencing the walk. When assessing this it is important
that the learners identify the potential environmental impact of their walk. Will the route affect the landscape?
For example are they crossing any open ground or are they following set footpaths? It is the impact of their
actual walk that must be considered, not any future walks, and this has caused confusion in the past. Learners
must ensure that they have made reference to the items in the unit content, including the countryside
code and CRoW Act (2000) and any subsequent legislation that may be introduced during the life of this
specification. The environmental issues should also be fully identified before venturing out into unfamiliar
territory.
Learners will need to complete the planned route for P5, showing their practical skills of using the map,
compass and route card confidently. After completing the route, learners will evaluate the route undertaken
including the planning and use of the route card and reviewing the planning and the route undertaken. To
achieve M1, learners need to explain how grid references operate on a map, setting out clearly the purpose
and reasons for using grid references when navigating. Toachieve M2, learners need to demonstrate how to
take bearings from a compass. This should be undertaken in a practical activity and ideally evidenced through
the use of a tutor-completed observation record. M3 can be completed and achieved following
the practical activity of undertaking the planned journey. Once the planned journey is completed, using the
route card produced for P3, learners can evaluate the effectiveness of the planning and route card, identifying
the strengths and weaknesses of the route and card, drawing clear judgements from their findings. For D2,
recommendations are made for any future routes to be taken.
To achieve D2, there must be reasoned and justified recommendations made as a result of the evaluation
achieved in M3. Learners must make recommendations that could be used, for example by others wishing
to follow their route. They should have evaluated the route card, the route itself and the planning processes
undertaken prior to the walk. The recommendations should be achievable and appropriate to the task, and
develop the evaluation undertaken for M3.
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Programme of suggested assignments
The table below shows a programme of suggested assignments that cover the pass, merit and distinction
criteria in the assessment and grading grid. This is for guidance and it is recommended that centres either
write their own assignments or adapt any Pearson assignments to meet local needs and resources.
Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

P1, P2, M1, M2, D1

The Use of Map and
Compass for Land
Navigation

Learners produce a poster Poster
showing how maps are Observation record
read and also how to use
Report
a compass.

P3, P4, P5

Complete a Route Card
for a Planned Journey

Learners complete a route Completed route card
card, which includes all of
the details as listed in the
unit content for learning
outcome 3. Learners
should then undertake
the planned journey using
the route card, map and
compass.

M3, D2

Review and
Recommendations of the
Planning and the Route

Learners must also review Presentation in small
their route and make
groups
recommendations.
Observation record
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Links to National Occupational Standards, other BTEC units, other BTEC
qualifications and other relevant units and qualifications
This unit forms part of the BTEC Public Services sector suite. This unit has particular links with the following
titles in the Public Services suite:
Level 1

Level 2

Map Reading Using Ordnance
Survey Maps

Expedition Skills in Public Services Outdoor and Adventurous
Expeditions

Introduction to Expedition Skills Adventurous Activities and
Teamwork for the Public Services

Level 3

Skills for Land-based Outdoor and
Adventurous Activities

Essential resources
There should be at least a map and compass for every two learners to share and a route card for everyone.
Flashcards are also a useful learning aid. Access to OCT facilities is also recommended and for the practical
aspects of the unit there should be suitable access to outdoor facilities where map reading exercises can be
undertaken and an outdoor environment for a route which is unfamiliar to the learners.

Indicative reading for learners
Textbooks

Hawkins P – Map and Compass: The Art of Navigation (Cicerone Techniques, 2003) ISBN
9781852843946 Langmuir E – Mountaincraft and Leadership (Sport Scotland and MLTB, 2002) ISBN
978185062958 Websites
Army Cadet Force

www.armycadetforce.net/navigation-map-and-compass/navigation.html

BBC Weather online

www.bbc.co.uk/weather

Countryside Access

www.countrysideaccess.gov.uk

Duke of Edinburgh Award

www.theaward.org

Ordnance Survey

www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk
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Delivery of personal, learning and thinking skills
The table below identifies the opportunities for personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS) that have been
included within the pass assessment criteria of this unit.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

learning to read a map accurately

Creative thinkers

using a map and compass

Reflective learners

reviewing the planning of the route

Team workers

completing a route card and undertaking the route

Self-managers

completing a route card

Effective participators

undertaking the planned route
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Functional Skills – Level 2
Skill

When learners are …

ICT – Develop, present and
communicate information
Enter, develop and format information
independently to suit its meaning and
purpose including:
●

text and tables

●

images

●

numbers

●

records

presenting a review of the planning of the route

Mathematics
Understand routine and non-routine
problems in a wide range of familiar and
unfamiliar contexts and situations

working out scale on a map

Use appropriate checking procedures and
evaluate their effectiveness at each stage

completing a route card

identifying grid references

English
Speaking and listening – make a range of
contributions to discussions and make
effective presentations in a wide range of
contexts

presenting the review

Reading – compare, select, read and
understand texts and use them to gather
information, ideas, arguments and opinions

reading maps

Writing – write documents, including
extended writing pieces, communicating
information, ideas and opinions, effectively
and persuasively

producing a route card
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Aim and purpose
The aim of this unit is to provide learners with an introduction to the history of the English legal system. This
unit also enables learners to gain knowledge and understanding of how the law has evolved from ancient
common law to the modern day system, and how the present-day judicial system actually works.

Unit introduction
Regardless of which public service learners join, they will be, as are most UK subjects, liable to the rules and
conventions of the English legal system. All public services exist because of UK legislation, and they continue
to be governed by parliament in the ways in which they function.
This unit will enable learners to acquire an understanding of how common law originated, from the customs
and norms of communities over the last few centuries and how these have been supplemented by Acts of
Parliament to give precise definitions and guidance on the type of punishment. With the introduction of statute
came the additional problem of how the words were interpreted, which led to stated cases and decided
cases being used by courts to assist the decision-making process.
Learners will follow the criminal legal process from offences committed, which lead to the arrest of a suspect,
to the eventual trial and to the close of proceedings, conviction and subsequent sentencing.
The unit will enable learners to investigate the categories of offences – as defined by the Serious Organised
Crime and Police Act 2005 (SOPAC). They will learn about the powers of arrest available to the police for the
lawful apprehension of a suspect, the legal rights afforded to a suspect whilst in police custody through to their
eventual appearance in court, and the rights of victims and witnesses who will be required to give evidence at
any subsequent trial.
Learners will examine the judicial system, with an introduction to the parties involved in criminal cases
– attorney general, director of public prosecutions, the categories of trial and the various types of courts
– Crown court, magistrates’ court, youth courts and the Court of Appeal.
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Learning outcomes
On completion of this unit a learner should:

1

Understand the origins of common law and how criminal law has evolved

2

Know the codes of practice set out by the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 and subsequent
amendments which apply to the rights of offenders throughout the judicial process

3

Know the powers given and the points to prove to support a successful prosecution

4

Understand the role of the prosecution, the defence and the courts.
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Unit content
1 Understand the origins of common law and how criminal law has evolved
Common law: customs of early communities which developed over the years; standards of
behaviour including religious influences; how accepted definitions of crime developed over time; how
the legal system in England and Wales developed from common law to present-day legislation; the effects
of crime on communities and individuals; impact of the media on development of criminal law
Legislation: statutes created by Acts of Parliament to supplement common law; definitions of
offences; directions as to how cases should be tried at court; precedent
Decisions and appeals: how cases are decided by the courts; how decisions of the courts can be
appealed; legal interpretation

2 Know the codes of practice set out by the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984
and subsequent amendments which apply to the rights of offenders throughout the
judicial process
Police powers: powers of police to stop, search and arrest; identification of a suspect; recording
first description; identification procedures; reasonable suspicion that an indictable offence has been
committed
Cautioning: at the time of arrest; before commencing an interview; tape or video recorded; arrested for
further offences and prior to charging
The rights of the suspect: grounds for arrest; detainee rights throughout time in custody including
detention times, welfare, food and drink, interviews, access to solicitor and/or appropriate adult, rights to
telephone calls, letters, visitors
Bail: conditional or unconditional bail; bailed to appear at court; grounds to refuse bail; bail conditions

3 Know the powers given and the points to prove to support a successful prosecution
Points to prove: how the police and Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) establish that an offence has
been committed; evidence and elements to include in witness statements; need to prove beyond all
reasonable doubt an offence has been committed
Case building: evidence gathering; statements and file preparation; disclosure; shadow chargin; influence
of CPS guidelines
Types of offences: summary offences; either way offences; indictable offences
Mode of trial: initial hearing before magistrates; summary offences heard at magistrates’ court; indictable
offences heard at Crown Court; commitment to Crown Court; right of defendant to trial by jury
Crown Prosecutors Code: criteria to prosecute including public interest and evidential test
Sentences of the courts: powers of the courts to impose sentences and orders including custody, fines,
discharges, antisocial behaviour order; breach of conditions imposed by the courts
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4 Understand the role of the prosecution, the defence and the courts
The Crown Prosecution Service: independent of the police; determining the charges to be brought;
determining which cases should be prosecuted and why; prosecuting the case in court
Defence: representation of the defendant prior to the court hearing and during the hearing; disclosure and
consultation prior to interview; access to custody records; interviews; representation to Court
The courts: mode of trial; public and closed hearings; role of judge and jury; role of magistrates and
magistrates’ courts legal advisers; role of courts of appeal
Witnesses: competence and compellability, husbands, wives and children; measures for vulnerable and
intimidated witnesses; witness support schemes
Giving evidence: oaths and affirmations; questioning in court; cross-examination, re-examination
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Assessment and grading criteria
In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that
they can meet all the learning outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the
level of achievement required to pass this unit.
Assessment and grading criteria
To achieve a pass grade the evidence To achieve a merit grade
must show that the learner is able
the evidence must show
to:
that, in addition to the
pass criteria, the learner is
able to:
P1

discuss how common law has
evolved from community norms and
customs to present day legislation
[EP]

P2

explain how decided cases and stated
cases may give direction to current
cases being tried in court
[CT, RL, EP]

P3

identify powers available to the police M1
to deal with suspects
[EP]

P4

select a piece of legislation to identify
the points to prove beyond all
reasonable doubt
[IE, CT, SM]

P5

describe the rights afforded to a
person held in police custody before
and after charge
[IE, RL]

P6

explain the process of disclosure
[SM, EP]

P7

explain the role of the Crown
Prosecution Service, the defence and
the courts.
[IE, RL, EP]

analyse the powers
available to police dealing
with a suspect

M2

explain when bail can be
refused after charge for
both adult and juvenile
offenders

M3

analyse the role of
witnesses and their part
in giving evidence in
court.

To achieve a distinction
grade the evidence must
show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria,
the learner is able to:

D1

justify the use of police
powers when dealing
with suspects.

PLTS: This summary references where applicable, in the square brackets, the elements of the personal,
learning and thinking skills applicable in the pass criteria. It identifies opportunities for learners to demonstrate
effective application of the referenced elements of the skills.

Key

IE – independent enquirers RL – reflective learners

SM – self-managers

CT – creative thinkers

EP – effective participators

TW – team workers
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Essential guidance for tutors
Delivery
This unit is designed to give learners an understanding of current legislation and how it has developed. They
will also investigate the ways in which prosecution cases are prepared and how the judicial system operates.
This unit should be delivered in a way that is both informative and challenging, and learners should be
encouraged to research relevant case history.
At the earliest opportunity in the programme learners should attend a courtroom, to experience what actually
happens there. Visits from guest speakers from a variety of backgrounds should be arranged. They could
include people involved in the file preparation and case-building department, prisoner handling team, youth
offending team manager and magistrates. Other persons who would be able to provide a ‘behind-the-scenes’
account of the ways in which the judicial system operates include members of Victim Support, Witness
Service and the Prison Service.
It is vital that speakers are thoroughly briefed on the outcomes required from their input, to ensure that
learners are provided with sufficient information to meet the assessment criteria. Whilst it is recognised that
anecdotes from speakers will make the input more interesting and believable, care should be taken not to
move away from the purpose of the session.
Tutor-led input can be used on issues such as the cultural and sociological effects of crime. This unit lends itself
to group discussion and debate on the impact of victimisation, the media and the effectiveness of support
groups. Learners should then be given the opportunity to explore the issues that arise with their peers and
members of the public.
Learners could research the special measures for vulnerable and intimidated witnesses that are available in a
local court, explaining when and why they might be employed. Evidence might be gathered by describing the
file-building process and explaining the requirement for each of the Manual of Guidance forms.
Working in groups, learners could develop a complete ‘prosecution file’ that could be used for further
reference. They could also choose and research a recent case that has been taken to the Court of Appeal
and compile a full report of the case from start to conclusion. This approach could also be used to research
and evaluate case studies. Learners could then present their findings and conclusions to the group. Subjects
suitable for research include trials, convictions and modes of punishment, provisions made by statutory and
voluntary agencies and crime reduction initiatives in the local community.
Learning outcome 4 could be met by holding a ‘mock court’ where learners could utilise the information they
have gathered, applying it within a realistic setting.
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Outline learning plan
The outline learning plan has been included in this unit as guidance and can be used in conjunction with the
programme of suggested assignments.
The outline learning plan demonstrates one way in planning the delivery and assessment of this unit.
Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Introduction to unit
Learning outcome 1 – origins of law and development of criminal law.
Research into origins of common law; produce booklet, leaflets to illustrate the progression from common law
to present day legislation.
Assignment 1: How Common Law and Criminal Law has Evolved (P1)

Visit to magistrates or Crown court.
Examine the cultural and sociological effects of crime.
Debate on victimisation, media effects, support groups.
Research into decided and stated cases – what are they? How are they used in today’s courts?
Assignment 2: Research Stated Cases (P2)

Assessment could include video of debates, as well as written evidence.
Learning outcome 2: describe the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 code of practice which applies to rights
of offenders
Investigating powers of arrest, the need to caution at the time of arrest; suspects’ rights whilst in custody and
after charge.
Examine the rights of suspects before and after charges and during detention including bail conditions.
Visit from police officer.
Following research, this learning outcome could be assessed by means of role play, where each learner has
the opportunity to take the part of the offender and the police officer. The role play should be videoed for
assessment purposes.
Police powers in relation to suspects.
Further court visit.
Assignment 3: Police Powers Within the Law (P3, P4, M1, D1)

Learning outcome 3: power given and points to prove to support a successful prosecution.
Types of offences; link to relevant courts; sentences.
Investigate criminal offences; points to prove to establish offence has been committed – best achieved with input
from police, CPS or criminal lawyer.
Building the case: evidence gathering; making statements.
This learning outcome lends itself to practical scenarios; assessment could be through observation, witness
statement, oral presentation and written statements, in readiness for the mock trial.
Assignment 4: The Truth, the Whole Truth (P5, M2)

Visit from police officer.
Following research this learning outcome could be assessed by means of role play, where each learner has
the opportunity to take the part of the offender and the police officer. The role play should be videoed for
assessment purposes.
Learning outcome 4 – research the role of the CPS, defence and courts.
Visit from officer in CPS.
Preparation for court case.
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Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Mock court (videoed) involving all learners taking one or more role.
Assignment 5: The Trial Process (P6, P7, M3)

As a public service employee, learners review a criminal trial explaining the process of disclosure, and the role of
the Crown Prosecution Service, the defence counsel, the courts and witnesses.

Assessment
The learning outcomes in this unit fall naturally into two broad groups, which may influence the design of the
assessment. Many different strategies could be used and should be integrated wherever possible. Learners will
be able to gain a greater understanding of the content within this unit if they are able to make visits to courts
and police stations, and have the benefit of working with visiting speakers.
To achieve P1, learners will need to discuss the evolution of the law from the Middle Ages to the present day.
Suggested formats for presenting this evidence could be a booklet, a series of information sheets or an oral
presentation. Whichever method is used, learners will need to detail the various stages of development.
A small research project could be set to provide the evidence for P2, P4 and P5. To achieve P2, learners
could be encouraged to undertake a research project that investigates how the legal process can be affected
by past and current cases. The assessor could provide learners with a fictional case that is to be tried in court,
and learners could research similar cases and set out the impact that these other cases may have on the given
case study.
P3 lends itself to many methods of presentation, for example an oral presentation supported by notes or a
booklet. Care must be taken to ensure that an explanation is provided, and learners do not merely repeat
information they have gathered.
For P6 and P7, learners need to provide an explanation of the disclosure process and the roles of the Crown
Prosecution Service, the defence and the courts. This may be evidenced through a review of a trial. Learners
could participate in a mock trial competition, watch a trial at a local court, or view a televised trial. Once they
have reviewed the trial, to achieve P6, they must set out the reasons for the disclosure process in the pretrial procedures. They must then explain (set out the purpose and reason) of the roles played by the Crown
Prosecution Service, the defence and the courts in the trial procedures.
In order to achieve P4, learners need to select an appropriate piece of legislation for example ‘The Theft Act
(1968)’, and name and characterise the key points that the prosecution must prove beyond all reasonable
doubt to gain a successful conviction. This can then be expanded for the justification of the use of police
powers required for D1.
The research project can be used as the assessment vehicle for continuing the description and explanation
needed for P5 and P6 on the explanation and analysis required to achieve M2 and M3.
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Programme of suggested assignments
The table below shows a programme of suggested assignments that cover the pass, merit and distinction
criteria in the assessment and grading grid. This is for guidance and it is recommended that centres either
write their own assignments or adapt any Pearson assignments to meet local needs and resources.
Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

Assessment method

P1

Common Law and How As a public service training officer, Report.
Criminal Law have Evolved you have been asked to produce
information sheets for new
employees covering common
law and how criminal law has
evolved.

P2

Research Stated Cases

Case study.

Group presentation.

P3, P4, M1, D1

Police Powers and the
Burden of Proof!

As a trainee public service
employee you need to produce
a selection of information
sheets identifying, analysing and
justifying the powers the police
have within the law. You must
also explain the key points that
the police and prosecution
must prove to gain a successful
conviction under a particular
piece of legislation.

Information sheets.

P5, M2

The Truth, the Whole
Truth?

Research project.

Report.

P6, P7, M3

The Trial Process

As a public service employee,
review a criminal trial explaining
the process of disclosure,
and the role of the Crown
Prosecution Service, the
defence counsel, the courts and
witnesses.

Evidence gathered on
video.

Links to National Occupational Standards, other BTEC units, other BTEC
qualifications and other relevant units and qualifications
This unit forms part of the BTEC Public Services sector suite. This unit has particular links with the following
unit titles in the Public Services suite:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Crime and its Effects on Society

Crime and its Effect on Society
Police Powers in the Public Services
Aspects of the Legal System and
Law Making Process
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Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Learners should have access to suitable textbooks, journals and the internet. So far as reasonably practicable,
learners should also have the opportunity to visit a magistrates’ court or Crown court, to see a trial taking
place. Following this there should be the chance to discuss the case, and learners should be given explanations
of any points of particular interest.
Learning would be enhanced by talks from visiting speakers from areas set out in the unit introduction; it is
essential that speakers are familiar with the grading criteria to which their information relates. Cases need to
be provided as a starting point for research.

Indicative reading for learners
Textbooks

Wheeler J – Essentials of the English Legal System (Pearson Education, 2005) ISBN 9781405811675
Blackstone’s Police Manual Volume 1 – Crime (Oxford University Press) Updated annually
Blackstone’s Police Manual Volume 2 – Evidence & Procedure (Oxford University Press) Updated
annually Blackstone’s Police Manual Volume 4 – General Police Duties (Oxford University Press)
Updated annually Finch E and Fafinski S – The English Legal System, Second Edition (Pearson, 20011)
ISBN 9781408239841 Ingman T – The English Legal Process, Twelfth Edition (Oxford University Press,
2009) ISBN 9780199232291 Journals
New Law Journal
Student Law
Review Websites
Crown Prosecution Service

www.cps.gov.uk

Direct Gov

www.direct.gov.uk/en/crimeandjusticeand
thelaw

Judiciary of England and Wales

www.judiciary.gov.uk

Legislation

www.legislation.gov.uk

Parliament – making law

www.parliament.uk/how/laws

Victim Support

www.victimsupport.org
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Delivery of personal, learning and thinking skills
The table below identifies the opportunities for personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS) that have been
included within the pass assessment criteria of this unit.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

selecting a piece of legislation and identifying the points to prove beyond all
reasonable doubt
describing the rights afforded to a person held in police custody before and after
charge
explaining the role of the CPS, the defence and the courts

Creative thinkers

selecting a piece of legislation and identifying the points to prove beyond all
reasonable doubt

Reflective learners

explaining how decided cases and stated cases may give direction to current cases
being tried in court

Self-managers

selecting a piece of legislation and identifying the points to prove beyond all
reasonable doubt

Effective participators

discussing how common law has evolved from community norms and customs to
present-day legislation
explaining how decided cases and stated cases may give direction to current cases
being tried in court
explaining the process of disclosure
explaining the role of the CPS, the defence and the courts.
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Functional Skills – Level 2
Skill

When learners are …

ICT – Use ICT systems
Select, interact with and use ICT systems
independently for a complex task to meet a
variety of needs

researching law and its impact on the individual in public services

Manage information storage to enable
efficient retrieval

saving and filing research

ICT – Find and select information
Access, search for, select and use ICTbased information and evaluate its fitness for
purpose

researching law and its impact on the individual in public services

ICT – Develop, present and
communicate information
Enter, develop and format information
independently to suit its meaning and
purpose including:
●

text and tables

●

images

●

numbers

●

records

Bring together information to suit content
and purpose

writing a report on law and its impact

producing a report on law and its impact

English
Speaking and listening – make a range of
contributions to discussions and make
effective presentations in a wide range of
contexts

discussing the impact on law on the individual and public services

Reading – compare, select, read and
understand texts and use them to gather
information, ideas, arguments and opinions

reading legislation and research on the impact of the law on the
individual and public services

Writing – write documents, including
extended writing pieces, communicating
information, ideas and opinions, effectively
and persuasively

writing a report
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Aim and purpose
The overall aim of this unit is to enable learners to develop an understanding of the impact crime has on
society, communities and individuals. This would include understanding who the victims of crime are,
how crime is reported and recorded, and the effective management of crime. Learners will be introduced
to methods used to manage crime, including the measures taken to combat crime and to reduce public
anxieties. They will also look at methods of offender management and consider options available for
punishment.

Unit introduction
A large number of public services play a vital role in how society deals with crime and how crime affects
society. Public services such as the police, probation and prison service work directly with crime, criminals
and society. This unit will enable learners to acquire an understanding of the effects crime has on a victim and
society, including quality of life, the manifestation of ‘fear of crime’ and the financial implications to society.
Toassist in problem solving, learners will be required to identify service providers who offer support, crime
prevention advice and reassurance to victims of crime. This includes crime-reduction strategies, multi-agency
partnerships, reducing the fear of crime, helping them to develop an awareness of community improvement.
This unit explores crime reporting and recording systems used by the police and the guidelines set out in the
current National Crime recording standards. Learners will be introduced to how local police tackle crime
trends using a problem-solving approach, which includes the National Intelligence Model and researching
crime investigation and detection techniques.
Learners will examine the judicial system and identify the options available to process and manage offenders
– for example final warnings and reprimands, cautions, fixed penalty notices, prosecution – explaining the
subsequent outcome.

Learning outcomes
On completion of this unit a learner should:

1

Understand the impact of criminal behaviour

2

Be able to investigate a local crime-reduction initiative

3

Understand the methods used to report and record crime

4

Know the options available to effectively manage offenders.
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Unit content
1 Understand the impact of criminal behaviour
Victims of crime: businesses; communities; minority groups; individuals
Public services that support victims: agencies and public services that offer support and solutions eg
police, probation, prison service, victim support groups, shelters for abused families, Age UK, Survive,
Rape Crisis
Impact and cost of crime: antisocial behaviour eg drunkenness, damage, graffiti; violence against the
public; the financial implications of crime on the local authority, the health service and police service; multiagency work; the psychological impact on the community; the impact on the agencies that support the
victims of crime

2 Be able to investigate a local crime-reduction initiative
Crime-reduction initiatives: community safety initiatives eg to reduce racially aggravated offences,
use of antisocial behaviour orders (ASBOs); overview of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 – the
section covering the obligations placed on statutory agencies to work in partnerships
Safer communities and multi-agency partnerships: how agencies work together – antisocial
behaviour orders; use and implementation of curfews; Neighbourhood Watch
Crime prevention initiatives: eg secure by design; architectural liaison officers and advisers; town
planning; social cost; Neighbourhood Renewal; Neighbourhood Watch; police community liaison officers;
‘Prison? Me! No Way!’ scheme, Tackling Knives action

3 Understand the methods used to report and record crime
National crime reporting standards: promoting a greater consistency between police forces, victimorientated approach to crime reporting; report of crime from victim, witnesses, third party; crimes
recorded based on balance of probability, circumstances amounting to a crime as defined by law, no
evidence to the contrary
Crime recording process: an auditable user-friendly system; crime management units; crime
classification; full training for staff tasked with recording crime eg customer care skills, investigative skills,
victim support knowledge
National Intelligence Model: intelligence-led policing – policing practices; identification of crime
trends or problem areas; targeting of offenders – Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000;
tasking and coordination meetings to identify crime hotspots
Crime scene investigation: forensic science; DNA; fingerprinting; method of operation; role of CSI
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4 Know the options available to effectively manage offenders
Offender management: National Offender Management Service (NOMS); Mental Health Service
The Crown Prosecution Service: public interest; shadow charging
Youth justice: the Youth Offending Team – key players, diversionary action plans, reprimands and final
warnings, parenting orders; Youth Justice Board; Juvenile Court and Young Offenders Institutes
Sanctioned detections: cautions; fixed penalty notices
Court system: county court; magistrate’s Courts; tribunals; Crown court; the Court of Appeal; the
Supreme Court; European courts
Penalties and sentencing: bind over, conditional discharge, community sentences; tagging; custodial
sentences; fines
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Assessment and grading criteria
In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that
they can meet all the learning outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the
level of achievement required to pass this unit.
Assessment and grading criteria
To achieve a pass grade the
evidence must show that the
learner is able to:

P1

To achieve a merit grade the
evidence must show that, in
addition to the pass criteria,
the learner is able to:

To achieve a distinction grade
the evidence must show that,
in addition to the pass and
merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

explain the role of public
services in assisting and
supporting victims of crime
[EP1]

P2

describe the impact of crime
on society
[IE1]

P3

investigate a local crime
reduction initiative

M1

analyse a local crime
reduction initiative

D1

evaluate a local crime
reduction initiative showing
how it has reached relevant
groups in the community and
reduced the fear of crime

M2

describe how the National
Crime Recording Standards
impacted nationally upon the
police service and the effect
on crime statistics

D2

evaluate the impact of
national crime recording on
crime reduction.

M3

explain how crime scenes
can be linked and offenders
profiled.

[CT3]

P4

identify the process involved
to report and record crime
[IE3]

P5

describe the role of the
Crime Scene Investigation
Unit
[CT6]

P6

explain how the National
Intelligence Model and
intelligence-led policing have
led to new policing strategies
[EP4]

P7

describe the different ways
the legal system manages
offenders.
[CT1]
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PLTS: This summary references where applicable, in the square brackets, the elements of the personal,
learning and thinking skills applicable in the pass criteria. It identifies opportunities for learners to demonstrate
effective application of the referenced elements of the skills.

Key

IE – independent enquirers RL – reflective learners

SM – self-managers

CT – creative thinkers

EP – effective participators

TW – team workers
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Essential guidance for tutors
Delivery
This unit is designed to give learners an understanding of crime and its effects on society. It should be
informative and challenging, encouraging learners to research into human feelings and responses to being
a victim and to living in fear of crime. They will look at strategic problem solving in partnership with other
agencies and how the focus has been placed on proactively fighting crime led by information and intelligence.
Learners will have the opportunity to explore the judicial system. The unit can be delivered in a variety of
ways.
Tutor-led input on a variety of issues, such as the cultural and the sociological effects of crime, will lend itself
to group discussion and debates on the impact of victimisation, the media and the effectiveness of support
groups.
Learners could be asked to research and evaluate individually or in small groups case studies, presenting their
findings and appropriate conclusions to the group on a variety of subjects, for example trials, convictions,
modes of punishment and subsequent appeals or challenges, provisions made by statutory and voluntary
agencies, current or proposed crime-reduction initiatives in the local community.
Visits from guest speakers from a variety of agencies could be arranged, for example a police officer, crime
manager, crime prevention officer, youth offending team manager, crime scene investigation officer, local
intelligence officer, IT department. They could also be magistrates, judges, from the Crown Prosecution
Service, probation service, social services, victim support, Rape Crisis, Survive, local authority, staff eg safer
community officer. Tutors should always brief guest speakers carefully to ensure that they cover the content
required to enable learners to meet the assessment criteria.
Visits to various establishments such as Crown Courts and magistrate’s courts, police stations, a forensic
science laboratory, prisons, or to areas of high crime within the community could be arranged. Visits should
be arranged in liaison with the appropriate agency, which could also provide an educational input. Again, care
should be taken to ensure suitable content.

Outline learning plan
The outline learning plan has been included in this unit as guidance and can be used in conjunction with the
programme of suggested assignments.
The outline learning plan demonstrates one way in planning the delivery and assessment of this unit.
Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Tutor introduces the unit and outlines the assignment programme
Identifying who the victims of crime are; the types of crimes they may be victims of and the role of different
agencies including emergency, non-emergency and others that exist to support victims of crime. Tutor input/
internet research on tutor-directed sites/case studies/classroom discussion
Introduction to the financial implications of crime to include (1) in anticipation of crime, (2) as a consequence
of crime, (3) in response to crime as well as the psychological/emotional costs of crime. Tutor input/internet
research on tutor-directed sites/case studies/classroom discussion
An introduction to the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 to include crime-reduction strategies and an in-depth
analysis of a multi-agency partnership crime initiative in the local area. Tutor input/internet research on tutordirected sites/case studies/classroom discussion
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Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Assignment 1 – Who Are the Victims? Ways They Can be Supported and the Costs to Society of Crime.
To include learner-initiated private study.

(P1, P2, P3, M1, D1)
An introduction to the different ways that we can report and record crime, the advantages and disadvantages
of the systems that exist including the National Crime Recording Standards, what it is, why it was introduced
and how it affects crime statistics. Tutor input/internet research on tutor-directed sites/case studies/classroom
discussion
Assignment 2 – The Processes Available to Report and Record Crime.
To include learner-initiated private study.

(P4, M2, D2)
Introduction to the role of crime scene investigation, their key roles, purpose and responsibilities as well as how
using the evidence can assist with offender profiling and linking crime scenes. Tutor input/internet research on
tutor-directed sites/case studies/classroom discussion
Assignment 3 – The Role and Importance of Crime Scene Investigation.
To include learner initiated private study

(P5, M3)
A review of the National Intelligence Model, its introduction, purpose and how it has led to intelligence-led
policing. Tutor input/internet research on tutor-directed sites/case studies/classroom discussion
Identifying different ways that offenders are managed to include the role of a variety of key organisations as well
as a brief introduction to the courts system and processes. Tutor input/internet research on tutor-directed sites/
case studies/classroom discussion
Assignment 4 – Using the National Intelligence Model Effectively and How Offenders are Managed in
the Criminal Justice System.

To include learner-initiated private study. (P6, P7)
Review of Unit to ensure all outcomes and indicative content covered

Assessment
Toshow knowledge of the role of different public services that assist and support victims of crime, learners
will need to collate and present their research in an appropriate form. To achieve P1, learners must be able
to explain the role of various public services, including statutory, non-statutory and voluntary organisations that
assist and support victims of crime. To achieve P2, learners need to be able to describe the impact of crime
on society, to include the financial and psychological impact.
Toshow knowledge of crime-reduction initiatives, learners will collate and present their research into one
local crime-reduction initiative. To achieve P3, learners must be able to investigate one local crime-reduction
initiative. A guest speaker invited from the local police service will enable learners to find out what initiatives
are ongoing in their local area, which can then be followed by independent research into the initiative. For
M1, learners must provide an analysis of the initiative they have researched. For example, they could look
at the background of the initiative, why it was needed, the problems in the area before the introduction of
the initiative, the agencies involved etc. To achieve D1, learners must evaluate how effective the initiative
has been, how and if it has reached its target group and whether it has helped reduce the fear of crime. For
example, learners could visit the area involved in the initiative to see if they can detect how the initiative has
supported the local community. There may be the opportunity to speak to local residents etc but this will
depend on the initiative and a number of other factors.
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To show knowledge of the different methods used to report and record crime, learners will collate and
present their research to allow them to meet the criteria. To achieve P4, learners must be able to identify
the different processes involved in reporting and recording crime. A guest speaker invited from the local
police service will enable learners to find out about the methods currently used as well as the history and
reasoning behind the introduction of the National Crime Recording Standards. For M2, learners must be
able to describe how the introduction of the National Crime Recording Standards has impacted on both
crime statistics and the police service, which could be achieved via a guest speaker or a visit to a local police
station. Toachieve D2, learners will be able to evaluate the impact of crime recording and crime reduction.
This could be achieved through further independent research after visiting the local police station. To achieve
P5, learners are required to describe the role of crime scene investigation. There are a number of real-life
and dramatised TV programmes that learners can watch (The Real CSI, FBI Files, CSI, CSI Miami, CSI
New York, NCIS) that will assist them with this task. They could also set up their own crime scene or invite a
guest speaker. For M3, learners can then develop this knowledge to enable them to explain how crime
scenes
are linked and offenders are profiled. There are also TV programmes looking at this aspect of crime scene
investigation that can help learners see how these links are made. For P6, learners need to explain the
National Intelligence Model and intelligence-led policing and how these have led to new policing strategies.
Again, a guest speaker may be the easiest way for learners to gain this knowledge. Alternatively, research into
these new policing strategies will be useful.
To show knowledge of the different ways the legal system manages offenders, learners will collate and present
their research to allow them to meet the criteria. Toachieve P7, learners must be able to describe the
different ways that offenders are managed. This should include describing the agencies involved in offender
management as well as the role of the Crown Prosecution Service and the sanctions and detentions that
are given by the different courts to offenders. For example, a visit to a magistrate’s or Crown court can help
learners see different types of sanctions given to offenders. A guest speaker from the National Offender
Management Service or Youth Justice can help learners with this. Visiting a local prison can give learners an
insight into the impact of sanctions on offenders.
Tutors should use a wide range of tools to allow learners to meet the criteria. These can include:
●

●

●

●

●

assignments – written reports or accounts discussing findings and outlining the forms of research
conducted
researching the provisions listed in legislation, requiring local authorities to take action – taking into
account local policies and aspects of funding
case studies – the introduction of community safety into local towns, business parks, residential areas and
rural communities
research into the agencies which provide support to victims of crime and those tasked with making the
community a safer place
presentations – to the group on a chosen area, demonstrating research, evaluation and analysis leading to
constructive conclusions.

Descriptions and explanations in all the pass criteria should cover the content. However, ‘egs’ are just that
– examples of the type of thing that is required. Tutors should assess learners only on examples relevant to
their individual areas of research. Analysis of research, both their own and secondary, should be detailed if a
merit is to be awarded. Learners should be using both primary and secondary research; this will then allow
them to move towards the evaluations required in the distinction criteria.
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Programme of suggested assignments
The table below shows a programme of suggested assignments that cover the pass, merit and distinction
criteria in the assessment and grading grid. This is for guidance and it is recommended that centres either
write their own assignments or adapt any Pearson assignments to meet local needs and resources.
Criteria covered Assignment title

Scenario

Assessment method

P1, P2, P3, M1,
D1

Who are the Victims?
Ways They Can be
Supported and the Costs
to Society of Crime

Produce eye-catching material
to help inform the public whilst
working as a volunteer in your
local police station.

Posters

P4, M2, D2

Leaflet
The Processes Available to Another part of your role as
Report and Record Crime a police volunteer is to assist
members of the public to
understand the importance of
reporting and recording crime as
well as making them aware of the
different methods that can be used.

P5, M3

The Role and Importance You have progressed from your Booklet
role as a police volunteer and are
of Crime Scene
Investigation
now involved in the training of new
volunteers. This role involves you
obtaining a greater understanding
of several key aspects of how
crime is dealt with.

P6, P7

Using the National
Intelligence Model
Effectively and How
Offenders are Managed
in the Criminal Justice
System

Your training role also requires
you to deliver training to external
agencies that are involved in crime
reduction as well as offender
management.

Report

Links to National Occupational Standards, other BTEC units, other BTEC
qualifications and other relevant units and qualifications
This unit forms part of the BTEC Public Services sector suite. This unit has particular links with the following
unit titles in the Public Services suite:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Introduction to Security Work in
the Public Services

Citizenship, the Individual and
Society

Citizenship, Diversity and the Public
Services

Public Service Incidents

Law and its Impact on the Individual
in Public Services

Crime and its Effect on Society

Public Services: Assisting the Public Attending Emergency Incidents in
Public Services

Police Power in the Public Service

Public Service Project

Aspects of the Legal System and
Law Making Process

Research in Public Services

Custodial Care Services
Social Welfare Services
Planning and Management of Major
Incidents
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Essential resources
As the public services sector changes all the time, learners need access to up-to-date information.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
The delivery of this unit can be enhanced and contextualised by involving public service organisations.
This can take the form of:
●

●

●

●

visits to public service organisations that can support learners in all assignments but specifically with
assignment 1 to identify the victims and costs of crime
researching public sector organisations through their websites and reviewing their literature to identify
the processes available to report and record crime, as well as how the National Intelligence Model and
intelligence-led policing, are important and can support learners with assignments 2 and 4
presentations from public service organisations on how they support victims of crime for assignment 1 as
well as for assignment 4 on how offenders are managed by the criminal justice system
assistance with the development of a number of practical/team activities, which can develop the
experimental learning process of learners for assignment 3.

Embedding support from a range of public service organisations into the delivery ensures that understanding
is based on real-life experience, enhances the applied learning process, improves engagement, is relevant to
learners’ location and context.

Indicative reading for learners
Textbooks

Blackstone’s Police Manual Volume 1 – Crime (Oxford University Press) Updated annually
Blackstone’s Police Manual Volume 4 – General Police Duties (Oxford University Press) Updated
annually Croall H – Crime and Society in Britain (Pearson, 2011) ISBN 9781405873352
Journal

Police Review
Websites

Courtroom Advice
Crime Reduction Unit
Direct Gov
Forensic Science Service
Home Office
National Police Improvement Agency
Victim Support
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www.courtroomadvice.co.uk
www.crimereductionunit.org.uk
www.direct.gov.uk
www.forensic.gov.uk
www.homeoffice.gov.uk/crime
www.npia.police.uk/en/9015.htm
www.victimsupport.org
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Delivery of personal, learning and thinking skills
The table below identifies the opportunities for personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS) that have been
included within the pass assessment criteria of this unit.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

describing the financial implications of crime
explaining the process involved to report and record crime

Creative thinkers

describing a local crime-reduction initiative
describing the role of the Crime Scene Investigation Unit
describing the different ways the legal system manages offenders

Effective participators

explaining the role of the public services to assist and support victims of crime
explaining how the National Intelligence Model and intelligence-led policing have
led to new policing strategies
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Functional Skills – Level 2
Skill

When learners are …

ICT – Develop, present and
communicate information
Enter, develop and format information
independently to suit its meaning and
purpose including:
●

text and tables

●

images

●

numbers

●

records

Present information in ways that are fit for
purpose and audience

describing the financial implications of crime

explaining how the NIM and ILP have led to new policing
strategies

English
Speaking and listening – make a range of
contributions to discussions and make
effective presentations in a wide range of
contexts

describing the role of the Crime Scene Investigation Unit

Reading – compare, select, read and
understand texts and use them to gather
information, ideas, arguments and opinions

describing a local crime-reduction initiative

Writing – write documents, including
extended writing pieces, communicating
information, ideas and opinions, effectively
and persuasively

explaining the role of the public services in assisting and
supporting victims of crime
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describing the different ways the legal system manages offenders
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Aim and purpose
This unit provides learners with an opportunity to develop an understanding of what a community is and how
it functions during everyday life, taking into account different cultures. Learners will know the benefits of having
a strong community and understand the relevance of cultural diversity as well as investigating the problems
that a community may face, whether it is local or national.

Unit introduction
It is important that learners appreciate the concepts of community and cultural awareness, including the issues
of national and local community. Learners will explore all that makes a community – its cultures, its impact on
our everyday life and the ways local and national community contribute to our understanding and awareness.
The costs and benefits of community life are examined, including the provision of facilities and public services
locally and nationally to support it. The costs and benefits of living in a community often go unrecognised.
Learners will research community living for all age groups to underpin their understanding.
Toensure that the needs of different communities are met, public services need to have a clear understanding
of their local community and the cultural diversity that they may be faced with. Learners will consider how the
services have to adapt their approach to service provision so that cultural differences are respected.
Diversity in the community is now a major contributor to the way we live our lives. Its importance cannot be
stressed enough. Learners will investigate local and national diversity and its impact on public services. This
will cover areas such as ethnicity, religion, enrichment, trends and lifestyles and virtual cultures. The benefits,
including both positive and negative aspects of cultural diversity, will also be explored.
Problems, both social and cultural, will be looked at from local and national perspectives. Having investigated
diversity, learners will naturally gain a wide spread of information that will lead them to the realisation that
there are social and cultural problems across the local and national community and that these problems often
have to be dealt with by the public services. Some of the problems may exist within the services themselves
and learners should be encouraged to recognise this. This unit gives learners an opportunity to look at
different problems in more depth and to review the public service response to those problems.
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Learning outcomes
On completion of this unit a learner should:

1

Understand community and cultural awareness in the local and national community

2

Know what is meant by the costs and benefits of living in a community

3

Understand cultural diversity as an aspect of local and national community

4

Be able to investigate the social and cultural problems that exist in a local and national community.
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Unit content
1 Understand community and cultural awareness in the local and national community
Community: definitions – geographical eg concept of community development and changing
communities; local and national communities
Culture: consideration of different cultures; diversity and cultural roles; values and norms; sub-cultures;
benefits of understanding and being familiar with a range of cultures
Awareness: impact on everyday life; impact on public services; relation to individuals and groups;
importance of community and cultural awareness to all members of communities and to public services
Local community: community membership and identity; features of local communities; provision
and maintenance of facilities and public services; provision for older members of communities;
voluntary organisations; community groups eg tenants’ and residents’ associations, youth clubs, youth
organisations
– Scouts, Guides, cadet detachments
National community: examples of urban and rural communities; development of different
communities; national identity and nationhood; positive and negative perceptions of national
communities eg football supporters; role played by public services in providing aid in the event of
major incidents

2 Know what is meant by the costs and benefits of living in a community
Costs: personal investment in communities in terms of time and participation, tolerance and intolerance
of differences; knowledge of ‘others’; facilities and lack of facilities for some groups eg younger and older
community members; community change as a result of economic and political influences eg funding
issues; costs of providing public services and dealing with local issues
Benefits: social networks and support; family and friendship networks; community centres; local education
provision; communication; advantages of being a member of a community; the feeling of belonging and
being part of a larger group; caring for and looking out for others; personal ties; advantages to public
services of there being strong community ties

3 Understand cultural diversity as an aspect of local and national community
Diversity: ethnic population and minority groups; statistics; cultural enrichment; trends and lifestyles of
individuals and groups including alternative lifestyles and religions; virtual culture (cyber community);
development of the worldwide web community; benefits of understanding and appreciating diverse
cultures; positive and negative aspects of cultural diversity
Local: eg village, town, place of work
National: regional; outside immediate local area
Impact on public services: provision required to meet cultural needs eg provision of schools, policing
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4 Be able to investigate the social and cultural problems that exist in a local and
national community
Social problems: categorising of social problems; scale of problems within local communities;
scale of problems across the nation eg poverty and its effects on individuals and the whole of
society;
unemployment and the results of low income and poor housing on specific groups; racism and inequality
and ways which these are perpetuated; mental illness and the problems for those involved including
people affected and those providing care; domestic abuse; substance abuse including prescription and
non-prescription drugs, alcohol; bullying including both physical and cyber-bullying; role of public services
in dealing with social problems; presence of social problems within services
Cultural problems: cultural problems at local level and how individuals and groups from different cultures
exist alongside mainstream cultures; cultural problems at national level such as maintaining a coherent
national identity; cultural identity problems for those with more than one cultural influence; changes
in culture leading to altered cultural transmission; cultural alienation; customs and traditions; views of
different age groups; values, group and cultural identity; role of public services in dealing with cultural
problems; presence of cultural problems within services
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Assessment and grading criteria
In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that
they can meet all the learning outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the
level of achievement required to pass this unit.
Assessment and grading criteria
To achieve a pass grade the
evidence must show that the
learner is able to:

P1

explain the differences between
local and national community
[CT]

P2

discuss the awareness of
community and cultural issues in
local and national communities
[IE]

P3

describe the costs and benefits of
living in a community
[RL]

P4

evaluate the positive and negative
aspects of cultural diversity
[IE]

P5

investigate the categories of social
problems in communities locally
and across the UK
[EP]

P6

explain the cultural problems in
communities locally and across the
UK
[TW]

To achieve a merit grade the
evidence must show that, in
addition to the pass criteria,
the learner is able to:

To achieve a distinction
grade the evidence must
show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria,
the learner is able to:

M1

compare the awareness
of community and cultural
issues in local and national
communities

M2

analyse the advantages
and disadvantages of living
in a culturally diverse
community

M3

analyse the social and D2
cultural problems that exist
within communities in the
UK

D1

evaluate the awareness of
community and cultural
issues in local and national
communities

evaluate the social and
cultural problems that exist
in communities across the
UK

P7 investigate the impact of social and
cultural problems on the UK public
services.
[RL]
PLTS: This summary references where applicable, in the square brackets, the elements of the personal,
learning and thinking skills applicable in the pass criteria. It identifies opportunities for learners to demonstrate
effective application of the referenced elements of the skills.

Key

IE – independent enquirers RL – reflective learners

SM – self-managers

CT – creative thinkers

EP – effective participators

TW – team workers
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Essential guidance for tutors
Delivery
The unit can be delivered in a practical way, allowing learners to bring their own experiences to the group and
building on the meanings of community and culture. Material from news articles, current local and national, will
be useful, will generate discussion and provide the basis for presentations and active debate.
To allow learners to gather information accurately, a basic knowledge of study techniques could be taught and
employed through the use of case studies.
Learners should be encouraged to visit, or become involved in, local community groups which serve different
elements of their local community. This could then provide an insight into the costs and benefits of living in a
community.
A network of visiting speakers would enhance classroom delivery, especially in learning outcome 3 – cultural
diversity, and learning outcome 4 – social and cultural problems. Appropriate people to invite are community
development workers, community officers from the public services, voluntary members of community groups
and members of religious and cultural groups.
Most areas have awareness groups, and they could give presentations on areas such as drugs/substance
abuse, mental illness and different lifestyles.
The use of role play to assist with the understanding of cultural diversity and social and cultural problems could
be highly effective, with the aim of encouraging greater awareness of the places and people we share our lives
with.
Where delivery of theoretical material is to be included, for example definitions of community and culture,
and cultural diversity, tutors should ensure that the level is appropriate to the learner group whilst encouraging
development of their level of understanding and application.
Learning outcome 1 covers the meanings of community and culture and the types of issues that exist as well
as how aware people are of these issues. The meanings of community, both nationally and locally, should be
considered as well as the key features of each. Learners can consider the perceptions of various communities
within the UK as well as other countries’ perceptions of the UK as a nation. Differences between local and
national issues should be discussed as well as the role of the public services in helping to deal with issues or
helping to raise awareness of issues. News articles and case studies can be used for discussion and display
boards could be used to demonstrate knowledge to be used throughout the unit. This can then form the
basis of the presentation information for assignment one.
Learning outcome 2 covers the positive and negative aspects of community life. Learners will need to
consider the costs to individuals of being involved in community life in terms of time and effort put into
projects, as well as the financial costs. The costs to the community of not having sufficient resources or
facilities may also be covered here. Learners should also consider the costs associated with providing services
to meet the needs of people within the community. In terms of benefits, learners should consider the help
and support available when people live in a strong community and the burden that this takes from the public
services. There are also benefits to the services of there being strong community links, such as the effects on
crime and the use of initiatives such as Neighbourhood Watch. Learners could look at information from local
sources, such as annual reports from services, in order to identify problem areas and the types of support
provided. Guest speakers from a range of services will be able to give an insight into the advantages of a
strong community as opposed to the disadvantages raised by a lack of community.
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Learning outcome 3 focuses on diversity within communities, both locally and nationally. Learners will need
to investigate what is meant by diversity and consider the range of classifications that can be used to consider
diversity within a community. The culture associated with each of the classifications can then be considered
to establish whether there are positive and negative aspects to this type of cultural diversity. This can be
compared nationally and locally and used to identify the provision that is needed along with how it can differ
between communities. The use of census information will inform part of the background while case studies
can be used to expand information on the associated cultures. Guest speakers would be a valuable resource
here in terms of helping to identify differing provision.
Learning outcome 4 requires learners to research social and cultural problems on a national and local level.
The categories and scales of the different types of problem should be identified before considering how public
services are involved and the types of response they can offer. While a range of types of problems is identified
in the unit content, the actual examples that are used will be determined by national and local events and
issues. Media reports used as case studies could be a means of using the most current events that are affecting
communities nationally and locally.

Outline learning plan
The outline learning plan has been included in this unit as guidance and can be used in conjunction with the
programme of suggested assignments.
The outline learning plan demonstrates one way in planning the delivery and assessment of this unit.
Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Tutor introduces the unit and outlines the assignment programme
Learning outcome 1 including tutor inputs
Definitions of community and culture
Different communities and different cultures
Identify features of local and national communities
Awareness of community and cultural issues
Visiting speakers on cultural awareness
Assignment 1 – Community and Cultural Awareness

(P1, P2, M1, D1)
Learning outcome 2
The costs and disadvantages of living in a community
The benefits and advantages of living in a community
Learning outcome 3
Diversity within communities – ways that people differ
Benefits of understanding diverse communities
Includes case study and online investigation into social problems at national level. Visits to community centre and
speakers from local community/council
Identifying diversity locally and nationally
Implications for public services
Assignment 2 – Costs and Benefits of Community and Cultural Diversity

(P3, P4, M2)
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Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Learning outcome 4
Identify the nature of social problems
Scale of social problems locally
Scale of social problems nationally
Identify cultural problems within society
Examples of cultural problems locally
Examples of cultural problems nationally
Impact of problems on public services
Assignment 3 – Social and Cultural Problems Within Communities

(P5, P6, P7, M3, D2)
Review of unit to ensure all outcomes and indicative content covered

Assessment
Formative assessment should be employed throughout the programme, allowing learners to receive
constructive guidance and feedback. This will help them to develop an understanding of their personal
achievement and the methods suitable for developing their learning. A number of assessment activities can be
used to measure the achievement of learning outcomes in this unit. Assessment evidence can be in the form
of assignments, research projects, reports or news sheets and presentations, and through the use of case
studies.
Toachieve P1, learners will need to research the features of local and national communities so that they
can then explain a range of differences. This could be produced in presentation format and could be
followed by P2 as learners consider what community and cultural issues are and then present a discussion
on the awareness of those issues in society today. Comparisons between awareness in local and national
communities will enable learners to achieve M1 and if the learner continues the discussion to consider the
reasons behind the levels of awareness, the types of issues that gain awareness and whether this could or
should be challenged the work will move to D1. Learners could deliver a presentation identifying what
is meant by local and national communities and to explain the differences between them, comparing and
evaluating the awareness of community and cultural issues in both.
To achieve P3, learners should research the different implications of living in a community and this could form
the basis of a small-group discussion where learners describe the implications in terms of costs and benefits.
The discussion could include positive and negative aspects of cultural diversity to achieve P4 if learners
are directed to evaluate positive and negative aspects of cultural diversity, then illustrate this with relevant
examples showing both aspects. Toachieve M2, learners would need to analyse in more detail the advantages
and disadvantages of living in a culturally diverse community. If a discussion route is followed then assessors
will need to provide each learner with a detailed observation record of the discussion. Learners should be
encouraged to hold a small -group discussion to describe the cost and benefits of living in a community,
illustrating the positive and negative aspects of cultural diversity within a community. Learners should extend
the discussion (or follow it with a report) to analyse the advantages and disadvantages of living in a culturally
diverse community for M2.
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To achieve P5, P6 and P7, learners will need to undertake research on the types of social and cultural
problems that exist within communities, both locally and nationally. This research could be presented in a
report format or in a series of newsletters, giving examples that are both current and relevant throughout. To
achieve M3, learners will need to analyse how and why the problems exist and they could expand on this to
consider the effects of the problems, how they can be dealt with and their own opinion on the problems in
order to achieve D2. Learners need to produce a report or series of news articles that analyses and evaluates,
the social and cultural problems that exist within communities across the UK, discussing their impact on UK
public services and the role of the services in dealing with them.
Programme of suggested assignments
The table below shows a programme of suggested assignments that cover the pass, merit and distinction
criteria in the assessment and grading grid. This is for guidance and it is recommended that centres either
write their own assignments or adapt any Pearson assignments to meet local needs and resources.
Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

P1, P2, M1, D1

Community and Cultural
Awareness

Your group has been
Presentation
asked to prepare
information that could be
presented to new recruits
that will explain the issues
surrounding community
and cultural awareness
after explaining what the
terms actually mean.

P3, P4, M2

Costs and Benefits of
Community and Cultural
Diversity

P5, P6,P7, M3, D2

Social and Cultural
Problems within
Communities

Following the success of
Discussion
your presentation, your Report
group has been asked to
deliver similar material on
the costs and benefits of
community and cultural
diversity. In order to do
this you decide to hold
a small-group discussion
where everyone will share
their ideas.
Report
Now that you have
done so much work on
communities and cultural
diversity you have been
asked to put together
some information on
the social and cultural
problems that exist in
communities and the
effect they have on public
services.
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Links to National Occupational Standards, other BTEC units, other BTEC
qualifications and other relevant units and qualifications
This unit forms part of the BTEC Public Services sector suite. This unit has particular links with the following
unit titles in the Public Services suite:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Forensic Detection

Improving Health and Fitness for
Entry to the Uniformed Public
Services

Citizenship, Diversity and the Public
Services

Law and its Impact on the Individual
in Public Services

Crime and its Effect on Society

Essential resources
Learners should have access to a range of textbooks and journals that covers the subject content. Access to
suitable internet sites is also recommended.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Where possible, learners should visit local services dealing with the issues indicated by the content or have
visits from guest speakers who can discuss the role played by their public service in the support of society.
Where this is not possible, learners should have access to appropriate case study material taken from recent
sources.

Indicative reading for learners
Textbooks

Daniels, K and Macdonald, L – Equality, Diversity & Discrimination – A student text (Chartered Institute
of Personnel & Development, 2005) ISBN 9781843981121
Day G – Community & Everyday Life (The New Sociology) (Routledge, 2006) ISBN
9780415340748 Gray D and Lilley T et al – BTEC Level 2 First Public Services Student Book
(Pearson, 2010)
ISBN 9781846907210
Gray D and Lilley T et al – BTEC Level 2 First Public Services Teacher Resource Pack (Pearson,
2010) ISBN 9781846907227
Spencer L and Hailstone P – The Diversity Pocketbook (Management Pocketbooks, 2004)
ISBN 9781903776032
Journals

Fire Magazine
Police Review
Soldier
Magazine
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Websites

Army Equality and Diversity Directive

www.army.mod.uk/documents/general/CGS_ED_
Directive-Apr_08.pdf
BBC News
www.bbc.co.uk/news
Department for Communities and Local Government www.communities.gov.uk
Equality Act 2010
www.equalities.gov.uk/equality_bill.aspx
Equality and Human Rights Commission
www.equalityhumanrights.com
Home Office
www.homeofficegov.uk
Information about public services
www.direct.gov.uk
Local authority websites
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Delivery of personal, learning and thinking skills
The table below identifies the opportunities for personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS) that have been
included within the pass assessment criteria of this unit.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

discussing the awareness of community and cultural issues in local and national
communities and illustrating the positive and negative aspects of cultural diversity

Creative thinkers

explaining the differences between local and national community

Reflective learners

describing the costs and benefits of living in a community and discussing the impact
of social and cultural problems on the UK public services

Team workers

reporting on the cultural problems in communities locally and across the UK

Effective participators

reporting on the categories of social problems in communities locally and across
the UK

Although PLTS are identified within this unit as an inherent part of the assessment criteria, there are further
opportunities to develop a range of PLTS through various approaches to teaching and learning.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

comparing the awareness of community and cultural issues in local and national
communities

Creative thinkers

evaluating the awareness of community and cultural issues in local and national
communities

Reflective learners

analysing the advantages and disadvantages of living in a culturally diverse
community

Effective participators

analysing and evaluating the social and cultural problems that exist within
communities in the UK
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Functional Skills – Level 2
Skill

When learners are …

ICT – Use ICT systems
Select, interact with and use ICT systems
independently for a complex task to meet a
variety of needs

searching the internet, entering data, word processing documents
to complete assignments

Use ICT to effectively plan work and
evaluate the effectiveness of the ICT system
they have used

action planning for assignment, reflecting on completion of
assignment

Manage information storage to enable
efficient retrieval

saving information and draft work on appropriate systems and in
appropriate format

Follow and understand the need for safety
and security practices

keeping food and drink away from computers, protecting log-in,
following onsite security procedures

Troubleshoot

carrying out checks to deal with problems during completion of
work

ICT – Find and select information
Select and use a variety of sources of
using data from the internet, books and information supplied by
information independently for a complex task tutor
Access, search for, select and use ICTbased information and evaluate its fitness for
purpose

searching for information on social problems, selecting
appropriate information and examples and evaluating whether
they meet the purpose of the assignment

ICT – Develop, present and
communicate information
Enter, develop and format information
independently to suit its meaning and
purpose including:

comparing the awareness of community and cultural issues in
table format and analysing the forms that this awareness takes
importing digital photographs relating to examples of problems

●

text and tables

●

images

incorporating statistics into work to demonstrate effectiveness of
dealing with social and cultural problems

●

numbers

keeping records of discussion

●

records

Bring together information to suit content
and purpose

using research to complete assignment task in appropriate format

Present information in ways that are fit for
purpose and audience

following the format on the assignment brief or producing work
in an equally acceptable format so that the criteria are covered
and the work is understandable

Evaluate the selection and use of ICT tools
and facilities used to present information

checking work to ensure that it meets the assignment and criteria
requirements

Select and use ICT to communicate and
exchange information safely, responsibly and
effectively including storage of messages and
contact lists

sending emails to tutors for advice on work or submitting work
via email or on a relevant VLE, responding to feedback
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Skill

When learners are …

Mathematics
Understand routine and non-routine
problems in a wide range of familiar and
unfamiliar contexts and situations

analysing data on social and cultural problems

Identify the situation or problem and the
mathematical methods needed to tackle it
Select and apply a range of skills to find
solutions

using graphs to display information about trends in social
problems

Use appropriate checking procedures and
evaluate their effectiveness at each stage

checking calculations in relation to trends in social problems

Interpret and communicate solutions to
practical problems in familiar and unfamiliar
routine contexts and situations

writing a report on social and cultural problems that exist within
communities

Draw conclusions and provide mathematical
justifications

correctly identifying trends in terms of social problems

English
Speaking and listening – make a range of
contributions to discussions and make
effective presentations in a wide range of
contexts

taking part in class discussions about all content and on costs and
benefits of living in a diverse community

Reading – compare, select, read and
understand texts and use them to gather
information, ideas, arguments and opinions

reading and obtaining information, comparing and selecting
appropriate information

Writing – write documents, including
extended writing pieces, communicating
information, ideas and opinions, effectively
and persuasively

producing relevant definitions and explanatory notes
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interacting with guest speakers and presenting work

evaluating the social and cultural problems that exist in local and
national communities
writing a report and preparatory notes for discussion
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Aim and purpose
The aim of this unit is to enable learners to develop a knowledge of pre- and post-test driving and an
understanding of emergency services and accident prevention. Learners will also develop skills in identifying
traffic offences and driver attitude.

Unit introduction
Within the public services, driving is a big part of the emergency services and it is important that learners
have an understanding of the legal requirements to be able to drive on British roads. In addition to driving,
road traffic accidents (RTAs) involve all the emergency services are in some way involved. As collisions are a
common occurrence on roads, therefore learners need to appreciate some of the common traffic offences
that cause them and the factors that can result.
Most collisions involve the emergency services having to respond and once at the scene of an RTA, they have
to work closely with each other. It is important that learners understand the responsibilities of each of the
main services when they are at the scene of the accident and how they cooperate.
The unit covers the legal requirements placed on drivers when learning to drive and, more importantly, upon
passing a driving test. Learners will understand some of the common traffic offences committed on British
roads which result in road traffic collisions and explain driver attitudes and behaviour towards driving. They
will also identify the benefits of learning advanced driving skills.
To try and reduce collisions on British roads, the Department for Transport has introduced a series of local
and national road safety campaigns targeting common traffic offences which result in collisions. Learners
need an understanding of these campaigns to highlight the need for responsible driving and the reduction of
collisions and injuries on British roads.

Learning outcomes
On completion of this unit a learner should:

1

Know the requirements of pre- and post-test driving

2

Know common traffic offences and driver attitudes

3

Understand the role of emergency services in responding to road traffic collisions

4

Understand the importance of road safety campaigns, initiatives and strategies in accident prevention.
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Unit content
1 Know the requirements of pre- and post-test driving
Pre-test driving: pre-test driving – provisional driving licence; driving lessons; the theory and practical
driving test; Highway Code
Post-test driving: driving licence; advanced driving; RoSPA Advanced Drivers Association; Institute of
Advanced Motoring (IAM); attitude and behaviour
Requirements: responsibility of the individual; responsibility of the public services – the police, fire and
ambulance service; legal documentation, insurance, vehicle excise licence, MOT test certificate, vehicle
registration documents; cockpit and external vehicle checks

2 Know common traffic offences and driver attitudes
Offences: speeding; dangerous driving; careless driving; using mobile phones; driving through red light;
not wearing a seatbelt; alcohol abuse; drug abuse
Road traffic accident: definition and types; outcomes
Responsibility: employer eg insurance, driver’s hours, time constraints, record keeping, driver profiling, the
role of the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) in road traffic collisions; investigation of vehicular workplace
collisions
Individuals: fitness to drive eg health, tiredness, stress, attitude and behaviour; alcohol and drug abuse;
daily routines; lifestyle; cost of collision to driver and family
Effects and impact: on victims, drivers, witnesses; cost of typical fatal accident; do risks outweigh the
benefits; responsibility of the public services eg local councils, the police, the emergency fire service, the
ambulance service, National Health Service (NHS)

3 Understand the role of emergency services in responding to road traffic collisions
Role: police (incident management, liaising with other emergency services, making the area safe,
investigating causes, taking statements, preserving evidence); fire service (liaising with other emergency
services, extinguishing fire, immobilising and making safe vehicles, extraction of casualties); ambulance
service (medical care, liaising with other emergency services, transporting to hospital)
Cooperation: chain of command; teamwork; collision simulations and planning; how and why they
cooperate

4 Understand the importance of road safety campaigns, initiatives and strategies in
accident prevention
National provision: speeding; drink driving; mobile phones; tiredness; motorway driving; media eg
television programmes and adverts, posters, leaflets, internet, radio; speed reduction and traffic calming;
responsibility of central government; RoSPA and IAM
Local: driver improvement and development schemes; school visits; cycling proficiency and pedestrian
awareness; responsibility of local councils eg road safety officers; assessment and evaluation of local road
safety campaigns; speed reduction initiatives and strategies in accident prevention; black spots and collision
spots within local areas
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Assessment and grading criteria
In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that
they can meet all the learning outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the
level of achievement required to pass this unit.
Assessment and grading criteria
To achieve a pass grade the
evidence must show that the
learner is able to:

P1

outline the stages of learning
to drive and documentation
associated with car
ownership.

P2

describe how driver attitudes
and behaviour contribute to
traffic offences

P3

identify common traffic
offences which cause road
traffic accidents

P4

describe the responsibilities
of both individuals and
employers regarding driving
safely and within the law

To achieve a merit grade the
evidence must show that, in
addition to the pass criteria,
the learner is able to:

To achieve a distinction grade
the evidence must show that,
in addition to the pass and
merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

M1

explain a range of effects and
impacts a road traffic accident
can have on individuals and
victims

D1

evaluate the range of
effects and impacts a road
traffic accident can have on
individuals and victims

D2

evaluate the importance
of the emergency services
working together when
dealing with road traffic
accidents

[IE4]
P5

outline the responsibilities
of the emergency services
when dealing with road traffic
accidents

M2

explain how the emergency
services work together when
dealing with road traffic
accidents

P6

explain how national and
local road safety campaigns,
initiatives and strategies assist
in accident prevention

M3

assess how successful road
safety campaigns have been
in accident prevention.

[RL6, EP2]
PLTS: This summary references where applicable, in the square brackets, the elements of the personal,
learning and thinking skills applicable in the pass criteria. It identifies opportunities for learners to demonstrate
effective application of the referenced elements of the skills.

Key

IE – independent enquirers RL – reflective learners

SM – self-managers

CT – creative thinkers

EP – effective participators

TW – team workers
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Essential guidance for tutors
Delivery
This unit should be used to give learners the essential information and guidance they need to give them the
knowledge and awareness of driving and legal requirements.
Tutors should encourage learners to examine their own attitude and behaviour before starting to drive a
motor vehicle and explore the impact on others whilst driving.
A wide range of delivery methods can be used, from discussion groups and guest speakers to visits to road
safety departments.
Within learning outcome 1 learners need to look at how to obtain a provisional licence, what they need
to consider when arranging driving lessons and all parts of the driving tests, including both the theory
and practical elements. Once they have done this they will need to investigate what the post-driving test
implications are. It could be useful to invite guest speakers from the Institute of Advanced Motorists to support
learning. Learners should view example documentation, for example MOT certificates, insurance certificates
and vehicle excise licences.
Learning outcome 2 requires learners to investigate the common traffic offences and the driver attitudes that
contribute to these offences. There are many television programmes on emergency services that can provide
case studies. Visits from Road Safety teams, traffic police officers and firefighters are also useful.
Learning outcome 3 will allow the learners to develop their understanding of how emergency services
respond to road traffic collisions. The roles of each service must be investigated and again here there is much
opportunity to develop their learning through the use of visits to public services and the use of guest speakers.
It is important that the learners look at not only what the services do, but also how they need to cooperate in
the response provided. It is important to remember in this outcome that the focus should be on the response
to road traffic collisions, not to emergency incidents in general.
Learning outcome 4 requires the learners to investigate and consider a range of national and local road safety
campaigns. There are many of these that can be considered, some of which are branded under the THINK!
road safety banner. Websites such as YouTube often give examples of these campaigns. Most local authorities
have road safety officers who may be willing to visit centres. Initiatives such as Drive Survive are increasingly
common and highlight the content of this learning outcome.

Outline learning plan
The outline learning plan has been included in this unit as guidance and can be used in conjunction with the
programme of suggested assignments.
The outline learning plan demonstrates one way in planning the delivery and assessment of this unit.
Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Unit introduction and assessment methodology
Teaching activity – introduction to learning outcome 1
Teaching activity – who can apply for a driving licence? How to apply for a driving licence
Learner activity – group work investigating how to apply for a driving licence
Teaching activity – what are the requirements of a theory test? What do you do on the driving test?
Learner activity – individually undertake a mock driving theory test
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Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Tutor activity – individual responsibilities in relation to driving, and public service responsibility in relation to
driving
Guest speaker opportunity, representative from local traffic police officer
Preparation for assessment of learning outcome 1
Assignment 1: Learning to Drive

Poster showing the stages of learning to drive and documentation associated with car ownership (P1)
Feedback from assessment including learner redrafting
Introduction to learning outcome 2
Teaching activity – investigation of common traffic offences, using video clippage, case studies and, where
possible, guest speakers
Learner activity – case study analysis of different traffic offences, preparing an informal presentation showing the
type of offence and the definition of these incidents, with likely outcomes
Teaching activity – individual and group responsibility in relation to driver attitudes and driving offences
Learner activity – pyramid group work – individuals investigate the effect and impact on victims, drivers and
witnesses
Teaching activity – compare responsibilities of the public services in relation to driver attitudes and driving
offences
Preparation for assessment of learning outcome 2 – learner-led research of common traffic offences and driver
attitudes
Assignment 2: Traffic Offences and the Driver

Factsheet showing how driver attitudes and behaviour contribute to traffic offences, identifying these offences and
evaluating the effects and impact road traffic incidents can have on individuals and victims, and the responsibilities
of individuals and employers in relation to safe driving
(P2, P3, P4, M1, D1)
Feedback from assessment and learner redrafting
Introduction of learning outcome 3
Teaching activity – role of emergency services in responding to road traffic collisions
Guest speaker – firefighter
Guest speaker – police officer
Guest speaker – paramedic
Teaching activity – chain of command at a road traffic collision and how public services cooperate
Learner activity – review case studies of road traffic collisions to apply learning and information gained from guest
speakers, preparing an informal presentation
Preparation for assessment of learning outcome 3
Assignment 3: Dealing with RTAs

Written report which outlines the responsibilities of the emergency services when dealing with road traffic
accidents, and evaluating the importance of the emergency services working together (P5, M2, D2)
Feedback from assessment and learning reworking
Introduction of learner outcome 4
Teaching activity – national road safety campaigns, initiatives and strategies using videos and literature published to
support these campaigns
Learner activity – case study analysis to look at the effectiveness of national campaigns
Teaching activity – using real case studies to look at local initiatives that are aimed at improving driver behaviour
and reducing road traffic incidents
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Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Learner activity – prepare for assessment of learning outcome 4 through research and practical review
Assignment 4: Road Safety Campaigns

Learner presentation which explains how national and local road safety campaigns, initiative and strategies assist
in accident prevention, assessing their success (P6, M3)
Feedback from assessment of learning outcome 4
Unit review and evaluation

Assessment
A number of different strategies can be used to measure the achievement of learning outcomes in this unit.
Contact with the public services involved in collisions/accidents should help with the collection of case studies
and scenarios for analysis. Practical investigations using questionnaires, analysis and evaluations, presentations
and/or written reports are suitable assessment tools. Evidence for this unit can be gained mostly through
written assessment, but also by observation/verbal questioning and accreditation of suitable portfolio of
evidence.
To achieve P1, learners must provide information on the stages of learning to drive and documentation
associated with car ownership. Pre-printed documentation for P1 should have been annotated or
commented on orally, showing how each document relates to others. A witness testimony is essential to
evidence the oral comments.
Toachieve P2, learners must describe how driver attitudes and behaviour contribute to the traffic offences
identified in the unit content. P3 leads on from this whereby the learner must provide the definition of a road
traffic accident and identify common offences which cause them. M1 requires the learner to explain the effects
and impact a road traffic accident can have on individuals and victims who have been directly involved and
the aftermath. To achieve D1, the learner must evaluate the range of effects and impacts. Learners could be
provided with case studies and use guest speaker experiences to form their response to the pass, merit and
distinction criteria.
To achieve P4, learners must describe the responsibilities of individuals and employers regarding driving safely
and within the law. Learners must include both individual and employer responsibilities to meet this criteria.
P5 requires the learner to outline the responsibilities of the emergency services when dealing with RTAs – to
include the ‘999’ services. Their responsibilities at the scene determine the type of RTA and the learner must
outline the cooperation to include the chain of command, teamwork involved at the scene and preparation
of simulations. M2 extends P5 in explaining the reasons for the chain of command and working with each
other when dealing with RTAs. D2 requires the learner to evaluate the importance of the emergency services
working together when dealing with RTAs. This could be carried out through a presentation, a simulation or
role play linked to each of the 999 emergency services.
P6 requires the learner to evidence research on at least two national and local road safety campaigns,
initiatives and strategies based on accident prevention. Learners should be able to describe the campaigns
from their conception to implementation. M3 should follow on from this, looking at the success or failure of
the road safety campaigns with reference to accident prevention data.
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Programme of suggested assignments
The table below shows a programme of suggested assignments that cover the pass, merit and distinction
criteria in the assessment and grading grid. This is for guidance and it is recommended that centres either
write their own assignments or adapt any Pearson assignments to meet local needs and resources.
Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

P1

Learning to Drive

As part of a tutorial session Poster
within your college the
tutor has decided to give
learners information on
how to go about starting
to learn to drive. You have
been asked to prepare
a poster which gives
information on the stages
of learning to drive and
documentation associated
with car ownership.

P2, P3, P4, M1, D1

Traffic Offences and the
Driver

P5, M2, D2

Dealing with RTAs

As part of the local police Factsheet
services’ effort to reduce
road traffic incidents in
your area, you have
been asked to prepare a
factsheet which shows the
main traffic offences, and
how driver attitude and
behaviour can contribute
to these. You need to
make sure that you show
what the responsibilities of
the individual driver area
and any responsibilities
that the employer may
have in relation to safe
driving.
Due to the high standard Written report
of the work you have
been completing, the
police service and local
road safety partnership
have asked you to
investigate the work
undertaken by the
emergency services at
road traffic accidents,
ensuring that you evaluate
how the services work
together and why this is
important.
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Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

Assessment method

P6, M3

Road Safety Campaigns

To finish the work that
you have been doing
with the local road safety
partnership, you have
been asked to prepare a
presentation that can be
used in a lesson aimed at
14–19 year olds. Within
the presentation you
need to explain local
and national road safety
campaigns, showing how
they assist in accident
prevention, and assessing
how well the campaigns
work.

Presentation

Links to National Occupational Standards, other BTEC units, other BTEC
qualifications and other relevant units and qualifications
This unit forms part of the BTEC Public Services sector suite. This unit has particular links with the following
unit titles in the Public Services suite:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Public Service Incidents

Attending Emergency Incidents in
Public Services

Responding to Emergency Service
Incidents

Public Services: Assisting the Public
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Planning and Management of Major
Incidents
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Essential resources
Materials and textbooks on information on driving and collisions must be provided, along with internet access.
Liaison with the local road safety department is essential as is access to the internet.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Where possible, learners should visit appropriate local services or use guest speakers who can discuss the role
played by their public service in preventing and responding to road traffic collisions. Where possible, learners
should have access to appropriate case study materials taken from recent sources.

Indicative reading for learners
Books

Department for Transport – The Official Highway Code (Stationary Office Books,
2007) ISBN 9780115528149
DSA – The Official DSA Guide to Driving: The Essential Skills (Stationary Office
Books, 2010) ISBN 9780115531347
DSA – The Official Driving Test (The Stationery Office) Updated regularly
Websites

Child Accident Prevention Trust – Road Safety

www.capt.org.uk/safety-advice

Driving Standards Agency

www.dft.gov.uk/dsa

National Safety Council

www.nsc.org

The Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents

www.rospa.co.uk

Think! Department for Transport’s Road Safety
Campaign

think.direct.gov.uk/index.html
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Delivery of personal, learning and thinking skills
The table below identifies the opportunities for personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS) that have been
included within the pass assessment criteria of this unit.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

investigating the responsibilities of drivers and employers in relation to driving
safely

Reflective learners

preparing the information for the learner-led presentation, learners must ensure it
is suitable for the target audience

Effective participators

ensuring that the case put forward in relation to the campaign and strategies is
persuasive
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Functional Skills – Level 2
Skill

When learners are …

ICT – Find and select information
Select and use a variety of sources of
when researching the requirements of the theory and practical
information independently for a complex task driving test
Access, search for, select and use ICTbased information and evaluate its fitness for
purpose

ICT – Develop, present and
communicate information
Enter, develop and format information
independently to suit its meaning and
purpose including:
●

text and tables

●

images

●

numbers

●

records

Bring together information to suit content
and purpose

when preparing the information for the factsheet and
presentation tasks

Present information in ways that are fit for
purpose and audience

being assessed for learning outcome 4

Evaluate the selection and use of ICT tools
and facilities used to present information
Select and use ICT to communicate and
exchange information safely, responsibly and
effectively including storage of messages and
contact lists

English
Speaking and listening – make a range of
contributions to discussions and make
effective presentations in a wide range of
contexts

being assessed for learning outcome 4

Reading – compare, select, read and
understand texts and use them to gather
information, ideas, arguments and opinions

establishing the roles of the different emergency services when
attending an incident

Writing – write documents, including
extended writing pieces, communicating
information, ideas and opinions, effectively
and persuasively

being assessed for learning outcome 3
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Aim and purpose
The aim of this unit is to develop learners’ knowledge and understanding of the skills needed in planning for an
expedition, including the equipment required. Learners will also be able to plan and carry out an expedition in
a public service context.

Unit introduction
For many years the public services have used expedition training to develop various qualities and attributes
of their personnel, which both enhance and complement their service training. Through this unit learners
will gain an insight and understanding of the reasons for carrying out an expedition and will look at the skills
required to take part in an expedition, as used by all the public services.
Learners will gain a greater understanding of their own needs and values when leading or taking part in a day
or overnight expedition. The unit will enable learners to develop their knowledge and understanding of the
equipment needed for such a venture and help them make informed judgements when selecting equipment
for the expedition. Environmental issues are also covered, giving learners an understanding of government
legislation and the impact of an expedition on the countryside.
Any expedition, whether it be for a day or overnight experience, requires first-class planning and learners
should experience the whole decision-making process, which is vital to the organisation of a successful, safe
and enjoyable expedition. This includes preparing a thorough route card of the journey, completing risk
assessments and being aware of the hazards that can occur on the expedition.
Some learners may already have transferable skills or knowledge associated with experience gained with the
Scout or Guide association, the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award, cadet groups or even with family or friends.
This unit will give them the opportunity to improve and expand on their knowledge, improve their skills and
techniques, as well as harness their leadership qualities.
The unit culminates in learners taking part in the expedition and evaluating the process and the experience
gained, this will allow them to establish areas for improvement.
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Learning outcomes
On completion of this unit a learner should:

1

Know the correct equipment required for an expedition

2

Understand the planning necessary for an expedition

3

Be able to participate in an expedition

4

Be able to review an expedition.
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Unit content
1 Know the correct equipment required for an expedition
Day expedition: personal equipment, layering system; jackets; trousers; socks; thermals; hats; gloves;
fleeces; footwear; waterproofs; gaiters; walking poles; map and compass; torch; rucksack
Overnight expedition: eg spare clothes; towel; toiletries; tents; sleeping bag and mat; stoves; food;
sanitation
Safety equipment: first-aid kit; survival/bivvy bags; whistle, flares; emergency rations; suncream; insect
repellent
Use of equipment: usage of equipment; types and designs; care and maintenance of equipment

2 Understand the planning necessary for an expedition
Planning for day expedition: aims and objectives; individual and group ability; destination; transport;
cost; time available; equipment; route plan; navigational skills; health and safety issues; risk assessments;
first aid; weather forecast; permission; consent forms; emergency procedures; accommodation;
Countryside Code; risk assessments; legislation; rights of way
Planning for overnight expeditions: includes day expedition content; location; accommodation; menus;
tent groups; camp craft; hygiene; weather information

3 Be able to participate in an expedition
Route planning: equipment eg maps; compasses; route cards; destination; date; times; legs; grid
references; bearings; distances; height gained or lost; rest stops; total time; escape route
Roles and responsibilities: day expedition eg navigate planned route; use of map and compass;
different types of terrain; individual and group capabilities; teamwork; communication skills;
applying the Countryside Code; minimal impact on the environment
Overnight expedition: setting up camp; camp craft; cooking food; taking down camp, weather information

4 Be able to review an expedition
Evaluation: ways to judge achievement of aims and objectives, travel; accommodation; value for money;
ways to judge individual and group strengths and areas for improvement; evaluation conclusions including
recommendations for improvements
Benefits of expeditions: skill development; communication; teamwork; cooperation; self-confidence;
problem solving; physical benefits; planning
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Assessment and grading criteria
In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that
they can meet all the learning outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the
level of achievement required to pass this unit.
Assessment and grading criteria
To achieve a pass grade the
evidence must show that the
learner is able to:

To achieve a merit grade the
evidence must show that, in
addition to the pass criteria,
the learner is able to:

To achieve a distinction grade
the evidence must show that,
in addition to the pass and
merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

P1

describe the equipment
needed for an expedition

P2

describe the use of safety
equipment

M1

demonstrate the use of safety D1
equipment

evaluate the purpose and
function of all equipment
required for a day and
overnight expedition

P3

explain the planning needed
for an expedition

M2

explain in detail safety and D2
environmental considerations
for an expedition

evaluate the planning of the
expedition

M3

analyse the benefits of
expeditions to the public
services

M4

assess the strengths,
weaknesses and areas for
improvement.

[EP]
P4

produce a route for an
expedition

P5

carry out an expedition
identifying own roles and
responsibilities
[TW]

P6

review individual
performance from the
expedition

P7

review team performance
from the expedition.
[SM]

D3

evaluate the expedition
process from start to finish
making recommendations.

PLTS: This summary references where applicable, in the square brackets, the elements of the personal,
learning and thinking skills applicable in the pass criteria. It identifies opportunities for learners to demonstrate
effective application of the referenced elements of the skills.

Key
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IE – independent enquirers RL – reflective learners

SM – self-managers

CT – creative thinkers

EP – effective participators

TW – team workers
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Essential guidance for tutors
Delivery
Tutors delivering this unit need to be able to cover all aspects of the content if they are to complete an
overnight expedition. For those who will have the opportunity to take the learners on a day expedition only
there is no necessity to cover the content regarding overnight stays. If specialist staff are brought in to deliver
some, or all, of the unit, they must be aware of the breadth and depth of knowledge required by learners.
The theoretical input must link with the participation in the expedition in order for learners to gain the benefits
of the experience.
For learning outcome 1 learners will need to cover all aspects of clothing and equipment needed for an
expedition and always expect the weather to be at its worst whilst out on the route. The groups planning an
overnight expedition will require further research into sleeping and cooking arrangements over and above the
clothing and equipment needed for a full-day expedition. A kit list is a good way to get learners to investigate
the items required for individuals and the group.
Learners will be expected to take part in at least one full-day expedition but would benefit from staying
overnight, either under canvas or in a hostel, barn or other covered accommodation, with a number of nights
being particularly useful.
When planning the expedition for learning outcome 2 learners must cover all eventualities and prepare for
contingency plans, escape routes, emergency procedures and poor weather conditions. A risk assessment of
the route must be completed once the route card has been finalised by the leader of the expedition.
Visits to local outdoor adventure providers or the armed forces, where learners can practise some of the
skills required for this unit, are invaluable, as would be a guest speaker who has had experience of outdoor
expeditions. All the public services use expedition skills for team building and development purposes and
learners should appreciate the need for these skills.
Whether you are taking out a day expedition or an overnight expedition, learning outcome 3 must be carried
out by everyone in order to pass the unit. The leader will be responsible for the overall safety of the group
but may elect some learners to lead small groups to make the journey easier to control and to test the skills of
certain individuals.
Prior training can be carried out under a controlled environment before venturing out into the countryside.
The leaders must be familiar with the surroundings for their expedition and complete a full risk assessment
before venturing outdoors with learners. Leaders must be aware of the strict guidelines laid down regarding
taking groups out of their comfort zone and into an outdoor environment.
Safety is paramount at all times and learners should be made aware of all possible hazards and how to
minimise them. Route planning will require guidance to ensure that the expedition does not trespass on
private land.
Learning outcome 4 can be delivered in the classroom, with learners submitting evidence from the expedition
– photographs, observation records and witness statements from individuals, verbal feedback from peers and
other forms – and presenting their findings to the group.
In planning the expeditions, tutors will need to take responsibility for the safety of learners, including risk
assessment and parental consent. Learners must be made fully aware of the hazards associated with
undertaking expeditions and how to manage them to minimise risks.
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Outline learning plan
The outline learning plan has been included in this unit as guidance and can be used in conjunction with the
programme of suggested assignments.
The outline learning plan demonstrates one way in planning the delivery and assessment of this unit.
Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Introduction to the unit and previous experience from the group
Tutor input and demonstration of equipment required for expeditions
Equipment required – personal, group and safety
Different types and materials of equipment, care and maintenance
Assignment 1: Expedition Equipment (P1, P2, M1, D1)

What equipment is necessary, what do individuals have and what do they need for the expedition? Highlight the
safety equipment needed for both day and overnight expeditions
Case study of different types of expeditions using articles from magazines, journals, websites
Planning – cost, transport, destination, health and safety, risk assessments, consent forms – group work on the
various elements of the planning. To include tutor input
Group work – each group is in charge of a particular part of the planning, with regular meetings as a class to
discuss progress
Workshop: route planning – map and compass, route card, Countryside Code
Assignment 2: Planning For an Expedition (P3, P4, M2, D2)

Complete a route card of the journey. Work in small groups to decide the grid references, height gained and
lost, time required
Expedition – camp craft, complete route, roles and responsibilities of individuals and team, use of map, compass
and route card, Countryside Code. Group work on the route and/or the overnight stay. Navigational skills,
pacing, communication skills, environmental responsibilities, cooking food on stoves, taking down camp – if
applicable
Assignment 3: The Expedition (P5, M3)

Including tutor input, discussions and review of the expedition
Review of expedition – benefits, individual and team performance
Presentation of feedback from expedition
Assignment 4: Review of Expedition

Findings and areas for Improvement (P6, P7, M4, D3)
Review of unit and assessment
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Assessment
This unit is mostly practical, supported by theoretical input whilst on expedition and in the classroom.
Assessment should have as many practical components as possible and all tasks must relate to the grading
criteria and take place in a realistic environment.
For P1, learners will need to describe on all the personal, group and safety equipment required for both
a full-day expedition and an overnight stay. The overnight will inevitably be the same as the full day with
the addition of sleeping arrangements, evening meal and breakfast and kit used for ablutions. For P2, safety
equipment should be made available to learners so that they can describe how to use it correctly, while for
M1 they must show competence in using the safety equipment.
Learners must evaluate the purpose and function, in detail, the equipment required for both day and
overnight expeditions for D1.
P3 is the important theoretical input where learners will need to explain the necessary planning for the
expedition, whether it be for the full-day or overnight choice of expedition. This is probably where most of
the class time will be spent as it is the hardest part for learners, having to decide on all the details of the trip,
ensuring all safety measures have been taken and that they all have the correct clothing and equipment to
be safe and dry. Learners who wish to achieve M2 will need to explain the safety issues and environmental
considerations necessary when planning an expedition. Evaluating the planning of the expedition with the
strengths and areas for improvement will enable learners to meet D2.
The completion of the route card links P4 to P3. Learners now have the means to carry out the expedition
and put all the theory into practice and this will cover P5. Some will have had experience and should be
given some leadership roles, whilst first-time adventurers will need constant supervision. For M3, learners
must analyse the benefits and skills gained from the expedition and show how they would benefit the public
services, particularly the armed forces.
The leader(s) can record each of the individual skills and performances on witness statements or observation
records in order to give a written record of feedback. This will provide some of the evidence for learners P6
and P7 where they must review their personal performance and the team performances before, during and
after the expedition.
Learning outcome 4 reflects on the expedition and gives learners the opportunity to discuss how the whole
experience went, the good points and the areas for improvement. This is best carried out using PowerPoint
slides or flipcharts to present to the group. M3 and D3 take the evidence required for P3 further, again
here requiring explanation of how the types of security measures are used for M3, and an evaluation of
the effectiveness of the types of security to achieve D3. D3 is met by learners who can evaluate the whole
experience of the unit from the choice of clothing and equipment through to planning and participating of the
expedition, giving recommendations for future expeditions.
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Programme of suggested assignments
The table below shows a programme of suggested assignments that cover the pass, merit and distinction
criteria in the assessment and grading grid. This is for guidance and it is recommended that centres either
write their own assignments or adapt any Pearson assignments to meet local needs and resources.
Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

Assessment method

P1, P2, M1, D1

Expedition Equipment

As a public service
employee, list the
equipment needed for
an expedition – what you
have and what you need.

Booklet

P3, P4, M2, D2

Planning For an Expedition As an expedition leader,
decide with the group
the destination, route,
transport and costs of the
expedition.

Assignment and route card

P5, M3

The Expedition

As a group, carry out an
expedition.

Feedback – logbook,
report, timing

P6, P7, M4, D3

Review of Expedition

Present your findings from Presentation
the expedition.
Individual and team review

Links to National Occupational Standards, other BTEC units, other BTEC
qualifications and other relevant units and qualifications
This unit forms part of the BTEC Public Services sector suite. This unit has particular links with the following
unit titles in the Public Services suite and the BTEC Sports suite:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Introduction to Expedition Skills Adventurous Activities and
Teamwork for the Public Services

Outdoor and Adventurous
Expeditions

Map Reading Using Ordnance
Survey Maps

Skills for Land-based Outdoor and
Adventurous Activities

Land Navigation by Map and
Compass

Skills for Water-based Outdoor and
Adventurous Activities
Practical Team Sports

Essential resources
Learners should have access to a range of textbooks and journals as well as suitable internet sites. Sufficient
equipment for individuals and groups, taking into account bad weather, and qualified staff with knowledge of
legislation is essential.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
All public services use expeditions as part of their training or development of staff to assess leadership,
discipline, trust and communication.
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Indicative reading for learners
Books

Barton B – Safety, Risk and Adventure in Outdoor Activities (Sage Publications, 2006)) ISBN
9781412920780 Hill P and Johnston S – The Mountain Skills Training Handbook (David and
Charles, 2004)
ISBN 9780715318485
Langmuir E – Mountaincraft and Leadership, 4th edition (Mountain Leader Training England,
2011) ISBN 9780956886903
Ogilvie K – Leading and Managing Groups in the Outdoors (Institute for Outdoor Learning,
2005) ISBN 9781898555094
Journals

Summit magazine
Trail
Websites

Army Cadets

www.armycadetforce.net/

British Mountaineering Council

www.thebmc.co.uk

The Countryside Code

www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/enjoying/
countrysidecode/default.aspx

Countryside Council for Wales

www.ccw.gov.uk

Duke of Edinburgh’s Award

www.theaward.org

Natural England

www.naturalengland.org.uk
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Delivery of personal, learning and thinking skills
The table below identifies the opportunities for personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS) that have been
included within the pass assessment criteria of this unit.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

describing equipment required for an expedition
reviewing the expedition

Creative thinkers

describing equipment for an expedition

Reflective learners

contributing to the planning for an expedition
reviewing the expedition

Team workers

planning a route for an expedition
carrying out an expedition

Self-managers

contributing to the planning for an expedition

Effective participators

describing equipment required for an expedition
carrying out an expedition
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Functional Skills – Level 2
Skill

When learners are …

ICT – Find and select information
Select and use a variety of sources of
expedition equipment
information independently for a complex task

ICT – Develop, present and
communicate information
Enter, develop and format information
independently to suit its meaning and
purpose including:
●

text and tables

●

images

●

numbers

●

records

Present information in ways that are fit for
purpose and audience

reviewing the expedition

reviewing the expedition

Mathematics
Understand routine and non-routine
problems in a wide range of familiar and
unfamiliar contexts and situations

producing route card

Identify the situation or problem and the
mathematical methods needed to tackle it

producing route card

Use appropriate checking procedures and
evaluate their effectiveness at each stage

producing route cards

English
Speaking and listening – make a range of
contributions to discussions and make
effective presentations in a wide range of
contexts

describing expedition equipment

Reading – compare, select, read and
understand texts and use them to gather
information, ideas, arguments and opinions

describing expedition equipment

Writing – write documents, including
extended writing pieces, communicating
information, ideas and opinions, effectively
and persuasively

producing assignments – booklet; route card

describing expedition planning
reviewing the expedition
describing expedition planning
reviewing the expedition
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Aim and purpose
The aim of this unit is to provide learners with some of the knowledge and practical skills necessary to
undertake short passages in inshore waters. The unit supports the development of skills in navigation and
practical seamanship, weather forecasting and an awareness of the maritime emergency services.

Unit introduction
Within this unit, learners will begin to develop knowledge and skills needed to undertake short passages in
inshore waters. The unit follows a logical progression split into distinct sections.
The navigational section introduces learners to various types of charts and their information which is of
relevance for the practical work that follows at a later stage. Learners will learn how to use charts to plot
positions and calculate bearings and distances between two points. The unit gives learners an understanding
of the characteristics of weather fronts and the formation of sea and land breezes. They will learn the sources
of weather information and, using an example of an inshore forecast, they will be able to interpret this
information in the context of a vessel at sea. They will gain an understanding of the specific effects on boat
handling of wind, fog and rainfall, which prepares them for water-borne practical activity. Their understanding
is developed to a level where they can produce a viable plan for a short sea passage, which takes into account
nautical hazards plotted on their route and possible alternative harbours which could be used should weather
or sea conditions change.
The unit supports the development of practical skills in seamanship, rope work and boat handling under
power or sail and it is expected that all learners will undertake at least 12 hours, practical boat handling to
include manoeuvring under power or sail. This can be achieved either by short regular experience in boats
or by a single practical session of two or three days aboard a large vessel, such as through a sail training trust
for those establishments not close to a marine environment. This unit develops an understanding of the types
of local public services operating in a marine context as well as specialised agencies such as the Maritime and
Coastguard Agency and the Royal National Lifeboat Institute. Learners will cover a variety of methods for
summoning assistance from these agencies and reach an understanding of the applicability and limitations of
these methods.
This unit supports the development of self-confidence and teamwork and provides the framework for
learners to gain a better understanding of incidents at sea and the prevention of such incidents. The unit
covers some of the Royal Yachting Association (RYA) Day Skipper Shore-based course and Level 2 RYA
Dinghy Sailing, Level 2 RYA Power Boating and Level 2 RYA Competent Crew.
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Learning outcomes
On completion of this unit a learner should:

1

Understand the fundamental elements of navigation

2

Know how to receive and interpret weather information

3

Be able to demonstrate the ability to handle a boat under sail or power

4

Understand how to summon assistance from the emergency services when in distress.
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Unit content
1 Understand the fundamental elements of navigation
Navigational skills: different types of nautical charts eg Admiralty, Imray, Stanfords; conventional
symbols including finding a position using latitude and longitude; True North; Magnetic North; coastline;
depth contours; yacht marina; visitors mooring; visitors berth; jetty; breakwater; harbour; slipway;
anchorage; ferry; castle; church; spire; fort; lighthouse; leading lights; sector lights; rock which does not
cover; rock which covers and uncovers; rock awash at the level of chart datum; wreck showing any
portion of hull or superstructure at the level of chart datum; wreck over which the exact depth of water
is unknown and which is considered dangerous to surface navigation; compass rose; variation and
deviation; application of compass deviation to courses; International Association of Lighthouse
Authorities (IALA); Region A buoyage system ie lateral marks; cardinal marks; isolated danger
marks; safe water marks
Chartwork: meaning and use of common chart symbols; measuring distance between two points using
minutes of latitude; plotting positions using latitude and longitude; dead reckoning (DR); passage planning;
three point position fixing (given bearings)
Seamanship: rules of the road applicable to vessels under way and making way in sight
Rope work: reef knot; figure of eight; bowline; round turn and two half hitches; clove hitch; sheetbend;
meaning of basic nautical terminology eg bow, stern, cockpit, pulpit, cleat, fairlead, port, starboard,
windward, leeward, astern, ahead

2 Know how to receive and interpret weather information
Meteorology: sources of weather information eg inshore shipping forecast, local radio and television,
coastguard VHF radio, newspapers; sea breezes; land breezes; weather fronts; extraction of basic
information on the effect of weather on visibility; boat handling and sea state eg fog, rainfall, wind

3 Be able to demonstrate the ability to handle a boat under sail or power
Under sail: sailing a boat through a triangular course which includes a windward leg; taking in a reef; man
overboard drill; use of warps in mooring; basic bends and hitches in preparation of running gear ready for
sailing and coming alongside
Under power: stop and start engine with appropriate checks and precautions; getting under way; turning
within a boat’s length using forward and reverse gears; picking up a mooring; use of warps in mooring;
basic bends and hitches in preparation of running gear ready for sailing and coming alongside

4 Understand how to summon assistance from the emergency services when in
distress
Types of emergency services available to assist personnel and vessels in distress at sea: Royal
National Lifeboat Institution (RNLI); Maritime and Coastguard Agency; Air Sea Rescue Services; Harbour
Masters
Methods of summoning assistance in times of distress: Very High Frequency (VHF) radio; Immediate
Assistance (MAY DAY) and Urgency (PAN PAN) calls; distress flares – red, orange smoke, parachute
rocket, mini flares; sound signals, eg voice and fog horn
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Assessment and grading criteria
In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that
they can meet all the learning outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the
level of achievement required to pass this unit.
Assessment and grading criteria
To achieve a pass grade the
evidence must show that the
learner is able to:

P1

use a range of types of charts
identifying conventional
symbols

P2

plot position by latitude and
longitude, measuring distance
between two points on a
named chart by minutes of
latitude, showing the true
bearing between two named
points

P3

apply the main rules of the
road applicable to vessels in
sight under way and making
way

P4

list the sources of weather
information available for
those undertaking a coastal
cruise

P5

prepare a powered or sailing
vessel for sailing and coming
alongside [SM4, EP3 ]

P6

use sailing skills in a vessel
under power or sail whilst
under close supervision with
an instructor on board [SM5]

P7 list the emergency services
available to assist vessels in
distress at sea.
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To achieve a merit grade the
evidence must show that, in
addition to the pass criteria,
the learner is able to:
M1

plot dead reckoning (DR)
using a named chart,
explaining the difference
between true and magnetic
bearings

M2

analyse a given inshore
weather forecast and
predict its effect on a vessel
undertaking a short passage

M3

use sailing skills in a vessel
under power or sail under
the supervision of an
instructor who may or may
not be on board the vessel

M4

explain the methods which
could be used to summon
assistance in the event of an
emergency at sea and explain
their use.

To achieve a distinction grade
the evidence must show that,
in addition to the pass and
merit criteria, the learner is
able to:
D1

produce a simple passage
plan including alternative
harbours taking into
account tidal and weather
information.
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PLTS: This summary references where applicable, in the square brackets, the elements of the personal,
learning and thinking skills applicable in the pass criteria. It identifies opportunities for learners to demonstrate
effective application of the referenced elements of the skills.

Key

IE – independent enquirers RL – reflective learners

SM – self-managers

CT – creative thinkers

EP – effective participators

TW – team workers
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Essential guidance for tutors
Delivery
This unit should be delivered as a close balance of practical and theory to encourage learners to appreciate
how an understanding of the more theoretical aspect is essential to the success of the water-borne activities.
While selecting a suitable location for the practical components of the unit, centres should ensure that
reasonable and appropriate steps are taken to create a secure and safe environment for learners. Instructors
might consider the use of a RYA recognised training centre for the practical components of the unit. Learners
should wear personal safety equipment at all times when afloat and when on jetties. The time of year and
weather conditions may have an effect on the timing of outdoor activity with regard to safety.
The use of visual aids such as sailing videos and display of items of boating equipment will enhance learners’
interest and learning progress. They should be provided with opportunities to view a variety of types of
charts and vessels to widen their understanding and experience. Visits to or talks by members of the maritime
emergency services will enhance understanding of how these services are able to assist vessels in distress and
how they could be summoned.
Tutors should plan the teaching and learning programme to allow the introduction of a more learner-centred
approach to take into account the differences in learner ability and progress. Within the unit tutors, should
combine and highlight the linked subject areas. Initially, an understanding of charts and their symbols can be
achieved through simple exercises in identification and interpretation. This theoretical side can be developed
by moving on to the measurement of distance and direction on a chart and the plotting of dead reckoning
positions. Tutors can introduce the practical side with explanations of parts of a vessel and their purpose. The
use of flipcharts or cards would make this a more informal and effective activity. This area of study can be
further extended to cover zones around a vessel so that learners become familiar with, and are able to make
effective use of, nautical terminology.
The use of a boat requires an understanding of rope work so knowledge and ability to tie specific knots is
essential at this stage. This skill can be conveniently taught in the classroom using short lengths of rope or
cord, with learners arranged in pairs. The importance and application of these specific knots in a sailing context
should be fully explained by the tutor.
For the achievement of the necessary level of competence in boat handling, learners would be expected to
have had at least 12 hours’ practical experience in a sail or powered vessel. Initially, learners would be guided
through the use of boat controls on the water with close support from a tutor. Over a period of time learners
would gain confidence and ability so that they could become more independent of the tutor in their handling
of the vessel. They would, at this stage, be ready to take into account other factors such as rules of the road
and buoyage systems, which could be introduced in the theory sessions.
At a more advanced stage, learners could progress to passage planning, which would necessarily include a
consideration of sources of weather information and its interpretation. In this context a local inshore forecast
or weather announcement would provide sufficient material for discussion and interpretation. The relevance
of the emergency services and a consideration of the means by which they might be summoned needs to be
covered as a penultimate section. Once this has been accomplished and learners have shown the necessary
ability, they would be able to move on to show their sailing skills in an appropriate vessel while under more
limited supervision by the tutor.
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Outline learning plan
The outline learning plan has been included in this unit as guidance and can be used in conjunction with the
programme of suggested assignments.
The outline learning plan demonstrates one way in planning the delivery and assessment of this unit.
Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Unit introduction and assessment methodology.
Health and safety briefing to ensure that all learners are aware and acknowledge the health and safety
requirements of the unit.
Teaching activity – learning outcome 1 introduction to charts and their symbols.
Learner-led activity – examination of various charts, measuring distances using minutes of longitude and latitude.
Teaching activity – seamanship and rules of the road applicable to vessels.
Learner activity – case study analysis to apply knowledge of seamanship.
Teaching activity – demonstration of various knots and techniques involved in rope work.
Learner activity – practical rope work.
Assignment 1: Charts and Chart Use (P1, P2, P3, M1)

Practical assessment exercise involving tutor observation and questioning in a simulated scenario.
Assessor feedback and learner reworking.
Introduction of learning outcome 2.
Teaching activity – sources of weather information.
Learner research – investigation of a variety of weather information sources.
Preparation for assessment of learning outcome 2.
Assignment 2: The Weather and its Effects (P4, M2, D1)

Learner presentation and passage plan.
Assessor feedback and learner reworking.
Introduction of learning outcome 3.
Teaching activity – demonstration of practical skills required to handle a boat under sail or power.
Learner activity – practical skills development of handling a boat under sail or power.
Assignment 3: Practical Boat Handling Skills (P5, P6, M3)

Observation of learner skills.
Assessor feedback and learner reworking.
Introduction of learning outcome 4.
Teaching activity – emergency services available to assist in a distress situation and ways to summon assistance.
Learner case study analysis, using videos or journals as appropriate looking at distress situations and the assistance
that was given.
Assignment 4: Assistance Available

Formal report linked to a case study analysis (P7, M4).
Assessor feedback and learner reworking.
Unit evaluation and review.
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Assessment
The unit is practically assessed but supported by theoretical input in the classroom and applied while afloat.
Assessments can be both written and practical. A number of assessment activities can be used to measure the
achievement of learning outcomes. Assessment evidence for theoretical sections can be in the form of
assignments, navigation exercises/tests, notes, or written interpretations such as of the influence of forecasted
weather on a sailing trip. Assignments and tests constructed by centres should be valid, reliable and centred
on the assessment criteria. Personal chartwork exercises will extend understanding and the written evidence
can be used to authenticate outcome achievement. The production of diagrams, illustrations or models by
learners can also be used, both as assessment and self-teaching material.
For P1, the assessor could construct a number of stations for learners to move around. On each of the
stations there could be a chart and learners could be asked what the symbols on these charts mean. Other
stations could have exercises requiring learners to plot positions for P2 and M1.
For P3, learners must apply the main rules of the road applicable to vessels in sight, under way and making
way.
For P4, learners could be asked to investigate the variety of sources of weather information, taking one such
source and analysing a forecast to meet the M2.
They could then apply the knowledge gained to meet D1 through the production of the passage plan.
Assessment of P5 and P6 would be best achieved through tutor or appropriate witness observation of the
learner’s practical skills on the water. The level of support provided to the learner will distinguish between
the pass and M3 here. If the learner has required considerable support, and at times needed assistance with
the practical skills, but has demonstrated competency, then it would be fair to award P6. If the tutor has been
onboard, but not provided assistance or support, or if the tutor has observed from another vessel or the
shore, then the learner may be deemed to have achieved M3.
Evidence for P7 can be a written or verbal where the learner utilises case studies to demonstrate their
knowledge of the services that are available to assist in distress situations on water. A basic list will be sufficient
to achieve the pass criterion, but further explanation of these and methods of summoning assistance will be
required to for M4.
Practical boat-handling skills should be assessed while afloat in a suitable vessel. It is a requirement of health
and safety that an instructor is on board a vessel at all times. The level of competence and ability of the learner
will determine the level of supervision appropriate for the assessor or tutor. Practical boat-handling sessions
can also be occasions for assessing the learner’s ability to apply theoretical aspects covered in the classroom.
Evidence for practical activity can be produced through a logbook of activities supported with a witness
statement by a suitably qualified RYA instructor for the type of vessel used.
Achievement of RYA Level 2 qualifications in sail or power, eg RYA Day Skipper Shore-based, RYA Level
2 Power or Sail, or RYA Day Skipper Practical could be used to provide evidence for Recognition of Prior
Learning for aspects of this unit.
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Programme of suggested assignments
The table below shows a programme of suggested assignments that cover the pass, merit and distinction
criteria in the assessment and grading grid. This is for guidance and it is recommended that centres either
write their own assignments or adapt any Pearson assignments to meet local needs and resources.
Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

Assessment method

P1, P2, P3, M1

Charts and Chart Use

Skills-based scenario
assessment involving part of a
selection process for a nautical
team in the public service.

Observed demonstration

P4, M2, D1

The Weather and its
Effects

As part of the induction to the
nautical team you have been
charged with investigating
weather information sources
and then developing a passage
plan utilising the skills gained
so far.

Presentation with
accompanying passage
plan

P5, P6, M3

Practical Boat Handling
Skills

To continue working in the
nautical team, you must
demonstrate competent skills
when handling a boat.

Learner skill
demonstration

P7, M4

Assistance Available

As part of your induction to the Report
nautical team you have been
asked to prepare a report on
the assistance available and
how to access it.

Links to National Occupational Standards, other BTEC units, other BTEC
qualifications and other relevant units and qualifications
This unit forms part of the BTEC Public Services sector suite. This unit has particular links with the following
unit titles in the Public Services suite:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Practical Teamwork in the Public
Services

Sport and Recreation in the Public
Services

Leadership and Teamwork in the
Public Services

Developing Personal Skills for
Leadership

Adventurous Activities and
Teamwork for the Public Services
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Essential resources
This unit has the following requirements:
●

●

the learner must have demonstrated before commencing the unit that they can swim a minimum of 200
yards and can tread water for three minutes
the centre must guarantee that the following health and safety controls are in place:
– radio control will be maintained from the sailing vessel to the shore
– clearance for the activity to take place will be given only if the conditions are suitable
– each leg is checked by a qualified instructor prior to the activity taking place
– one qualified adult assessor (minimum coastal instructor qualified) to five learners
– either RYA Rules and Regulations or Royal Navy Regulations will be followed at all times.

Learners who have achieved their RYA qualifications in sailing and/or power boating could use accreditation of
prior learning (APL) for this unit using an appropriate mapping to the competencies within it. This will identify
the level of exemption. The RYA qualification must have been certificated within three years before the APL
being carried out.
Links with marine units of the public services, coastguard and voluntary services such as the RNLI need to be
made so that information on marine incidents can be obtained. The following publications are essential for
the completion of this unit and are available from the United Kingdom Hydrographic Office, Taunton, Devon,
Somerset, TA1 2DN (www.ukho.gov.uk):
●

Admiralty Chart 5011

●

Admiralty Nautical Charts

●

Imray Nautical Charts

●

Stanfords’ Nautical Charts

(Chart scales: 1:20,000, 1:50,000, 1:75,000).

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Tutors will benefit from an understanding of the requirements of the maritime emergency services and the
Royal National Lifeboat Institute and those involved in teaching outdoor and adventurous activities to the
public. The skills and knowledge required by instructors and coaches should be aspirations for learners. Links
via work experience or visits can be helpful in demonstrating what is required of an employee.

Indicative reading for learners
Textbooks

Dedekam I – Illustrated Navigation (Fernhurst Books, 2004) ISBN 9781904475132
Judkins S and Davison T – Knot Know-How (Fernhurst Books, 2003) ISBN 9781898660989
Journals

Motor Boats and
Yachting Yachting
Monthly
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Websites

Maritime and Coastguard Agency

www.mcga.gov.uk

Royal National Lifeboat Institution

www.RNLI.org.uk

Royal Yachting Association

www.rya.org.uk

Weather information site

www.worldmarineguide.com/website-content/
weather.htm

Yachting Life

www.yachting-life.net

Delivery of personal, learning and thinking skills
The table below identifies the opportunities for personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS) that have been
included within the pass assessment criteria of this unit.
Skill

When learners are …

Self-managers

when preparing the sailing vessel for sailing and coming alongside, ensuring that
due care and attention are taken and that sufficient awareness is paid to health and
safety considerations
when using the sailing skills in the practical scenario

Effective participators

when considering the steps that need to be taken when preparing the vessel for
sailing, ensuring all steps are carried out.
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Functional Skills – Level 2
Skill

When learners are …

ICT – Find and select information
Select and use a variety of sources of
searching for accurate and reliable weather information for those
information independently for a complex task taking a coastal cruise
Access, search for, select and use ICTbased information and evaluate its fitness for
purpose

Mathematics
Understand routine and non-routine
problems in a wide range of familiar and
unfamiliar contexts and situations
Select and apply a range of skills to find
solutions

analysing a given weather forecast

plotting positions using longitude and latitude and measuring
distance
plotting positions using longitude and latitude and measuring
distance

English
Reading – compare, select, read and
understand texts and use them to gather
information, ideas, arguments and opinions
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listing the emergency services that are available to assist vessels in
distress at sea.
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Aim and purpose
The aim of this unit is to enable learners to develop knowledge and understanding of domestic and leisure
fire incidents and their prevention measures. It also develops their understanding of legislation and skills in
reviewing the work undertaken by public services at emergency incidents.

Unit introduction
This unit aims to inform learners who want to work in a public service. They will need to know why
responding effectively to incidents is one of the main purposes of the public services.
The unit introduces learners to the concept of emergency incidents, their causes, their prevention, the
legislation involved and how the public services deal with them. The range of types and causes of domestic
and leisure activity accidents, including fires, is explored.
The unit looks at the practical work, the roles of and the cooperation between the public services in dealing
with emergency incidents. The central role of the fire service is highlighted. The prevention of fires and
accidents plays a role in the work of the public services. The many aids to fire and accident prevention are
examined as are the roles of some of the personnel and agencies involved in accident prevention. The
legislation involved in both prevention of and dealing with fires and accidents is investigated.
Finally, learners will have the opportunity to apply their knowledge when they look at how the public services
work during incidents.

Learning outcomes
On completion of this unit a learner should:

1

Know the causes of different types of domestic and leisure fire and emergency incidents

2

Know the need for fire and accident safety legislation

3

Understand domestic and leisure fire and incident prevention measures

4

Be able to review the practical work undertaken by the public and emergency services in dealing with
fires and incidents.
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Unit content
1 Know the causes of different types of domestic and leisure fire and emergency
incidents
Incidents: domestic and leisure activity fires and incidents; types of incidents, causes of incidents including
human error, chemical reaction, technological failure; roles of and cooperation between public and
emergency services in dealing with incidents including non-routine, emergencies, accidents, fires,
disasters, terrorism
Fires: domestic and leisure activity fires and accidents; types of fires, causes of fires, chemistry of
combustion, fire analysis triangle; role of fire service in dealing with fires

2 Know the need for fire and incident safety legislation
Incident safety legislation: Health and Safety Executive (HSE) regulations; organisational procedures in
the workplace; first aid at work legislation; other safety legislation eg sports grounds legislation, seafaring
and boating legislation
Fire safety legislation: Fire Precautions Act (1974); Fire Precautions (Workplace) Regulations
1997, amended in 1999; licensing of premises and fire certificates; gas and electrical safety
regulation; HAZCHEM; Control of Substances Hazardous to Health 1988 (COSHH); Reporting of
Injuries, Diseases or Dangerous Occurrences Regulations 1995 (RIDDOR)

3 Understand domestic and leisure fire and incident prevention measures
Accident prevention: public service involvement eg police, local authority, role of fire services, ROSPA,
media, TV, motor sport safety, sports venues, seafaring and boating safety
Fire prevention: fire safety in the home, Fire Precautions Act (1974), Fire Precautions (Workplace)
Regulations 1997, amended in 1999; leisure and commercial fire safety, buildings and their fire properties,
prevention aids eg dry and wet risers, extinguishers, smoke detectors and sprinklers, other fire-prevention
methods eg chemical systems, audio diallers

4 Be able to review the practical work undertaken by the public and emergency
services in dealing with fires and incidents
Public service work: practical work undertaken by the public and emergency services including police
investigations, use of scene of crimes officers (SOCO); role of the ambulance, army, navy and RAF fire
services in dealing with emergency incidents; mountain and cave rescue involvement in dealing with
emergency incidents
Fire service work: practical work undertaken by the fire service in dealing with fires and incidents including
dealing with accidents, fighting fires, fire investigations unit, rescues, road traffic collisions, firefighting and
rescue equipment
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Unit content

Assessment and grading criteria
In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that
they can meet all the learning outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the
level of achievement required to pass this unit.
Assessment and grading criteria
To achieve a pass grade the
evidence must show that the
learner is able to:

To achieve a merit grade the
evidence must show that, in
addition to the pass criteria,
the learner is able to:

To achieve a distinction grade
the evidence must show that,
in addition to the pass and
merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

P1

identify causes of different
domestic and leisure fire and
emergency incidents
[IE3]

P2

describe the need for fire and M1
emergency incident safety
legislation

P3

explain how incidents can be
prevented

P4

explain how fires can be
prevented

M2

compare fire and incident
prevention methods

D1

compare domestic and
leisure fire and emergency
incidents, making suggestions
as to how they could be
prevented

P5

review the practical work
undertaken by public services
when dealing with an
emergency incident scenario
[CT2]

M3

analyse the practical work
undertaken by public services
when dealing with an
emergency incident scenario.

D2

evaluate the practical work
undertaken by public services
when dealing with an
emergency incident scenario.

analyse the causes of
domestic and leisure fire
and emergency incidents,
referring to appropriate safety
legislation

P6 review the work of the fire
service when dealing with a
fire incident.
PLTS: This summary references where applicable, in the square brackets, the elements of the personal,
learning and thinking skills applicable in the pass criteria. It identifies opportunities for learners to demonstrate
effective application of the referenced elements of the skills.

Key

IE – independent enquirers RL – reflective learners

SM – self-managers

CT – creative thinkers

EP – effective participators

TW – team workers
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Essential guidance for tutors
Delivery
This unit should be delivered to make it as practical as possible, encouraging personal research and contact
with officers of various public services. This can be done by arranging visits to safety organisations (including
fire services) or inviting visiting speakers. The unit should allow learners to practise and develop appropriate
skills in dealing with accidents, perhaps using simulated incidents. Ideally, tutors should have a background in
or experience of fire service, fire safety or accident prevention, although emergency services, local authorities
or safety organisations have safety officers.
The unit is not just about fire safety and fire services, although the importance of the fire service, where
appropriate, in dealing with accidents of all kinds should be acknowledged. Delivery should include the fire
service’s importance without confining the content to only fire accidents.
Work experience and/or days with safety organisations and/or fire services are a useful inclusion in the delivery
of this unit. Researching for information on safety legislation and accident prevention methods, including
statistical evidence, could form a large part of the delivery.
Within learning outcome 1 the tutor may utilise video evidence and television coverage of fires and incidents
to show how these have been caused. It is important to begin with the definition of the term incident in order
to provide a realistic context for the work to take place. By using case studies, learners can investigate how
the public services attending fires and incidents cooperate to deal effectively with the situation.
Learning outcome 2 allows learners to investigate the wide range of fire and incident safety legislation.
The listed content was current at the time of writing, but it is important that the tutor ensures that current
legislation is taught, making the necessary amendments to the listed content as appropriate.
Learning outcome 3 allows learners to develop knowledge and understanding of fire and incident prevention
measures. The tutor could deliver the content through the use of video and journal articles. Learners could
be given actual case studies of incidents and then apply the knowledge gained to suggest how the incidents or
fires could be prevented.
The final learning outcome requires learners to investigate specific fires and incidents. These could be
simulated incident scenarios or real incidents accessed via video coverage and reports. Learners should be
shown how to review such incidents to measure the effectiveness of the response.

Outline learning plan
The outline learning plan has been included in this unit as guidance and can be used in conjunction with the
programme of suggested assignments.
The outline learning plan demonstrates one way in planning the delivery and assessment of this unit.
Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Unit introduction and assessment methodology
Teaching activity – introduction to learning outcome 1
Teaching activity – definition of incidents, description of different types of fire incidents
Learner activity – group work investigating a variety of fire incidents and their causes
Preparation for assessment of learning outcome 1
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Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Assignment 1: Causes of Fires and Incidents

Poster showing the cause of fires and incidents (P1)
Feedback from assessment including learner reworking
Introduction to learning outcome 2 – need for fire and safety legislation
Learner activity – why do we have incident safety legislation, HSE legislation, first aid at work and other incident
safety legislation?
Student activity – groups discuss different incident legislation, showing the good and bad points, then share this in
informal presentations
Learner activity – fire safety legislation using a range of cases to show the importance of having fire safety
legislation. Use a variety of resources such as case studies, videos and guest speakers
Student activity – pyramid group work – individuals investigate one piece of legislation from the range in the
content, then work together in pairs on one piece of legislation, then get into small groups to compare the two
pieces of legislation, finally working as a whole group to compare results of group work
Teaching activity – compare the need for fire safety and incident safety legislation – use example case studies to
show what would happen if the legislation was not in place
Preparation for assessment of learning outcome 2 – learner-led research
Assignment 2: Legislation

Factsheet showing the need for fire and incident safety legislation and link this to the causes of incidents and fires
(P2, M1)
Feedback from assessment and learner reworking
Introduction of learning outcome 3
Teaching activity – how can domestic and leisure fires and incidents be prevented? Use video and TV
programmes to show incidents and fires and then discuss how they can be prevented
Guest speaker – fire prevention officer
Guest speaker – police community safety officer
Learner activity – incident analysis to determine ways that the incident could be prevented
Preparation for assessment of learning outcome 3
Assignment 3: Prevention

Written report showing how one fire and one incident could be prevented (P3, P4, M2, D1)
Feedback from assessment and learner reworking
Introduction of learning outcome 4
Visit to local fire and rescue service to examine the practical work undertaken by the fire service in dealing with
incidents and fires
Teaching activity – using real case studies showing incidents that involve a range of public services, review the
practical work that the services have undertaken to deal with the incidents.
Identify teams involved
Highlight specialist units
Highlight equipment used
Distinguish different roles of public services
Learner activity – prepare for assessment of learning outcome 4 through research and practical review
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Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Assignment 4: Practical Review

Role-play scenarios where learners identify the roles played by the public services in dealing with a fire scenario
and an incident scenario (P5, P6, M3, D2)
Feedback from assessment of learning outcome 4
Unit review and evaluation

Assessment
A number of assessment activities can be used to measure the achievement of outcomes in this unit.
Assessment evidence may be in the form of assignments, research projects, production of effective notes/
reports/leaflets and presentations.
For P1, learners will need to identify the causes of at least two incidents, one leisure and one domestic
incident. They will be expected to provide evidence of the causes of these incidents, supporting their
statements with justified and valid reasons. P2 then asks learners to describe why fire and incident safety
legislation is needed, and this could be through the application of this legislation to the incidents covered in P1.
P3 and P4 require learners to explain how these fires and incidents could have been prevented.
M1 is an extension of this, where learners will be expected to refer to legislation that is in place to prevent
these fires, and M2 requires learners to compare the various prevention methods available.
D1 takes this one step further to require learners to apply their knowledge to compare to the incidents
covered, making valid and reasonable suggestions as to how these incidents could have been prevented.
P5 and P6 require learners to undertake a practical review of the public services at work. This may be
undertaken through the use of video and TV programmes, or through visiting a planned emergency incident
training scenario. It is important that learners demonstrate a full understanding of how the incident was dealt
with by the various public services in attendance.
M3 requires learners to analyse the way that the services deal with the incident scenarios, and D2 requires
an evaluation of this. The evidence for these tasks could take the form of witness statements with supporting
evidence such as notes taken during the observation of the scenario.
Programme of suggested assignments
The table below shows a programme of suggested assignments that cover the pass, merit and distinction
criteria in the assessment and grading grid. This is for guidance and it is recommended that centres either
write their own assignments or adapt any Pearson assignments to meet local needs and resources.
Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

P1

Causes of Fires and
Incidents

As part of a campaign
Poster
to reduce the number
of fires and incidents
you have been asked to
develop a range of posters
that shows how these are
caused.
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Assessment method
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Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

Assessment method

P2, M1

Legislation

Following on from your Factsheet
posters you need to show
how fire and incident
safety legislation is needed
to reduce the number of
fires and incidents.

P3, P4, M2, D1

Prevention

Develop a report that
shows how the fires and
incidents covered may
have been prevented.

P5, P6, M3, D2

Practical Review

At the role-play scenario, Role-play scenarios
identify the roles played
by the fire and other
emergency services to
allow them to review their
operation.

Report

Links to National Occupational Standards, other BTEC units, other BTEC
qualifications and other relevant units and qualifications
This unit forms part of the BTEC Public Services sector suite. This unit has particular links with the following
unit titles in the Public Service suite:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Public Service Incidents

Public Service Skills

Responding to Emergency Service
Incidents

Driving and the Public Services

Planning and Management of Major
Incidents

Essential resources
Sufficient library resources with access to current legislation should be available to enable learners to achieve
this unit. Access to officers and members from the appropriate public services should also be provided.
The following may be of help when delivering this unit:
●

careers literature from public service recruiting officers

●

summaries of safety legislation.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Employer links via work experience or visits can be helpful in demonstrating what is required when preventing
or attending emergency incidents.
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Indicative reading for learners
Journals

Fire
Prison Services
Soldier magazine
Solicitors Journal
Websites

Ambulance Service Association

www.nhsconfed.org/networks/ambulanceservice/
pages/home.aspx

Child Accident Prevention Trust

www.capt.org.uk

Fire Service

www.fireservice.co.uk

National Safety Council

www.nsc.org

Police Service Information

www.police-information.co.uk

Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents

www.rospa.com
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Delivery of personal, learning and thinking skills
The table below identifies the opportunities for personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS) that have been
included within the pass assessment criteria of this unit.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

exploring different domestic and leisure fire incidents from different perspectives

Creative thinkers

discussing how effectively public services respond to incidents, asking questions to
extend their thinking

Although PLTS are identified within this unit as an inherent part of the assessment criteria, there are further
opportunities to develop a range of PLTS through various approaches to teaching and learning.
Skill

When learners are …

Reflective learners

communicating their learning in relevant ways for different audiences

Self-managers

managing their time when completing tasks, organising appropriate resources and
prioritising their actions
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Functional Skills – Level 2
Skill

When learners are …

ICT – Find and select information
Select and use a variety of sources of
reviewing the roles of emergency services at fire and emergency
information independently for a complex task incidents

English
Reading – compare, select, read and
understand texts and use them to gather
information, ideas, arguments and opinions

examining case studies relating to emergency responses to fires
and incidents

Writing – write documents, including
extended writing pieces, communicating
information, ideas and opinions, effectively
and persuasively

producing evidence to meet the grading criteria for the unit
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Aim and purpose
This unit helps learners identify the skills required of individuals who may be seeking a career in maintaining
security in the public services.

Unit introduction
A secure working environment is essential for public service work to proceed efficiently and effectively.
Learners will identify the main risks and the threats that exist to the security of people, property and premises
within the public services.
Toshow the need for effective security in the public services, the unit covers the consequences of what could
happen when security fails, together with the impact this might have on individuals, businesses, our public
services and the wider community.
Learners will explore the purpose, roles and responsibilities that are required of individuals engaged in public
security work. They will look at the main types of physical security measures and the technical equipment
used in support of an effective security regime.
Some of the public services will be involved in ensuring the safety and security of their colleagues and
members of the public who are visitors to their organisations, as well as protecting the property and premises
within their workplace. Members of the public services engaged in security work will also have roles to
perform at the security of public events. Learners will explore the basic principles of maintaining efficient and
effective security, including situational crime prevention, looking after people’s personal safety and security, the
patrolling of premises and the control of entries and exits to premises.
Learners will be shown how to plan and conduct security searches of people and their possessions to look for
prohibited items in a way that is thorough, systematic, safe and legal, and how to react appropriately to finding
something.
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Learning outcomes
On completion of this unit a learner should:

1

Know why public services seek to maintain the security of people, premises and property

2

Know the skills and qualities required in the role of a person engaged in public security duties in the
public services

3

Know the main principles of situational crime prevention measures used in maintaining the physical
security of people, premises and property

4

Know how to carry out simulated security searches of people and their possessions for prohibited items
in a thorough, systematic, safe and legal manner.
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Unit content
1 Know why public services seek to maintain the security of people, premises and
property
Identify the security threats and risks to people, premises and property: terrorism, crimes against
property; eg burglary, theft, arson and damage, commercial sabotage, fraud, crimes against people:
eg assaults, threatening behaviour, theft from the person, robbery
Identify the consequences of a failure in security: loss of life, injury to people, damage to property,
loss of use of facilities and amenities through theft or damage, loss of consumer confidence in the
organisation, loss of income to commercial operations

2 Know the skills and qualities required in the role of a person engaged in public
security duties in the public services
Identify the type of personal qualities and skills required: eg courtesy, alertness, tact, cooperative, honesty,
approachability, trustworthy, hospitable, inquisitive, fairness
Objectives of public services security workers and their roles, purpose and responsibilities: eg the
protection of life protection of property and premises, prevention of loss and waste, prevention and
detection of crime
Maintaining security: outline of main methods and equipment employed, patrolling of premises eg
type, mobile, foot patrol, frequency, duration, pattern of patrol (night security, day security, perimeter
patrol, internal patrol); limit of responsibility; checking persons, conforming to health and safety
regulations; procedures eg keeping records, operating CCTV, locking up of premises

3 Know the main principles of situational crime prevention measures used in
maintaining the physical security of people, premises and property
Types of security measures: basic situational prevention measures eg perimeter fencing, lighting, door and
window locks, key management procedures, physical patrolling of premises, control of entry and exits,
CCTV surveillance
Entry and exit control measures: reasons for having an entry control system eg ensuring access
for legitimate purposes only, to maintain entry and exit records (of personnel, visitors, contractors),
for use in case of emergency; main types of identification (ID) systems eg electronic cards and
keypads,
scanning systems (iris, palm and fingerprint), manual ID systems eg photo passes, signatures; control and
reporting systems and documents used eg real-time entry and exit records, completion of visitor books,
notification of visitor appointments; management of system eg reporting lost ID cards, checking numbers
of personnel on premises, issue of passes, return of passes, detection of infringement
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4 Know how to carry out simulated security searches of people and their possessions
for prohibited items in a thorough, systematic, safe and legal manner
Reasons for conducting searches: eg to find prohibited items, to find stolen property, to protect
people, their property and premises, to deter illegal activity typical hiding places on the person
Procedures for searches: preparation and planning, dialogue with person eg obtaining permission to
search, legal limitations of search; use of witnesses; documentation; conduct of searcher; search
methods eg equipment and/or rummage; reacting to finding something, confidentiality requirements,
health and safety
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Assessment and grading criteria
In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that
they can meet all the learning outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the
level of achievement required to pass this unit.
Assessment and grading criteria
To achieve a pass grade the
evidence must show that the
learner is able to:

P1

identify the threats and the
consequences of a failure in
securities that exist to the
security of people, property
and premises in a public
service

To achieve a merit grade the
evidence must show that, in
addition to the pass criteria,
the learner is able to:

To achieve a distinction grade
the evidence must show that,
in addition to the pass and
merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

M1

explain the use and
application of the most
suitable security measure to
deal appropriately with the
threats

D1

compare the security
measures, giving an opinion
on each of their strengths and
weaknesses

M2

explain the role, purpose and
responsibilities of a security
worker in the public services

D2

evaluate the role, purpose
and responsibilities of a
security worker in the public
services

M3

explain how the types of
security measures work to
contribute to maintain the
security of people, premises
and property

D3

evaluate the effectiveness
of the types of security in
maintaining the security
of people, premises and
property

D4

provide evidence of the
pre-planning of the search
of a person and their
possessions, including the
search environment, the
assistance of colleagues and
the procedure to follow
when finding something

[IE, CT, SM, RL]
P2

describe the roles, purpose
and responsibilities of a
security worker in the public
services
[IE, CT, SM, RL]

P3

describe the types of security
measures used in maintaining
the security of people,
premises and property
[IE, CT, SM, RL]

P4

describe a typical method of
searching people conducted
by a security worker in the
public services
[EP, IE, CT, RL, SM, TW]

P5

M4 explain why the method
of search is used, what is
being looked for and any
constraints that might apply
to the search

demonstrate a system of
searching a person and their
possessions to find prohibited
items using a method that is
thorough, systematic, safe
and legal.
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PLTS: This summary references where applicable, in the square brackets, the elements of the personal,
learning and thinking skills applicable in the pass criteria. It identifies opportunities for learners to demonstrate
effective application of the referenced elements of the skills.

Key
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IE – independent enquirers RL – reflective learners

SM – self-managers

CT – creative thinkers

EP – effective participators

TW – team workers
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Essential guidance for tutors
Delivery
This unit is an introduction to security procedures in the public services and its primary purpose is to help
learners identify the skills required of individuals who may be seeking a career in maintaining security in the
public services. It is not intended that learners should have any in-depth knowledge of security procedures,
but they should gain a broad understanding of why delivering security is necessary, the type of personal
skills and qualities a person needs to become involved in security and what is involved in delivering security.
Contact with staff from the security sectors of the public services is essential for the delivery of this unit. This
can be achieved by arranging visits from speakers and visits to sites. So that learners understand the purpose,
role and responsibilities of security workers in the public services, it is important to introduce them to people
employed in the area.
Tutor input should initially focus on the background to security and why it is increasingly important in view of
the threat from crime and terrorism. The consequences of what could happen when security fails, with its
potential impact on individuals, businesses, our public services and the wider community, should be explored.
The use of archived media material of local, national and international events can enhance understanding, with
the tutor facilitating discussions on the balance of the risks and the financial costs of providing efficient security.
The specialist nature of the subject will probably rely on input from industry speakers and hosted visits to
public events and buildings with embedded security. Outside visits and speakers would allow learners and
tutors to maximise learning time, which could be lost if learners are expected to research the subjects on their
own. Case studies arising from these visits are a useful learning tool. There are opportunities for learners to
begin to think about situational crime prevention issues and complete a security audit or survey of premises.
There are online internet resources available that can assist tutors in this regard. Personal research could
be encouraged through integrated learning technology. For example, public service websites and those
specifically for the security industry.
The subject matter lends itself to role playing and learners can practise and develop appropriate skills, using
case studies and role plays. Video recordings would help in debriefing sessions and as feedback on learner
performance.
Learners are not expected to know any legislation in depth, but they do need to know that there are
constraints placed on security staff when conducting searches of persons and their property. These are
primarily concerned with respecting the rights and dignity of the individual. Tutors will have to ensure that
body searches performed during role play conform with current standards, for example requirement for
consent (unless empowered by law to conduct without consent searches), same sex searches only, restriction
to outer clothing only. The guidance relating to the searching for offensive weapons issued by the Department
for Education can be an appropriate benchmark for tutors.
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Outline learning plan
The outline learning plan has been included in this unit as guidance and can be used in conjunction with the
programme of suggested assignments.
The outline learning plan demonstrates one way in planning the delivery and assessment of this unit.
Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Introduction to unit and programme of learning
Know why public services seek to maintain the security of people, premises and property

Identify the security threats and risks to people, premises and property – learners are required to
understand the breadth of security work undertaken in the public services with an emphasis on public events,
and the protection of people, premises and property within the public domain eg court buildings, hospitals, police
stations. Learners should choose a public service organisation eg courts, hospitals, local authority
establishments and look at why and how they protect their premises
Identify the consequences of a failure in security – a case study can be an ideal way to point out to learners
the consequences of failure in security arrangements. Syndicates or individual learners then present findings
to the whole class. Ideally this activity could be followed by an early visit to an event or premises to see security
measures in progress, eg high-profile sports event, concert, local magistrate’s court, local authority CCTV
control room. Assessment can be by written assignment, a project or a presentational input.
Tutor-led input, learner research. Visits from personnel working in public services to explain how their security
requirements are met
Assignment 1: Identify the Threats and the Consequences of a Failure in Security

P1, M1, D1
Know the skills and qualities required and the role of a person engaged in security duties in the public
services

Identify the type of personal qualities and skills required – an ideal opportunity for learners to conduct
research, then both learn and practise skills from role play. A series of short role-play exercises can be
designed and developed to bring out the personal qualities and skills required of an individual in the public
services when carrying out a security role. After each role-play exercise the tutor conducts a debriefing session
to emphasise the positive and negative qualities and skills displayed. Assessment is based on individual
performance and input into role play.
Objectives of public services security worker – as well as the tutor giving a direct teaching input, a series of
visits to public service security operations will allow learners to explore the diverse applications of security
work in the public services. The objectives of the security worker will become clear when learners talk with
employees about their work. A visiting speaker from the public services with a security role, who can talk about
their skill
base or employer’s requirements, can be helpful. Learners can then be asked to create a job description or list of
objectives for a person engaged in a public service security role.
Tutor-led input, learner research. Visits from personnel working in public services to explain their role and the
skills and qualities required for their security duties.
Role-play exercise used to demonstrate learners’ understanding of appropriate skills and qualities. Care must be
taken to ensure that no physical contact is made during the role-playing scenarios.
Assignment 2 – Describe the Roles, Purpose and Responsibilities of a Security Worker in the Public
Services

P2, M2, D2
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Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Know the main principles of situational crime prevention measures used in maintaining the security of people,
premises and property
Types of security measures – following a direct teaching input, the tutor might consider a talk by the local police
crime reduction officer on the typical types of security that might be considered for public buildings. Using
the centre facilities, learners in syndicates or acting alone could look at the security of a particular building and
with a fictitious VIP visit in mind identify the security procedures that could be implemented. Visits to a CCTV
control room, locksmith or alarm installer will broaden the learning experience and add to learners’ all-round
understanding of security. Assessment will be via presentation or assignment.
Entry and exit control measures – the entry and exit controls are usually the most visible security deterrent
to a visitor to an event or premises secured by a public service worker. For this reason learners should be able
to view procedures at various locations. This activity can also partially encompass P4 below, ‘searching’.
Learners can put together a plan outlining the procedures for the secure entry and exit of persons to a building;
this can be assessed on the learner’s inclusion of all the relevant points.
Tutor-led input, learner research. Visits from security personnel.
Assignment 3: Describe the Types of Security Measures Used in Maintaining the Security of People,
Premises and Property

P3, M3, D3
Know how to carry out simulated security searches of people and their possessions for prohibited items in a
thorough, systematic, safe and legal manner
Reasons for conducting searches – in order to expose learners to the many and varied reasons that searches
are conducted in the public services sector, a visit to observe a search regime at a public services organisation
would be helpful. Talks by the police, HM Customs and Excise or others engaged in searching of people and
their property, with an emphasis on what is being looked for and why, would help inspire the students. An
assignment or project on a specific public service and its role in security searching can be the method of
assessment.
Procedures for searches – an ideal opportunity for some role play involving all the students. Various scenarios
involving security searches can be developed. Representations of prohibited items can be concealed on
individuals who are then searched by the other learners playing a security role. The assessment will look for the
learner conducting a search of a person in a thorough, safe, systematic and legal manner using equipment to
hand (metal detectors) and physical searches. The personal skills and qualities learned about earlier in the unit
will also be scrutinised as part of the overall assessment.
Assignment 4 – Security Searching

P4, P5, M4, D4
Unit evaluation and review
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Assessment
A number of strategies can be used to measure the achievement of learning outcomes, such as assignments,
research projects, presentations and role-play scenarios. Suitable assignments include demonstrating the
practical skills that a security worker in the public services might use in their everyday duties, such as keeping a
pocket book or diary. Learners can use a diary to record outside visits or a résumé of what was covered that
session, this can form part of their portfolio of evidence.
Learners will have to be conduct guided research either in groups or individually, when it comes to achieving
criterion P1. Learners could, in their assignment brief, focus on an actual event that is the subject of security
provided by a public service organisation. Alternatively, premises with security provided by a public sector
workforce can be the focus of study. Learners will have to provide evidence that they have understood the
reason for the security being provided, ie the threat and the consequences of the security failing. A case
study of a failure in security can enhance learners’ understanding of the importance of security. M1 can be
an extension of P1, once learners have identified the threats, they can select and explain the most suitable
security measure to deal with the threat, providing the reasons the method would be used.
D1 requires a comparison of security measures, giving their own opinion on the strengths and weakness of
each.
For criterion P2, learners should clearly describe the roles, purpose and responsibilities of a security worker
in the public services. This can be assessed by tutor and peer observation in the many role-play scenarios
that can be developed around everyday personal interactions. Video recordings would help in debriefing
sessions and as feedback on learner performance. Evidence from learners asking questions should show that
they understand the skills and abilities required of a security worker in the public services. Evidence could be
obtained by asking learners to complete a written assignment in the form of a job description for a fictitious
security worker’s post in a public service. Learners will need to meet all learning outcomes to achieve a pass.
M2 is an extension of P2, requiring learners to extend their description, by explaining reasons and purposes
for the roles and responsibilities of the security workers. D2 extends this further through the evaluation of
these roles and responsibilities, drawing balanced and justified conclusions.
For criterion P3, learners will need to describe the various types of everyday security measures that can be
used to make premises or a public event secure. Evidence of being able to apply situational crime prevention
measures to a building will be required. After learning about situational crime prevention measures as applied
to a building from tutor inputs, visiting speakers and self-research, learners can become involved
by conducting their own security survey. A detailed description of security measures they have identified as
being in place or required should be provided as evidence that learners have met this learning outcome. The
entry and exit controls on a building are usually the most visible security deterrent to a visitor to an event
or premises secured by a public service worker. For this reason learners should be able to view procedures
at various locations then, as an assignment design their own secure controls on people entering and exiting
a building. Learners will have to show that they understand the physical measures and procedures that can
be applied to achieve a pass. M3 and D3 take the evidence required for P3 further, again here requiring
explanation of how the types of security measures are used for M3, and an evaluation of the effectiveness of
the types of security to achieve D3.
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For P4, assessment is looking to see if the learner can describe a search of a person in a thorough, systematic,
safe and legal manner. Learners should be asked to think about an entry to premises where persons and
their belongings are subject to search. Toachieve a distinction, evidence is required that the learner has
planned the search in terms of their environment, persons assisting, witnesses and dialogue. They should
also demonstrate the practical skills of searching for P5. This lends itself to role play and is especially suited
to assessing learners’ understanding of the subject, as well as determining their practical application of the
learning material. M4 expands on P4, requiring learners to explain the why the search method is being used
and what constraints may apply to the search. To achieve D4, learners should be able to provide evidence
of the pre-planning of the search and the procedures that would need to be followed should anything be
found. A suggested method of assessment for M4 and D4 would be a role play activity, evidenced by a tutorcompleted observation record, with the tutor using a range of questions, recording responses.
Programme of suggested assignments
The table below shows a programme of suggested assignments that cover the pass, merit and distinction
criteria in the assessment and grading grid. This is for guidance and it is recommended that centres either
write their own assignments or adapt any Pearson assignments to meet local needs and resources.
Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

P1, M1, D1

Identify the Threats and You are working in
the Consequences of a security as a member
Failure in Security
of a public service
and have been asked
to identify the threat
against a particular
event or building.

Assessment method
Portfolio of evidence consisting of:
●

tutor observations

●

diary of outside visits

●

presentation

●

written submission

P2, M2, D2

Describe the
Roles, Purpose and
Responsibilities of a
Security Worker in the
Public Services

Portfolio of evidence consisting of:
You and your group
are working on a
●
tutor observations
role-play exercise to
●
diary of outside visits
show new security
officers how to behave ● role-play observations and
and act, bringing out
DVD recordings
the required skills and
qualities.

P3, M3, D3

Describe the Types
of Security Measures
Used in Maintaining
the Security of People,
Premises and Property

You and your group Portfolio of evidence consisting of:
have been asked to ● tutor observations
complete a security
survey of a particular ● diary of outside visits
building and a plan for ● presentation and DVD
the secure control of
recording
people entering and
●
written submission
leaving.

P4, P5, M4, D4

Security Searching

You and your group Portfolio of evidence consisting of:
are to plan and
●
tutor observations
prepare a search area
to search people and ● diary of outside visits
their possessions when ● presentation and DVD
they are entering a
recording
secure place and then
to conduct searches ● written submission
for prohibited items.
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Links to National Occupational Standards, other BTEC units, other BTEC
qualifications and other relevant units and qualifications
This unit forms part of the BTEC Public Services sector suite. This unit has particular links with the following
unit titles in the Public Services suite:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Introduction to Security Work in
the Public Services

Health and Safety in the Public
Service Workplace

Understand the Impact of War,
Conflict and Terrorism on Public
Services

Planning and Participating in an
Event

Crime and its Effects on Society

Crime and its Effect on Society

Working as a Volunteer

Volunteering in Public Services

Responding to Emergency Service
Incidents
Security Procedures in the Public
Services

Essential resources
Learners should have access to the most up-to-date reference material. This should include internet facilities
and newspapers and relevant trade journals.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Learners should have the opportunity to visit public service organisations. Learners will benefit from visits from
guest speakers from local public service organisations. Case studies can be provided as a starting point for
learner research.

Indicative reading for learners
Textbooks

Bolz A et al – The Counter-terrorism Handbook: Tactics, Procedures and Techniques, Second Revised Edition
(CRC Press Inc, 2001) ISBN 9780849309649
Clarke R V – Situational Crime Prevention: Successful Case Studies Second Revised Edition (Criminal
Justice Press, 1997) ISBN 9780911577389
Gill M – The Handbook of Security (Palgrave Macmillan Ltd, 2006) ISBN 9780230006805
Journals

Professional Security Magazine Monthly

www.professionalsecurity.co.uk/

Quest – monthly magazine

www.questonline.co.uk/topics/security/

Security Management Today – online only

www.info4security.com/

Security Journal
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Websites

British Security Industry Association

www.bsia.co.uk

Department for Education

www.education.gov.uk

EC Community Study Situational Crime Prevention

www.costsofcrime.org

Home Office – Counter terrorism

www.homeoffice.gov.uk/counter-terrorism/

Home Office – Crime

www.homeoffice.gov.uk/crime

HM Customs and Excise National Museum

www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/customs

Information Commissioner’s Office

www.ico.gov.uk

Joint Security Industry Council

www.jsic.org.uk

Public Services – Crime and Justice

www.direct.gov.uk/en/CrimeJusticeandTheLaw/
index.htm

Skills for Security

www.skillsforsecurity.org.uk
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Delivery of personal, learning and thinking skills
The table below identifies the opportunities for personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS) that have been
included within the pass assessment criteria of this unit.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

researching security in the public services
questioning visiting speakers
demonstrating security skills during role-play exercises

Creative thinkers

working practically on ideas and preparing and rehearsing for role-play exercises

Reflective learners

demonstrating security skills in the role-play exercises and in the situational crime
surveying

Team workers

working with other learners to role play and complete security surveying

Self-managers

performing in role-play exercises

Effective participators

using security skills

Although PLTS are identified within this unit as an inherent part of the assessment criteria, there are further
opportunities to develop a range of PLTS through various approaches to teaching and learning.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

carrying out own practical research
exploring own stimulus materials

Creative thinkers

adapting own ideas and stimuli for roleplay and written assignments

Reflective learners

inviting feedback on own work and dealing positively with praise, setbacks and
constructive criticism

Team workers

taking responsibility for own work when working in a group, managing discussions
to reach agreements and achieve results

Self-managers

seeking challenges or new responsibilities and showing flexibility over own
priorities
dealing with competing pressures, including personal and work-related demands
responding positively to change, seeking advice and support

Effective participators
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Functional Skills – Level 2
Skill

When learners are …

ICT – Use ICT systems
Select, interact with and use ICT systems
independently for a complex task to meet a
variety of needs

researching security in the public services

Use ICT to effectively plan work and
evaluate the effectiveness of the ICT system
they have used

planning for role play and for search exercises

ICT – Find and select information
Select and use a variety of sources of
creating and finding resources and ideas for role play and adapting
information independently for a complex task them for use
Access, search for, select and use ICTbased information and evaluate its fitness for
purpose

planning for role play and presentations

ICT – Develop, present and
communicate information
Enter, develop and format information
independently to suit its meaning and
purpose including:
●

text and tables

●

images

●

numbers

●

records

producing group presentational material, presenting the results of
the security survey

Evaluate the selection and use of ICT tools
and facilities used to present information

producing group presentational material, presenting the results of
the security survey

Select and use ICT to communicate and
exchange information safely, responsibly and
effectively including storage of messages and
contact lists

communicating with the other members of their group when
collaborating on work

English
Speaking and listening – make a range of
contributions to discussions and make
effective presentations in a wide range of
contexts

giving presentations, interacting with visiting speakers and
representatives of outside agencies on visits, working with other
group members

Reading – compare, select, read and
understand texts and use them to gather
information, ideas, arguments and opinions

researching from books and websites and selecting appropriate
material

Writing – write documents, including
extended writing pieces, communicating
information, ideas and opinions, effectively
and persuasively

writing assignment reports, making notes of security survey
findings, keeping a diary of outside visits, evaluating other group
members, role play
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Aim and purpose
This unit enables learners to develop the skills needed to carry out a research project into a topic of personal
interest arising from any area within the public services. Learners will be able to design, implement and
present a research project.

Unit introduction
Throughout this unit learners will develop and enhance their research skills, maintaining close communication
with the unit assessor whilst carrying out their research investigation.
This unit provides the experience and opportunity for research which will enhance the provision of skills
gained from studying previous units. Learners will develop an appreciation of a range of research strategies
and techniques and will learn how to solve basic problems in a logical way.
By conducting a review of the literature in an area of personal interest, learners will become familiar with
research conducted by other people and will be able to see how it can relate to, and support, the formulation
of their own research. Learners will then design their research proposal and conduct an original investigation.
This unit is designed to give learners an appreciation of the importance of data analysis research. This unit will
culminate in learners producing their research project in standard format.

Learning outcomes
On completion of this unit a learner should:

1

Be able to design public service research proposals

2

Be able to implement the research methods

3

Be able to review results of the research project

4

Be able to present public service research projects.
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Unit content
1 Be able to design public service research proposals
Research proposal: area of study; statement of the project; background to the project; review of
associated research, secondary sources available, consider usefulness/relevance of information;
project aim; justification of the project; research methods
Research design: ethical considerations in public service research (regarding confidentiality); type of
research; target audience; sample size; methodology; resources

2 Be able to implement the research methods
Implement: eg according to research design and research method, considering test validity, reliability
Data collection techniques: type eg primary or secondary; selection of appropriate tools for data
collection; recording of research; methodological problems
Present data: eg use of tables, use of graphs

3 Be able to review the results of the research project
Project results: success of the project with reference to aim and proposal; validity of results; reliability of
results; discussion of outcome; conclusion
Future consideration: results of research project; application of research results; implications; limitations
of the project; improvements; recommendations for further research

4 Be able to present public service research projects
Report format: title page; contents page; acknowledgements; abstract; introduction; review of associated
research; methodology; aims; results; discussion; conclusion; references; appendices
Types of presentation: eg written presentation, oral presentation, PowerPoint presentation, podcasts
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Assessment and grading criteria
In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that
they can meet all the learning outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the
level of achievement required to pass this unit.
Assessment and grading criteria
To achieve a pass grade the
evidence must show that the
learner is able to:

P1

produce a research proposal
for a public service-based
research project, with tutor
support

To achieve a merit grade the
evidence must show that, in
addition to the pass criteria,
the learner is able to:

To achieve a distinction grade
the evidence must show that,
in addition to the pass and
merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

M1

produce a valid research
proposal for a public servicebased research project, with
limited tutor support

D1

independently produce a
valid research proposal for a
public service-based research
project

M2

explain the research
methodology for a public
service-based research
project

D2

justify the research
methodology for a public
service-based research
project

M3

implement the research
project, explaining data
collection techniques

D3

present and interpret
collected data, analysing the
research results.

[IE1]
P2

describe the research
methodology for a public
service-based research
project

P3 implement the research
project, describing datacollection techniques
[IE2, SM2]
P4

present and interpret
collected data, describing the
research results

M4

present and interpret
collected data, explaining the
research results

P5

review the project results

M5

analyse the project results,
justifying areas for future
consideration.

[RL3, RL5]
P6

produce the research project,
following standard report
format.

PLTS: This summary references where relevant, in the square brackets, the elements of the personal, learning
and thinking skills applicable in the pass criteria. It identifies opportunities for learners to demonstrate effective
application of the referenced elements of the skills.

Key

IE – independent enquirers RL – reflective learners

SM – self-managers

CT – creative thinkers

EP – effective participators

TW – team workers
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Essential guidance for tutors
Delivery
For learners to meet the grading criteria for this unit they must design, plan and implement an original
research investigation into an area of personal interest. The area to be investigated can arise from any topic
within public services. Assessment evidence for this unit will be in the form of a research project, adopting
standard report format.
The delivery of this unit can be integrated with other units from across the BTEC Level 2 First in Public
Services specification. Learners will need to develop research skills and techniques from their underpinning
knowledge of research and investigation. It is important that the research topic is of personal interest to the
learner and that the learner possesses or acquires a knowledge and understanding of the topic and related
areas.
Although a major part of the delivery focuses on learners conducting their research project practically, the
unit must be supported by theoretical input from the tutor. Learners must understand concepts related to
the research, as well as research skills, techniques and methodologies, before they can consider, explore
and produce a valid research proposal. At the research proposal stage, the tutor may, if necessary, provide
support to help shape the proposal and give learners direction to ensure an original and valid research
proposal is presented. Tutors should note that if support is provided, this will affect the final grade learners will
be capable of achieving.
Tutors should direct learners to consider the following questions at the design stage: Why is the proposed
project worthwhile? Who would the results be useful to? What is the research focus? What does the literature
say? What would the project contribute to the field of public services? If support from the tutor is required
at the proposal stage, it must be provided in order to ensure the proposal and design are valid. Once the
area to be investigated has been established by the learner and agreed with the tutor, the learner start their
full research proposal. The proposal will include the aim of the project and consideration of any implications
for the project. The research design will include the type of research to be conducted, methodology and
statistical analyses. Learners must give due consideration to availability of, and access to, resources for their
project.
Following production of a valid research proposal, learners will be able to move on to the implementation
of their research project and interpretation of research results. Learners need to be aware of, and use,
appropriate methods of analysis for their project. It would be beneficial for tutors to use appropriate
computing facilities with suitable software to aid delivery of the analysis component of the unit.
Following independent implementation of their project and interpretation of data results, learners will review
the results in terms of meeting the original aim of the research. The review will include the validity and
reliability of results. By applying their knowledge and understanding of the research topic, learners will need to
explain areas for future consideration, including limitations of their project and recommendations for further
research.
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Outline learning plan
The outline learning plan has been included in this unit as guidance and can be used in conjunction with the
programme of suggested assignments.
The outline learning plan demonstrates one way in planning the delivery and assessment of this unit.
Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Overview of unit
Tutor introduction to research methods and techniques
Lecture and case studies: secondary sources of research available
Designing research topic – learner activity
Presenting the research proposal and design – learner verbal presentations to the group, includes time allocated
for questions and tutor support if required
Developing the research topic: group work and individual tutorials, includes learner research
Assignment 1: The Research Proposal

P1, P2, M1, M2, D1, D2
Overview of the research design; learner activity focusing on format for capturing data and essential features of
the methodology
Introduction to validity, reliability and control of variables: learner activity to account for these in their research
topic – feedback to the group and group discussion
Designing informed questionnaires – learner activity
Data-collection techniques: group work and individual tutorials, includes learner research study
Developing and confirming the research topic – includes individual tutorials
Data collection
Research analysis and interpretation of results – against original aims of project
Reviewing project results and future considerations – group work and individual tutorials
Preparing to present research project – includes computer time to prepare presentation of the project following
a standard report format
Assignment 2: The Research Project

P3, P4, P5, P6, M3, M4, M5, D3
Review of unit and assignments

Assessment
The assessment of this unit is through the learner’s production of a research project, following a standard
format.
To meet P1, learners need to produce a research proposal. Tutors can provide support at the research
proposal stage to ensure the overall project design is sound. For P2 learners will need to plan and describe
the research methodology for their public service research project. A suitable assessment method for P1
and P2 would be for the learner to present their research proposal to their peers verbally. By completing a
presentation, the tutor and other members of the group will be able to raise questions relating to the
research proposal and/or methodology, which may help to shape the intended project. Tutors should
complete a witness statement to support this assessment activity.
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Following successful completion of their research proposal, learners will proceed with the implementation
of their investigation, including data collection (P3). Learners will need to be able to demonstrate sound data
collection techniques and interpret data through analysis (P4). Assessment evidence for the implementation
and interpretation of research results will be through the production of their completed research project,
which will require learners to report on their methodology and analysis of data.
To meet P5 learners must review the project results. Learners will need to consider the overall outcome of
their project, the application and implications of results.
The unit assessment for a pass grade culminates in the learner producing their research project following
standard report format (P6).
M1 links to P1, where the learner must be able to produce a valid research proposal with limited support
from the tutor. To meet M2, which builds on P2, learners will need to explain the research design for their
project. M3 builds on P3 and requires learners to implement their research project, explaining their data
collection techniques. M4 builds on P4 and requires learners to present and interpret data, explaining their
research results. Tomeet M5, which builds on P5, learners will need to provide an analysis of their project
results, justifying areas for future consideration.
D1 requires learners to adopt a completely independent approach to the production of their valid research
proposal. To meet D2, which links to M2, learners will need to justify the research methodology for their
project. Finally, in order to meet D3, which links to M4, learners must present and interpret collected data,
providing an analysis of their research results.
Programme of suggested assignments
The table below shows a programme of suggested assignments that cover the pass, merit and distinction
criteria in the assessment and grading grid. This is for guidance and it is recommended that centres either
write their own assignments or adapt any Pearson assignments to meet local needs and resources.
Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

Assessment method

P1, P2, M1, M2, D1, D2 The Research Proposal Learners produce their
research proposal and
present it to the group.

Presentation and written
report

P3, P4, P5, P6, M3, M4,
M5, D3,

Written research
investigation. The
research project is
produced adopting
standard conventions for
report writing
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The Research Project

Learners implement
their research project,
interpreting and reviewing
their results.
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Links to National Occupational Standards, other BTEC units, other BTEC
qualifications and other relevant units and qualifications
This unit forms part of the BTEC Public Services sector suite. This unit has particular links with the following
unit titles in the Public Services:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Public Service Project

Extended Research in Public
Services
Current Media Affairs and in Public
Services

Essential resources
Access to library facilities with internet access is essential for delivery of this unit. Learners must have access to
a wide range of information sources including relevant texts, journals, newspapers, CD ROMS and DVDs.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
This unit gives learners the opportunity to conduct research into any topic within public services. As such, the
scope for employer engagement is vast and the resulting vocational context will vary depending on the area
and type of research investigation conducted.

Indicative reading for learners
Textbooks

Clarke G M, Cooke D – A Basic Course in Statistics (Hodder Arnold, 2004) ISBN 9780340814062
Kane E, O’Reilly and De Brun M – Doing Your Own Research: In the Field and on the Net (Marion
Boyars, 2001) ISBN 9780714530437
Journals

Fire Safety Journal
Health Service
Journal Jane’s
Police Review Navy
News
Websites

Ambulance Service Association

www.asa.uk.net

British Army

www.army.mod.uk

Department of Communities and Local Government www.communities.gov.uk
EU online website

www.europa.eu

Fire Service

www.fireservice.co.uk
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Fire Service

www.fireservice.co.uk/

HM Revenue & Customs

www.hmrc.gov.uk

Parliament online

www.parliament.uk

UK Government online

www.direct.gov.uk
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Delivery of personal, learning and thinking skills
The table below identifies the opportunities for personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS) that have been
included within the pass assessment criteria of this unit.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

preparing the research proposal for the public service project
planning and carrying out the research, making note of the issues as they arise

Reflective learners

undertaking the research, reviewing progress regularly against their proposal,
taking appropriate action as necessary
evaluating the outcomes of the public service project
presenting the findings of the project in a verbal, written or other appropriate
presentation format

Self-managers

undertaking the research into the public service project
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Functional Skills – Level 2
Skill

When learners are …

ICT – Find and select information
Select and use a variety of sources of
undertaking the research for the public service project
information independently for a complex task

ICT – Develop, present and
communicate information
Enter, develop and format information
independently to suit its meaning and
purpose including:
●

text and tables

●

images

●

numbers

●

records

compiling the public service research findings and presentation of
these findings

English
Speaking and listening – make a range of
contributions to discussions and make
effective presentations in a wide range of
contexts

presenting the findings of the public service research project

Reading – compare, select, read and
understand texts and use them to gather
information, ideas, arguments and opinions

researching the public service topic selected for the basis of the
research
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Aim and purpose
This unit aims to help learners identify the different types of volunteering work available and to understand the
importance and the benefits of volunteer work. Learners will develop the knowledge and skills required for
volunteering work and will take part in a volunteering activity.

Unit introduction
Why should anyone give up their time to carry out work without getting paid? This unit aims to answer
that question and also to enable learners to understand the benefits to be gained by volunteering, and
why volunteering is so important to many organisations. Many of these organisations rely on volunteers to
supplement the work of their paid staff; others are run and funded solely by volunteers.
Volunteers play a vital part in many public services. The Special Constabulary is the United Kingdom’s parttime police force. It is made up of members of the public who volunteer to spend some of their time working
alongside regular officers, helping to police their local community. The UK Police ‘Special’ Constabulary has
been in existence for hundreds of years. Working with the Specials could provide valuable experience of
some of the life skills required by applicants to the police service.
The Territorial Army is another example where volunteers are trained to work alongside members of the
regular services. Using volunteers in this way is a very cost-effective method of increasing human resources.
Through volunteering, learners can develop their existing skills and gain important new skills which are valued
by all the services. It is often difficult for public services learners to gain work experience and volunteering is
one way of overcoming this. They may also have the opportunity to work alongside people from different
cultures and backgrounds, and to work with people with disabilities, which would be useful experience when
seeking employment.
In this unit learners will investigate the range of volunteering opportunities available. They will also consider
the various skills required for these areas of voluntary work.
Finally, learners must participate in some form of voluntary work in an area of their choice – this could be
taking part in a one-off event for charity or carrying out voluntary work for a period of time. They should
investigate how to apply for voluntary work and how to carry out any planning involved. There are no
minimum hours specified for this activity but tutors should use their discretion as to whether the volunteering
activity will allow learners to gain the knowledge and experience necessary to achieve the learning outcomes.
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Learning outcomes
On completion of this unit a learner should:

1

Understand the importance of volunteering in public services

2

Know the different types of voluntary work available

3

Understand the skills required for voluntary work

4

Be able to undertake voluntary work.
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Unit content
1 Understand the importance of volunteering in public services
Importance of volunteering to organisations: provide expertise; provide time; provide extra help;
provide new ideas; respond in an emergency, raise funds
Benefits of volunteering to learners: gain new life skills, develop existing skills, diversity awareness

2 Know the different types of voluntary work available
Volunteering situations: eg conservation projects, shelters for homeless people, youth clubs, lunch
clubs, street collections to raise funds, Red Cross, St John Ambulance, Mountain Rescue; emergency
relief work, VSO; cadets, Army, police, fire; hospital visiting, visiting elderly, helping at cadets (police, fire,
army, RAF etc), charity fundraising events, charity shops, animal sanctuaries, Mountain Rescue

3 Understand the skills required for voluntary work
Skills for voluntary work: general skills/qualities eg honesty, commitment, reliability, cheerfulness,
empathy, reliability, dedication, punctuality; communication skills eg verbal, written, teamworking skills,
receiving and giving instructions, confidentiality, being non-judgemental; specific skills or abilities needed
for some types of voluntary work eg driving, cooking, computer skills, sign language, physical fitness,
first aid

4 Be able to undertake voluntary work
Undertake voluntary work: suitable work which matches skills and interests eg helping at cadets,
organising fundraising events, Red Cross Emergency Responders, St John, working in community,
working in animal sanctuary, Police Specials, working with people with disabilities, youth work, visiting
elderly people, taking part in an organised event, street collecting etc; planning voluntary work; applying
for voluntary work
Apply for volunteering work: letter, face to face, telephone, application form, online
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Assessment and grading criteria
In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that
they can meet all the learning outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the
level of achievement required to pass this unit.
Assessment and grading criteria
To achieve a pass grade the
evidence must show that the
learner is able to:

To achieve a merit grade the
evidence must show that, in
addition to the pass criteria,
the learner is able to:

To achieve a distinction grade
the evidence must show that,
in addition to the pass and
merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

P1 explain why volunteering
is important in the public
services [IE, CT ]

M1 analyse the importance of
volunteering in the public
service sector

D1

evaluate the importance of
volunteering in the public
service sector

D2

appraise the different types of
voluntary work available

P2 discuss the benefits to be
gained from volunteering
[IE, RL]
P3

identify the different types of M2
voluntary work available [CT]

compare and contrast the
different types of voluntary
work available

P4

demonstrate skills required
for voluntary work
[CT, RL, EP]

explain in detail the skills
required for voluntary work

P5

carry out voluntary work.
[EP, SM, TW]

M3

PLTS: This summary references where applicable, in the square brackets, the elements of the personal,
learning and thinking skills applicable in the pass criteria. It identifies opportunities for learners to demonstrate
effective application of the referenced elements of the skills.

Key
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IE – independent enquirers RL – reflective learners

SM – self-managers

CT – creative thinkers

EP – effective participators

TW – team workers
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Essential guidance for tutors
Delivery
Delivery of this unit could be enhanced through visiting speakers, both from the public services and from
volunteer organisations, to help to make learners aware of the importance of voluntary work and to
develop an understanding of the range of skills required to take part. Local volunteer organisations are
usually happy to speak to groups of learners about the different volunteering opportunities available. Many
national organisations have their own websites, which provide useful information. Learners should also be
encouraged to look at case studies or ‘role models’ who have undertaken various types of voluntary work.
Emphasis should be placed on the benefits to learners of undertaking voluntary work, whereby new skills and
knowledge can be acquired.
Delivery methods could include learner-centred tasks, such as group work, research tasks and learner-led
presentations, to explore a wide range of volunteering situations. Learners could design posters to show the
different volunteering opportunities available and they can then be displayed in class. This will help learners to
identify the opportunities that exist for voluntary work and help them to choose an area of voluntary work in
which they are interested. Websites may be a good source of information.
Learners could work in pairs or groups to determine which skills are common to all areas of voluntary work,
such as good communication and teamwork skills and those which are specific to particular volunteer work,
for example physical fitness for outdoor work or first aid, or IT skills, and then report back to the rest of the
group.
The methods of applying for voluntary work can vary, depending on the work or organisation involved. For
instance, application to the Police Specials would require the completion of an application form, offering to
work voluntarily for cadets may be done face to face and some voluntary work could be applied for online.
Learners should explore the different methods and then complete a letter of application, or download and
complete a suitable application form.
Learners have to complete a brief period of voluntary work for learning outcome 4. Tutorials will provide
an opportunity for tutors to discuss the interests and skills of individual learners in order to arrange suitable
voluntary work. Tutors should give learners guidance about the voluntary work, the skills required, the
timescale to complete the work and any planning or supervision arrangements.
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Outline learning plan
The outline learning plan has been included in this unit as guidance and can be used in conjunction with the
programme of suggested assignments.
The outline learning plan demonstrates one way in planning the delivery and assessment of this unit.
Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Introduction to unit and programme of learning.
Topic – the importance and benefits of volunteering in the public services. Importance to organisations and
benefits to learners.
Visiting speakers from volunteering organisation to contribute to whole-class discussion about the importance of
volunteering to organisations.
Assignment 1: The Importance of Volunteering

Learners could create an article for a public services journal which talks about why volunteering is so important in
the public sector.
P1, P2, M1, D1
Topic – volunteering situations: eg conservation projects, shelters for homeless people, youth clubs, lunch clubs,
street collections to raise funds, Red Cross, St John Ambulance, Mountain Rescue; emergency relief work, VSO,
cadets, army, police, fire; hospital visiting, visiting elderly, helping at cadets (police, fire, army, RAF, etc), charity
fundraising events, charity shops, animal sanctuaries
Learners encouraged to visit volunteering organisation to research different volunteering situations.
Assignment 2 – The Types of Voluntary Work Available

Give a short talk to your group explaining the many different types of voluntary work available.
P3, M2 and D2
Topic – skills required for voluntary work.
Visiting speakers invited to discuss required skills for volunteering, case studies, independent research.
Assignment 3: Skills Required for Voluntary Work

Produce a poster which illustrates the skills which would be required for different types of voluntary work.
P4, M3
Topic – learners apply for and undertake voluntary work which matches their skills and interest. Tutors input and
guidance on the choice of voluntary work.
Group discussion with tutor input. Discuss different ways of getting involved in volunteer work, including
application process – forms, face to face. Learners could also hold mock interviews.
Assignment 5 – Carry out Voluntary Work

Learners should produce evidence that they have carried out a volunteering activity and also demonstrated
relevant skills. This could be in the form of a logbook or diary with photos, video, supervisor’s report.
P5
Unit and assignment overview.
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Assessment
This unit can be assessed through a series of structured tasks or assignments as shown in the outline learning
plan. The unit should be assessed practically wherever possible.
To help with the assessment of learning outcomes 1 and 2, learners could look at different articles
and advertisements in public service journals to help them understand the wide range of volunteering
opportunities available. Websites and marketing material from volunteering organisations can also be used
– case studies would be particularly useful. These sources should also help learners to understand the
various benefits to volunteers, as required for P2, and why volunteering is so vital to many organisations, and
especially to the public sector, as required for P1.
For M1, learners need to expand on both P1 and P2 and analyse the subject, and further evaluation of this
topic is needed for D1.
Toachieve P3, learners need to identify some of the many different volunteering roles available, with a view
to choosing an area of interest to themselves. For M2 learners should look at some of these roles in more
detail and compare and contrast them. For D2, learners are required to appraise the positive and negative
aspects of the different volunteering work that is available. For example, some voluntary jobs involve working
with children, or with people with disabilities, of whom learners may have little or no experience but that they
may be willing to undertake.
For P4, learners have to demonstrate skills required for different types of voluntary work and then
demonstrate them in a practical way. Tutor input, websites and case studies could help. Learners should also
be encouraged to think about what skills they may already be using in different situations, ie through their
studies or part-time work etc and to keep a log or other record of when they have demonstrated them. To
achieve M3 learners should explain these skills in greater depth and detail.
For P5, learners should choose and carry out a volunteering activity. They could then complete a log or diary
to record the tasks completed in their voluntary work. The log should also record which skills have been
demonstrated. Skills demonstrated in other units could also be recorded. Visual evidence such as photographs
or videos would enhance this. Activities could also be observed and verified by the supervisor of the voluntary
work. Some learners may already be undertaking some form of voluntary work, for example football
coaching, helping at cadets. If so, then this can be used as evidence for P5.
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Programme of suggested assignments
The table below shows a programme of suggested assignments that cover the pass, merit and distinction
criteria in the assessment and grading grid. This is for guidance and it is recommended that centres either
write their own assignments or adapt any Pearson assignments to meet local needs and resources.
Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

Assessment method

P1, P2, M1, D1

The Importance of
Volunteering

You work at a volunteer
centre and have been
asked to write an article
for a public services
journal to explain
the importance of
volunteering in the public
services, stating what
benefits can be gained by
the volunteer.

Article.

P3, M2, D2

The Types of Voluntary
Work Available

You and a colleague have Tutor/peer assessment of
been asked to give a short talk.
talk to public services
learners which describes
the many different
volunteering opportunities
available.

P4, M3

Skills Required for
Voluntary Work

As part of your role at
Tutor assessment of
the volunteer centre you poster.
are asked to produce a
poster which illustrates the
skills required for different
volunteer work.

P5

Carry out Voluntary Work Choose an area of
Diary/log, observation,
photographs, videos.
voluntary work and
discuss this with your
tutor. You should carry out
this work and produce
suitable evidence.

Links to National Occupational Standards, other BTEC units, other BTEC
qualifications and other relevant units and qualifications
This unit forms part of the BTEC Public Services sector suite. This unit has particular links with the following
unit titles in the Public Services suite:
Level 1

Level 2

Working as a Volunteer

Public Service Skills

Level 3

Adventurous Activities and
Teamwork for the Public Services
Improving Health and Fitness for
Entry to the Uniformed Public
Services
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Essential resources
Sufficient library resources, including appropriate books, journals, careers leaflets and video, should be
available to enable learners to achieve this unit.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Learners could get involved in the local volunteering organisations such as the Red Cross, Age UK, Macmillan
Cancer support and Barnardo’s. Links can be made with these organisations and the local council to assist
learners in carrying out voluntary work.

Indicative reading for learners
Textbooks

Ford L – The Guardian Guide to Volunteering (Guardian Newspapers, 2007) ISBN 9780852650677
Hardy R – The Virgin Guide to Volunteering: Give Your time and Get Work and Life Experience in
Return (Virgin Books, 2004) ISBN 9780753508572
Journals

Volunteer
journal
Websites

Army

www.army.mod.uk

British Red Cross Volunteers

www.redcross.org.uk/get-involved/volunteer

Government website giving advice on work
experience and volunteering

www.direct.gov.uk/en/YoungPeople/Workandcareers/
workexperienceandvolunteering

Police Special Constabulary

www.policespecials.com

RAF Air Cadets

www.raf.mod.uk/aircadets/

St John Ambulance Volunteers

www.sja.org.uk/sja/volunteer.aspx

Territorial Army

www.army.mod.uk/join/20008.aspx

Volunteering England

www.volunteering.org.uk

Volunteering Inspired

www.vinspired.com

VSO

www.vso.org.uk

Worldwide Helpers

www.worldwidehelpers.org
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Delivery of personal, learning and thinking skills
The table below identifies the opportunities for personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS) that have been
included within the pass assessment criteria of this unit.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

explaining why volunteering is so important
discussing the benefits of volunteering

Creative thinkers

identifying the different skills used in volunteering
identifying the volunteering opportunities available

Reflective learners

discussing the benefits of the skills required
demonstrating the skills required

Team workers

carrying out volunteering work

Self-managers

carrying out voluntary work

Effective participators

undertaking voluntary work.

Although PLTS are identified within this unit as an inherent part of the assessment criteria, there are further
opportunities to develop a range of PLTS through various approaches to teaching and learning.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

carrying out own practical research
exploring own stimulus materials

Creative thinkers

adapting own ideas for written and verbal work

Reflective learners

reflecting on own progress and receiving feedback on own work

Team workers

taking responsibility for their work and sharing ideas and responsibilities when
working in a group

Self-managers

seeking out challenges or new responsibilities and demonstrating flexibility
setting priorities
responding positively to change, seeking advice and support

Effective participators
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Functional Skills – Level 2
Skill

When learners are …

ICT – Use ICT systems
Select, interact with and use ICT systems
independently for a complex task to meet a
variety of needs

carrying out research when looking for volunteering roles

Use ICT to effectively plan work and
evaluate the effectiveness of the ICT system
they have used

carrying out research

Manage information storage to enable
efficient retrieval

saving work securely

Follow and understand the need for safety
and security practices

using passwords etc

producing written work such as reports, journal articles, logs etc

Troubleshoot

ICT – Find and select information
Select and use a variety of sources of
carrying out research on volunteering situations
information independently for a complex task
Access, search for, select and use ICTbased information and evaluate its fitness for
purpose

carrying out research

ICT – Develop, present and
communicate information
Enter, develop and format information
independently to suit its meaning and
purpose including:
●

text and tables

●

images

●

numbers

●

records

producing written work such as journal articles and
advertisements

Bring together information to suit content
and purpose

producing written work such as journal articles and
advertisements

Present information in ways that are fit for
purpose and audience

producing written work such as journal articles and
advertisements

Evaluate the selection and use of ICT tools
and facilities used to present information

producing written work

Select and use ICT to communicate and
exchange information safely, responsibly and
effectively including storage of messages and
contact lists

producing written work

English
Speaking and listening – make a range of
contributions to discussions and make
effective presentations in a wide range of
contexts

giving a verbal presentation
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Skill

When learners are …

Reading – compare, select, read and
understand texts and use them to gather
information, ideas, arguments and opinions

carrying out research

Writing – write documents, including
extended writing pieces, communicating
information, ideas and opinions, effectively
and persuasively

producing a magazine article, advertisements
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Aim and purpose
This unit enables learners to know how ICT is used in public services, to understand its importance to and
impact on the public services and to demonstrate the use of ICT functions.

Unit introduction
In this unit learners will develop an understanding of how ICT is used by public services in a wide range of
contexts. This includes communicating with internal and external customers, providing, recording and storing
information and an evergrowing range of service provision such as internet purchase of TV licences and road
tax, billing for services, receiving and acknowledging payments and online voter registration.
Learners will also examine the legal and security issues involved with the increasing use of ICT and the need
for public services to ensure all data is effectively protected from damage, fraud and misuse so ensuring public
confidence in public sector’s ICT systems. The use of ICT has brought benefits to the users of public services
and to the personnel employed by public services. This unit will enable the learner to explore those benefits
and the impact that ICT has had on how public services are delivered.
All public services rely on ICT on a daily basis and personnel employed by the public services need to be
able to use ICT. Learners will have the opportunity to demonstrate the use of word processing, spreadsheets
and presentation software and their ability to use email to receive and exchange information. They will be
able to demonstrate their ability to use the internet to research specific public service organisations. These
practical skills will be important for a career in any public service employment. This unit should be seen as
complementary to, yet distinct from, functional skills in ICT.

Learning outcomes
On completion of this unit a learner should:

1

Know how public services use ICT

2

Understand the legal and security issues surrounding the use of ICT by the public services

3

Understand the impact of ICT on the provision of public services

4

Be able to use basic ICT functions.
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Unit content
1 Know how public services use ICT
Providing information: public internet websites; web addresses on printed information and invoices;
public email contact systems; internal intranet; text messaging; VLE (virtual learning
environments)
Communicating: with customers and users eg public email contact systems; internal email systems;
electronic payment facilities; confirmation of electronic payments; communicating internally and with other
public services by exchange of information, partnership working
Recording and storing information: how public services record and store information about internal
and external customers using ICT; scanning and bar codes eg passports and vehicle registrations; databases
eg Police National Computer, DVLA records, NHS patient database
Other public services use: eg mobilisation systems, security systems, surveillance systems, CCTV, videolink court hearings

2 Understand the legal and security issues surrounding the use of ICT by the public
services
Issues: confidentiality; customer protection; trust; security of data; potential misuse of data; legal
requirements surrounding the use of data and storage of data, including Data Protection Act 1998,
Computer Misuse Act 1990, Freedom of Information Act 2000, Human Rights Act 1998
Security issues: importance of contingency planning to maintain security of information systems and
data, eg against theft, hacking, fraud, breakdown and failure; data encryption; use of password
protection; secure payment systems; computer viruses; interception of data; hacking of
systems

3 Understand the impact of ICT on the provision of public services
Impact on service provision: need for staff ICT skills and training; need to understand ICT eg email,
internet; greater variety of work and division of role between face-to-face contact with customers and
electronic contact; need for emergency and contingency planning; use to set and monitor targets and
performance measures
Use of information: public services use of information eg use of national DNA database and fingerprint
records to solve crime; exchange of information between public service organisations in the UK, in
Europe and internationally eg to fight crime, prevent terrorism, prevent spread of disease
Benefits: provision of better public services using technology; making government and its services more
accessible; public access outside standard working hours; calculation of benefits and other information
online eg income tax, VAT

4 Be able to use basic ICT functions
Word-processing software: different types of document eg templates, letters, forms; formatting
(characters, paragraphs, pages); basic editing techniques eg find and replace, cut, copy, paste;
spellchecking
Spreadsheet software: inputting data; working with data, eg sorting, adding and deleting rows and
columns, use of charts, standard formulae (add, subtract, multiply, divide, auto sum); formatting (cells,
sheets, charts, workbooks)
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Presentation software: produce simple presentations of electronic slides using text, diagrams, images;
presenting electronic slides as a slide show; printing a presentation as handouts
Database software: use of database software to interrogate and update an existing database including
working with an existing data base to produce a simple report
Use of internet: connecting to an internet server; downloading images and files; finding web address for
information; reaching useful information quickly; referencing sources
Use of emails: to communicate; to give information, to request information, to confirm arrangements; to
send and receive attachments
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Assessment and grading criteria
In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that
they can meet all the learning outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the
level of achievement required to pass this unit.
Assessment and grading criteria
To achieve a pass grade the
evidence must show that the
learner is able to:

To achieve a merit grade the
evidence must show that, in
addition to the pass criteria,
the learner is able to:

To achieve a distinction grade
the evidence must show that,
in addition to the pass and
merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

P1

outline ways three different
public services use ICT

M1

explain three main uses of
ICT in one public service
organisation

P2

outline the legal and security
issues surrounding public
services use of ICT

M2

explain the importance
of maintaining security of
information held by public
services ICT systems

D1

justify the use of ICT by a
public service organisation
whilst maintaining security of
information

P3

describe the impact of ICT
on public service provision

M3

analyse the impact of ICT on
public service provision.

D2

evaluate the impact of ICT on
public service provision.

P4

demonstrate the use
of two of the following
IT applications (word
processing, spreadsheets,
databases, presentation
software)

P5

demonstrate the use of the
internet to research a public
service organisation
[IE2]

P6

demonstrate the use of email
to receive and exchange
information.

PLTS: This summary references where relevant, in the square brackets, the elements of the personal, learning
and thinking skills applicable in the pass criteria. It identifies opportunities for learners to demonstrate effective
application of the referenced elements of the skills.

Key
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IE – independent enquirers RL – reflective learners

SM – self-managers

CT – creative thinkers

EP – effective participators

TW – team workers
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Essential guidance for tutors
Delivery
For learning outcome 1, learners will be expected to research a range of public services and the ways that
each one uses ICT. The starting point for this should be internet research into a range of public service
organisations and visits to a range of public services where public service personnel can discuss their own
uses of ICT. Tutor input on internet research methods, including acknowledging sources and evaluating the
reliability of different internet sites, will be important to ensure that learners understand the need for the
internet to be used within accepted parameters. Classroom exercises where learners have the opportunity to
use the internet to locate and save a range of information from public services and other relevant websites will
enable them to develop an appreciation of the variety of ways in which ICT could be used by different public
service organisations.
For learning outcome 2, learners will need to develop an understanding of the legal and security issues
surrounding the use of ICT by public services. It is not expected that learners have a detailed knowledge and
understanding of each piece of legislation, but that they are aware of the key legislation, how that legislation
impacts on public services and their use of ICT and any implications that arise from this. This is best delivered
through tutor input and the use of a range of real case studies where public services have not maintained the
security of data or have potentially breached the legislative requirements. It is suggested that current issues in
the media could form the basis of these case studies. Additionally, public service personnel who are meeting
learners could use their own experiences to illustrate the importance of maintaining the security of data and
ensuring compliance with current legislation. Public service personnel may also be able to provide copies of
ICT policies and procedures or ICT contingency plans to support delivery of this learning outcome.
To support learning outcome 3 learners will need to explore the impact of ICT on a range of specific public
services. Tutor input on the range of ways in which ICT has impacted on public service provision in general
and on public service provision by specific public services could introduce this topic and learner research into
specific public services could explore this in more depth. Talks from public service personnel and visits to public
service organisations would allow learners to explore how ICT has impacted over the last 10 years and how
future changes in the use of ICT will impact on service delivery. A number of public service case studies could
be developed for example the use of ICT in the NHS in terms of patient records, communicating with service
users and other public services, using ICT to support diagnosis and treatment.
Learning outcome 4 requires learners to develop and demonstrate a range of personal ICT skills. It is
recommended that this learning outcome be developed throughout the unit delivery rather than as a distinct
activity. Learners will need to show that they can use at least two ICT applications from wordprocessing,
spreadsheets, databases and presentation software. This should be set wherever possible in a public service
context so the activities used to develop these skills will be directly related to a public service use – for
example the presentation software could be used for a talk to new recruits to a specific public service outlining
the importance of maintaining the security of data specific to their own public service organisation.
In addition, for learning outcome 4 learners will need to understand and be able to use email to receive
and exchange information in a public service context. Tutors will need to demonstration the use of email
to receive and exchange information and set classroom tasks requiring learners to use email to receive and
exchange information in contexts which may be used by public services. This could be set in a public service
context through a question and answer session with public service personnel about their day-to-day use of
email in the workplace.
Learners will also need to demonstrate that they can use the internet in a public service context connecting
to an internet server, downloading images and files, finding web addresses for information, useful information
quickly and referencing sources using standard conventions.
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Outline learning plan
The outline learning plan has been included in this unit as guidance and can be used in conjunction with the
programme of suggested assignments.
The outline learning plan demonstrates one way in planning the delivery and assessment of this unit.
Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment
Tutor introduces unit and assessment requirements
Using the internet to research public service organisations. Tutor input on internet research methods, including
acknowledging sources and evaluating the reliability of different internet sites. Classroom exercises using the
internet to locate and save a range of information from public services and other relevant websites
Use of ICT in public services. Tutor input on range of ways ICT is used (supported by talks from public service
personnel and visits to public service organisations) and facilitated classroom discussion
Use of word-processing software. Tutor demonstration of use of WP software and its functions. Classroom tasks
requiring learners to produce, edit and save a range of documents that may be used by public services
Use of presentation software. Tutor demonstration of use of presentation software and its functions. Classroom
tasks requiring learners to produce, edit and save a range of presentations that may be used by public services
Use of spreadsheet software. Tutor demonstration of use of spreadsheet software and its functions. Classroom
tasks requiring learners to produce, edit and save a range of spreadsheets that may be used by public services
Exploring ways public services use ICT. Learners, working in groups, select a range of public service organisations
(agreed with tutor) to research to identify how those organisations use ICT
Tutor input (using a range of real case studies where public services have not maintained the security of data)
that discusses the legal and security issues faced by public services using ICT and explains the importance of
maintaining security of information held by public services ICT systems
Assignment 1 – How My Chosen Public Service uses ICT and Maintains Security of Information

Presenting research findings. The learner to use at least two IT applications when presenting their research
findings (which must include internet research). Includes work completed in own time.
(P1, P2, P4, P5, M1 M2 D1)
Use of email to receive and exchange information. Tutor demonstration of use of email to receive and exchange
information. Classroom tasks requiring learners to email to receive and exchange information in contexts which
may be used by public services
Impact of ICT on public service provision. Tutor input on range of ways ICT has impacted on public service
provision in general and on public service provision by specific public services (supported by talks from public
service personnel and visits to public services) and facilitated classroom discussion
Assignment 2 – Impact of ICT on Public Service Provision

Learners research and present findings, emailing them to the tutor. Includes work completed in own time.
(P6, P3, M3, D2)
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Assessment
The assessment of this unit should be as practical as possible and P4, P5, P6 should be used as a vehicle to
allow learners to evidence their findings to meet other assessment criteria.
For P1 and M1, learners need to outline and explain how ICT is used by at least three public service
organisations. They should provide examples gleaned from their internet and other research, visits to public
service organisations and talks from public service personnel.
For P2 and M2, learners need to evidence their knowledge of the legal and security issues surrounding the
use of ICT by the public services and the need to protect public service ICT systems from hostile acts such as
terrorism and foreign adversaries.
Learners are not expected to present detailed explanations of the relevant legislation, but they should show
an appreciation of the importance of the legal framework to ensure that public services act within the law
when using, storing and exchanging information about individuals, services and other organisations and the
impact of failing to do so.
D1 brings the previous sections together and the learner is expected to provide evidence which justifies the
use of ICT by public service organisations whilst maintaining security of information. The use of real examples
and case studies would be appropriate here, either in the design of the assignment brief or as part of the
evidence presented by the learner for assessment.
P3, M3 and D2 require the learner to describe, analyse and evaluate the impact of ICT on public service
provision. This evidence should include the impact on both the users of public services and those delivering
those services (both public service organisations and the personnel they employ).
P4, P5 and P6 require the learner to demonstrate practical skills in the use of ICT. This should not be done in
isolation. Learners should use their ICT skills to support the production of evidence for other grading criteria
in this unit.
Programme of suggested assignments
The table below shows a programme of suggested assignments that cover the pass, merit and distinction
criteria in the assessment and grading grid. This is for guidance and it is recommended that centres either
write their own assignments or adapt any Pearson assignments to meet local needs and resources.
Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

Assessment method

P1, P2, P4, P5, M1, M2,
D1

How My Chosen Public
Services uses ICT and
Maintains Security of
Information

Researching a
specific public service
organisations use of ICT
and presenting findings
using ICT.

Tutor observation,
presentation of research
findings using ICT

P6, P3, M3, D2

Impact of ICT on Public
Service Provision

Investigate the impact of
ICT on the provision of
services by public service
organisations.

Research and present
findings, emailing them to
the tutor
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Links to National Occupational Standards, other BTEC units, other BTEC
qualifications and other relevant units and qualifications
This unit forms part of the BTEC Public Services sector suite. This unit has particular links with the following
unit titles in the Public Services suite:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Employment in the Uniformed
Public Services

Enhancing Public Service Delivery
Through the Use of ICT

Essential resources
Learners will need to have access to ICT, including the ability to research using the internet, to send and
receive emails and the use of word-processing, spreadsheet and presentation software.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
It is vital that this unit is delivered using a range of case studies and scenarios drawn from real public services
and the use they make of ICT. Delivery of this unit will be enhanced if learners have the opportunity to visit a
range of public service organisations and see how they use ICT in their everyday work and how it improves
the delivery of the services they are responsible for. A range of organisations should be selected (eg the local
library, a sports or leisure centre, a GP surgery or hospital, a uniformed public service).
Case studies showing how the ICT skills requirements of personnel employed by public service organisations
have changed over time will help to highlight the importance of those skills for learners thinking of working in
a public service organisation.
Talks from relevant public service personnel are important to highlight real examples of the benefits
organisations, their staff and service users have derived from the growing use of ICT in service delivery.
The use of public service websites and literature is also essential for successful delivery of this unit.

Indicative reading for learners
Textbooks

Johnson S – Brilliant Office 2010 (Pearson, 2010) ISBN 9780273736080
Kuncicky D, Larsen R – Introduction to Excel (Pearson, 2009) ISBN 9780136081654
Miller M – Absolute Beginner’s Guide to Computer Basics 5th ediition (Pearson, 2009) ISBN
9780789736734 Pfleeger C, Pfleeger S – Security in Computing (Pearson, 2006) ISBN
9780132390774
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Websites

Advisory Conciliation and Arbitration Service (ACAS) www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=808
– internet and email policies
Charted Institute of Personnel and Development
– information on employment policies, internet,
email and surveillance

www.cipd.co.uk

Department for Culture, Media and Sport –
Telecoms and Online

www.culture.gov.uk/what-we-do/
telecommunications-and-online/7761

Directgov – public services all in one place

www.direct.gov.uk

Federation Against Software Theft (FAST) Ltd

www.fast.org.uk

ICT for beginners

www.libraries.hillingdongrid.org/beginners/ictfree.php

ICT resources

www.teach-ict.com/quizhome.htm

ICT and public services

www.3s4.org.uk/news/the-impact-of-ict-on-thedesign-and-delivery-of-public-services

ICT projects in public services

www.publicservice.co.uk/feature_story.asp?id=7622

Information Commissioner’s Office – regulates data
protection, issues codes of practice

www.ico.gov.uk

Legislation that applies to the IT profession

www.sqa.org.uk/e-learning/ITLaw01CD/page_
01.htm

Public services portal

www.publicservice.co.uk/default.asp

Security of data

www.publicservice.co.uk/feature_story.asp?id=9335
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Delivery of personal, learning and thinking skills
The table below identifies the opportunities for personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS) that have been
included within the pass assessment criteria of this unit.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

planning and carrying out research for assessment
supporting conclusions, using reasoned arguments and evidence when evaluating
the use of and benefits derived from ICT being used by public services

Although PLTS are identified within this unit as an inherent part of the assessment criteria, there are further
opportunities to develop a range of PLTS through various approaches to teaching and learning.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

researching the use of ICT by public services

Creative thinkers

evaluating the impact of ICT on service provision

Team workers

researching information in teams

Self-managers

completing assessed work

Effective participators

participating in class discussions
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Functional Skills – Level 2
Skill

When learners are …

ICT – Use ICT systems
Select, interact with and use ICT systems
independently for a complex task to meet a
variety of needs

demonstrating the use of two IT applications

Manage information storage to enable
efficient retrieval

demonstrating the use of two IT applications

Follow and understand the need for safety
and security practices

explaining the importance of maintaining security of information
held by public services ICT systems

demonstrating the use of email to receive and exchange
information
demonstrating the use of email to receive and exchange
information

ICT – Find and select information
Select and use a variety of sources of
demonstrating the use of the internet to research a public service
information independently for a complex task organisation
Access, search for, select and use ICTbased information and evaluate its fitness for
purpose

demonstrating the use of the internet to research a public service
organisation

ICT – Develop, present and
communicate information
Enter, develop and format information
independently to suit its meaning and
purpose including:
●

text and tables

●

images

●

numbers

●

records

demonstrating the use of two IT applications

Evaluate the selection and use of ICT tools
and facilities used to present information

demonstrating the use of two IT applications

Select and use ICT to communicate and
exchange information safely, responsibly and
effectively including storage of messages and
contact lists

demonstrating the use of email to receive and exchange
information

demonstrating the use of email to receive and exchange
information

English
Speaking and listening – make a range of
contributions to discussions and make
effective presentations in a wide range of
contexts

taking part in classroom discussions

Writing – write documents, including
extended writing pieces, communicating
information, ideas and opinions, effectively
and persuasively

producing work for assessment
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Further information and useful publications
To get in touch with us visit our ‘Contact us’ pages:
●
Edexcel, BTEC and Pearson Work Based Learning contact details:
qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/contact-us.html
●
books, software and online resources for UK schools and colleges:
www.pearsonschoolsandfecolleges.co.uk
Key publications:
Adjustments for candidates with disabilities and learning difficulties, Access and Arrangements
and Reasonable Adjustments, General and Vocational qualifications (Joint Council for
Qualifications (JCQ))
●
Supplementary guidance for reasonable adjustments and special consideration in vocational
internally assessed units (Pearson)
●
General and Vocational qualifications, Suspected Malpractice in Examination and Assessments:
Policies and Procedures (JCQ)
●
Equality Policy (Pearson)
●
Recognition of Prior Learning Policy and Process (Pearson)
●
UK Information Manual (Pearson)
●
BTEC UK Quality Assurance Centre Handbook
All of these publications are available on our website.
Publications on the quality assurance of BTEC qualifications are also available on our website.
Our publications catalogue lists all the material available to support our qualifications. To access the
catalogue and order publications, please visit our website.
●

How to obtain National Occupational Standards
Please visit the National Occupational Standards (NOS) database:
www.ukstandards.co.uk/Pages/index.aspx
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Professional development and training
Pearson supports UK and international customers with training related to BTEC qualifications. This
support is available through a choice of training options offered in our published training directory or
through customised training at your centre.
The support we offer focuses on a range of issues including:
●

planning for the delivery of a new programme

●

planning for assessment and grading

●

developing effective projects

●

building your team and teamwork skills

●

developing student-centred learning and teaching approaches

●

building Functional Skills into your programme

●

building in effective and efficient quality assurance systems.

The national programme of training we offer is on our website. You can request centre-based training
through the website or you can contact one of our advisers in the Training from Pearson UK team via
Customer Services to discuss your training needs.

BTEC training and support for the lifetime of
the qualifications
Training and networks: our training programme ranges from free introductory events through sectorspecific opportunities to detailed training on all aspects of delivery, assignments and assessment. We
also host some regional network events to allow you to share your experiences, ideas and best practice
with other BTEC colleagues in your region.
Regional support: our team of Curriculum Development Managers and Curriculum Support Consultants,
based around the country, are responsible for providing advice and support in centres. They can help
you with planning and curriculum developments.
To get in touch with our dedicated support teams please visit our website.

Your Pearson support team
Whether you want to talk to a sector specialist, browse online or submit your query for an individual
response, there’s someone in our Pearson support team to help you whenever – and however – you need:
●

●

Subject Advisors: find out more about our subject advisor team – immediate, reliable support
from a fellow subject expert
Ask the Expert: submit your question online to our Ask the Expert online service and we will make
sure your query is handled by a subject specialist.

Please visit our website at qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/contact-us.html
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Annexe A
The Pearson BTEC qualification framework for the public services sector
Progression opportunities within the framework.
Level

General/Diploma qualifications

BTEC full vocationally-related
qualifications

5

BTEC Level 5 HND Diploma in
Public Services

4

BTEC Level 4 HNC Diploma in
Public Services
GCE in Government and Politics

3

Level 3 Advanced Diploma in Public
Services

BTEC Level 3 Certificate/Subsidiary
Diploma/Diploma/ Extended
Diploma in Public Services

BTEC specialist qualification/professional

NVQ/competence

BTEC Level 3 Diploma in Knowledge of Custodial
Care

Level 3 NVQ Diploma
in Custodial Care

BTEC Level 3 Certificate/ Diploma in Public Sector
Practice
BTEC Level 3 Award in Understanding Discipline in
the Uniformed Public Services

Level 2 Higher Diploma in Public
Services

BTEC Level 2 Certificate/Extended BTEC Level 2 Award/Extended Certificate in Public
Certificate/Diploma in Public Services Sector Practice

2

BTEC Level 2 Award in Improving Health and
Fitness for Entry into the Uniformed Public Services
Level 1 Foundation Diploma in Public
Services

Level 1 BTEC Award/ Certificate/
Diploma in Public Services

1

Entry

BTEC Level 1 Award/Certificate in Public Sector
Practice
BTEC Level 1 Award in Improving Health and
Fitness for Entry into the Uniformed Public Services
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Entry Level BTEC Award in Public
Services (Entry 3)

Level 2 NVQ
Certificate in Custodial
Care
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Annexe B
Grading domains: BTEC Level 2 generic grading domains
Grading domain 1 Indicative characteristics – merit
Application of
knowledge and
understanding

(Learning outcome
stem understand
or know)

●

Show depth of knowledge and
development of understanding in given
situations (for example explain why,
make judgements based on analysis).

●

Apply and/or select relevant concepts.

●

Apply knowledge to different contexts.

●

●

●

Apply knowledge to non-routine
contexts (ie assessor selection).

(Learning outcome
stem be able to)

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Make comparisons.

Synthesise knowledge and
understanding across pass/merit criteria.
Evaluate concepts/ideas/actions.
Analyse/research and make
recommendations.
Judges implications of application of
knowledge/understanding.
Applies knowledge and understanding
to complex activities/contexts.

Show relationships between pass
criteria.

Grading domain 2 Indicative characteristics – merit
Development
of practical and
technical skills

Indicative characteristics –
distinction

Use advanced techniques/processes/
skills successfully.
Act under limited supervision/
demonstrate independence
(note: pass cannot require support).

Indicative characteristics –
distinction
●

●

●

Apply to non-routine activities.
Demonstrate within time and/or
resource constraints.
Produce varied solutions (including
non-routine).
Modify techniques/processes to
situations.
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●

●
●

●

Demonstrate creativity/originality/own
ideas.
Apply skill(s) to achieve higher order
outcome.
Select and use successfully from a range
of advanced techniques/processes/skills.
Reflects on skill acquisition and
application.
Justifies application of skills/methods.
Makes judgements about risks and
limitations of techniques/processes.
Innovates or generates of application
of techniques/processes for new
situations.
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Grading domain 3 Indicative characteristics – merit
Personal
development for
occupational roles

(Any learning
outcome stem)

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

Takes responsibility in planning and
undertaking activities.

(Any learning
outcome stem)

●

●

●

●

●
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●

Reviews own development needs.

●

Finds and uses relevant information
sources.

●

Acts within a given work-related
context showing understanding of
responsibilities.
Identifies responsibilities of
employers to the community and the
environment.
Applies qualities related to the
vocational sector.

●

●

●

●

Internalises skills/attributes (creating
confidence).

Grading domain 4 Indicative characteristics – merit
Application of
generic skills

Indicative characteristics –
distinction

Communicates using appropriate
technical/professional language.

●

●

●

Explains how to contribute within a
team.

●

Select and justify solutions for specified
problems.

Plans for own learning and
development through the activities.
Analyses and manipulates information
to draw conclusions.
Applies initiative appropriately.
Assesses how different work-related
contexts or constraints would change
performance.
Takes decisions related to work
contexts.
Applies divergent and lateral thinking in
work-related contexts.
Understands interdependence.

Indicative characteristics –
distinction

Makes judgements in contexts with
explanations.

Makes adjustments to meet the needs/
expectations of others (negotiation
skills).

Manages self to achieve outcomes
successfully.

●

●

Presents self and communicates
information to meet the needs of a
typical audience.
Takes decisions in contexts with
justifications.
Produces outputs subject to time/
resource constraints.
Reflects on own contribution to
working within a team.
Generate new or alternative solutions
to specified problems.
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Annexe C
Personal, learning and thinking skills
A FRAMEWORK OF PERSONAL, LEARNING AND THINKING SKILLS 11-19 IN ENGLAND
The framework comprises six groups of skills that, together with the Functional Skills of English, mathematics
and ICT, are essential to success in learning, life and work. In essence the framework captures the essential
skills of: managing self; managing relationships with others; and managing own learning, performance and
work. It is these skills that will enable young people to enter work and adult life confident and capable.
The titles of the six groups of skills are set out below.

Team workers

Independent enquirers

Reflective learners

For each group there is a focus statement that sums up the range of skills. This is followed by a set of outcome
statements that are indicative of the skills, behaviours and personal qualities associated with each group.
Each group is distinctive and coherent. The groups are also inter-connected. Young people are likely to
encounter skills from several groups in any one learning experience. For example an independent enquirer
would set goals for their research with clear success criteria (reflective learner) and organise and manage their
time and resources effectively to achieve these (self-manager). In order to acquire and develop fundamental
concepts such as organising oneself, managing change, taking responsibility and perseverance, learners will
need to apply skills from all six groups in a wide range of learning contexts 11-19.
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The Skills
Independent enquirers
Focus:
Young people process and evaluate information in their investigations, planning what to do and
how to go about it. They take informed and well-reasoned decisions, recognising that others have
different beliefs and attitudes.
Young people:

•
•
•
•
•
•

identify questions to answer and problems to resolve
plan and carry out research, appreciating the consequences of decisions
explore issues, events or problems from different perspectives
analyse and evaluate information, judging its relevance and value
consider the influence of circumstances, beliefs and feelings on decisions and events
support conclusions, using reasoned arguments and evidence.

Creative thinkers
Focus:
Young people think creatively by generating and exploring ideas, making original connections.
They try different ways to tackle a problem, working with others to find imaginative solutions and
outcomes that are of value.
Young people:

•
•
•
•
•
•

generate ideas and explore possibilities
ask questions to extend their thinking
connect their own and others’ ideas and experiences in inventive ways
question their own and others’ assumptions
try out alternatives or new solutions and follow ideas through
adapt ideas as circumstances change.

Reflective learners
Focus:
Young people evaluate their strengths and limitations, setting themselves realistic goals with criteria
for success. They monitor their own performance and progress, inviting feedback from others and
making changes to further their learning.
Young people:

•
•
•
•
•
•

assess themselves and others, identifying opportunities and achievements
set goals with success criteria for their development and work
review progress, acting on the outcomes
invite feedback and deal positively with praise, setbacks and criticism
evaluate experiences and learning to inform future progress
communicate their learning in relevant ways for different audiences.
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Team workers
Focus:
Young people work confidently with others, adapting to different contexts and taking responsibility
for their own part. They listen to and take account of different views. They form collaborative
relationships, resolving issues to reach agreed outcomes.
Young people:

•
•
•
•
•
•

collaborate with others to work towards common goals
reach agreements, managing discussions to achieve results
adapt behaviour to suit different roles and situations, including leadership role
show fairness and consideration to others
take responsibility, showing confidence in themselves and their contribution
provide constructive support and feedback to others.

Self-managers
Focus:
Young people organise themselves, showing personal responsibility, initiative, creativity and
enterprise with a commitment to learning and self-improvement. They actively embrace change,
responding positively to new priorities, coping with challenges and looking for opportunities.
Young people:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

seek out challenges or new responsibilities and show flexibility when priorities change
work towards goals, showing initiative, commitment and perseverance
organise time and resources, prioritising actions
anticipate, take and manage risks
deal with competing pressures, including personal and work-related demands
respond positively to change, seeking advice and support when needed
manage their emotions, and build and maintain relationships.

Effective participators
Focus:
Young people actively engage with issues that affect them and those around them. They play a full
part in the life of their school, college, workplace or wider community by taking responsible action to
bring improvements for others as well as themselves.
Young people:

•
•
•
•
•
•

discuss issues of concern, seeking resolution where needed
present a persuasive case for action
propose practical ways forward, breaking these down into manageable steps
identify improvements that would benefit others as well as themselves
try to influence others, negotiating and balancing diverse views to reach workable solutions
act as an advocate for views and beliefs that may differ from their own.
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PLTS performance indicator (suggested recording sheet)
Name:

Date:
Level of success
1 = low, 5 = high

Independent enquirers
Identify questions to answer and problems to resolve

1

2

3

4

5

Plan and carry out research, appreciating the consequences of decisions

1

2

3

4

5

Explore issues, events or problems from different perspectives

1

2

3

4

5

Analyse and evaluate information, judging its relevance and value

1

2

3

4

5

Consider the influence of circumstances, beliefs and feelings on decisions and
events

1

2

3

4

5

Support conclusions, using reasoned arguments and evidence

1

2

3

4

5

Generate ideas and explore possibilities

1

2

3

4

5

Ask questions to extend their thinking

1

2

3

4

5

Connect their own and others’ ideas and experiences in inventive ways

1

2

3

4

5

Question their own and others’ assumptions

1

2

3

4

5

Try out alternatives or new solutions and follow ideas through

1

2

3

4

5

Adapt ideas as circumstances change

1

2

3

4

5

Assess themselves and others, identifying opportunities and achievements

1

2

3

4

5

Set goals with success criteria for their development and work

1

2

3

4

5

Review progress, acting on the outcomes

1

2

3

4

5

Invite feedback and deal positively with praise, setbacks and criticism

1

2

3

4

5

Evaluate experiences and learning to inform future progress

1

2

3

4

5

Communicate their learning in relevant ways for different audiences

1

2

3

4

5

Creative thinkers

Reflective learners
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Team workers
Collaborate with others to work towards common goals

1

2

3

4

5

Reach agreements, managing discussions to achieve results

1

2

3

4

5

Adapt behaviour to suit different roles and situations, including leadership
roles

1

2

3

4

5

Show fairness and consideration to others

1

2

3

4

5

Take responsibility, showing confidence in themselves and their contribution

1

2

3

4

5

Provide constructive support and feedback to others

1

2

3

4

5

Seek out challenges or new responsibilities and show flexibility when priorities
change

1

2

3

4

5

Work towards goals, showing initiative, commitment and perseverance

1

2

3

4

5

Organise time and resources, prioritising actions

1

2

3

4

5

Anticipate, take and manage risks

1

2

3

4

5

Deal with competing pressures, including personal and work-related demands

1

2

3

4

5

Respond positively to change, seeking advice and support when needed

1

2

3

4

5

Manage their emotions, and build and maintain relationships.

1

2

3

4

5

Discuss issues of concern, seeking resolution where needed

1

2

3

4

5

Present a persuasive case for action

1

2

3

4

5

Propose practical ways forward, breaking these down into manageable steps

1

2

3

4

5

Identify improvements that would benefit others as well as themselves

1

2

3

4

5

Try to influence others, negotiating and balancing diverse views to reach
workable solutions

1

2

3

4

5

Act as an advocate for views and beliefs that may differ from their own

1

2

3

4

5

Self-managers

Effective participators

Note to learner: The circled number represents an indication of your PLTS performance so far.
Note to tutor: Indicate the level of success by circling the appropriate number during your feedback with the
learner.
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Summary of the PLTS coverage throughout the programme
Personal, learning and thinking skills

Unit
1

Independent enquirers

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

             

18

19

20

21

   

Creative thinkers

     

     

Reflective learners

 

  

   

Team workers

 

 

   



Self-managers

 

 

    

      

Effective participators
 – opportunities for development





17
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Annexe D
Wider curriculum mapping
Study of Pearson BTEC Level 2 Firsts in Public Services gives learners opportunities to develop an
understanding of spiritual, moral, ethical, social and cultural issues as well as an awareness of citizenship,
environmental issues, European developments, health and safety considerations and equal opportunities
issues.
The Pearson BTEC Level 2 Firsts in Public Services make a positive contribution to wider curricular areas as
appropriate.

Spiritual, moral, ethical, social and cultural issues
The qualifications contribute to an understanding of:
●

spiritual, social and culatural issues – this is covered in Unit 6: Citizenship, the individual and Society
when learners explore the difference in society and ethnic background and the need to respect
different cultures.

Citizenship issues
Learners undertaking Pearson BTEC Level 2 Firsts in Public Services will have the opportunity to develop their
understanding of citizenship issues, for example in Unit 6: Citizenship, the Individual and Society.

Environmental issues
Learners undertaking Pearson BTEC Level 2 Firsts in Public Services will have the opportunity to develop their
understanding of environmental issues, including access laws and codes and the impact of public services on
the environment, in the training and experience gained in the outdoor units such as Unit 10: Land
Navigation by Map and Unit 15: Compass and Expedition Skills in Public Services.

European developments
Much of the content of the Pearson BTEC Level 2 Firsts in Public Services applies throughout Europe even
though delivery is in a UK context. In Unit 12: Crime and its Effect on Society, learners examine the
European Courts system and how offenders are effectively managed. Also, in Unit 21: ICT and the Public
Services, learners will explore how information is exchanged between public services organisations in the UK,
Europe and internationally.

Health and safety considerations
The Pearson BTEC Level 2 Firsts in Public Services are practically based and health and safety issues are
encountered throughout the units. Learners will develop awareness of the safety of themselves and others in
all practical activities and in the workplace. Unit 7: Health and Safety in the Public Services Workplace
looks at how employers and employees maintain health and safety in the workplace including the legal aspects
and risk assessment.
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Equal opportunities issues
Equal opportunities issues are implicit throughout the Pearson BTEC Level 2 Firsts in Public Services. In the
Employment and career units, learners will examine how public service organisation ensures that equal
opportunity is observed during recruitment of employees. In Unit 6: Citizenship, the Individual and
Society learners will understand the importance of equal opportunities in society and public services and
current UK and EU legislation.
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Unit 21

Unit 20

Unit 19

Unit 18

Unit 17

Unit 16

Unit 15

Unit 14

Unit 13

Unit 12

Unit 11

Unit 10

Unit 9

Unit 8



   

Health and safety
considerations
Equal
opportunities
issues

Unit 7

Unit 6

Unit 5

Unit 4

Unit 3

Unit 2

Level 2

Unit 1
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Annexe E
National Occupational Standards/mapping with NVQs
The grid below maps the knowledge covered in the Pearson BTEC Level 2 Certificate, Extended Certificate and Diploma in Public Services against the underpinning
knowledge of the Level 2 NVQ in Public Services and National Occupational Standards.
KEY



indicates that the Pearson BTEC Level 2 Firsts cover all of the underpinning knowledge of the NVQ unit

#

indicates partial coverage of the NVQ unit
a blank space indicates no coverage of the underpinning knowledge
Units

NVQs
Level 2 NVQ in
Public Services

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Unit 1
Unit 2
Unit 3

#
#

Unit 4
Unit 5
Unit 6
Unit 7
Unit 8
Unit 9

#

283

284

Units
NVQs

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Unit 10
Unit 11
Unit 12
Unit 13
Unit 14
Unit 15
Unit 16
Unit 17
Unit 18

#
#

Unit 19

#

Unit 20

#

Unit 21
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Unit 22
Unit 23
Unit 24

#

17

18

19

20

21

Annexe F
BTEC First in Public Services legacy (specification end date 31/08/2010)/new versions of the BTEC First
qualifications in Public Services (specification start date 01/09/2010) – the BTEC Level 2 Certificate in Public
Services, BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate in Public Services and the Pearson BTEC Level 2 Diploma in
Public Services.
Old

Unit 1
Unit 2
Unit 3
Unit 4
Unit 5
Unit 6
Unit 7
Unit 8
Unit 9

Unit 13

Unit 12

Unit 11

Unit 10

Unit 9

Unit 8

Unit 7

Unit 6

Unit 5

Unit 4

Unit 3

New
units

Unit 2

Unit 1

units

F
P
P
P
P
F
P
F

Unit 10
Unit 11
Unit 12
Unit 13

F
F
P
P

Unit 14
Unit 15

P
P
P

KEY

P – Partial mapping (some topics from the old unit appear in the new unit)
F – Full mapping (topics in old unit match new unit exactly or almost exactly)
X – Full mapping + new (all the topics from the old unit appear in the new unit, but new unit also contains
new topic(s))
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Unit mapping in depth
BTEC First in Public Services legacy (specification end date 31/08/2010)/new versions of the BTEC First qualifications in Public Services (specification start date
01/09/2010) – the BTEC Level 2 Certificate in Public Services, BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate in Public Services and the BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Public
Services.
New units

Old units

Number Name

Number Name

Unit 1

Public Service Skills

Unit 2

Mapping/comments (new topics in italics)
Public Service Skills

Rewording of learning outcomes:
1

Know the purpose and importance of public service
skills

2

Understand methods of instruction in public services

3

Be able to use a range of interpersonal communication
skills

Added assessment and delivery guidance, outline learning
plan, and suggested programme of assignments.
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Unit 2

Employment in the Uniformed Public
Services

Unit 1

Uniformed Public Services
Employment

Learning outcomes are now:
1

Know the main roles of different uniformed public
services

2

Understand the main responsibilities of different
uniformed public services

3

Understand the different employment opportunities
available in the uniformed public services

4

Know the conditions of service for different public
service jobs
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New units

Old units

Number Name

Number Name

Unit 3

Unit 4

Employment in the Non-Uniformed
Public Services

Career Planning for the Public Services

Mapping/comments (new topics in italics)
Learning outcomes are now:
1

Know the main roles of different public services

2

Understand the main responsibilities of different nonuniformed public services

3

Understand the different employment opportunities
available in the non-uniformedpublic services

4

Know the conditions of services for public service jobs

Learning outcomes are now:
1

Know the application and selection process for public
service employment

2

Know the skills and qualities required for a job in the
public services

3

Be able to prepare an application for a role in a chosen
public service
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New units

Old units

Number Name

Number Name

Unit 5

Unit 6

Improving Health and Fitness for Entry Unit 3
to the Uniformed Public Services

Citizenship, the Individual and Society Unit 4

Mapping/comments (new topics in italics)
Uniformed Public Service Fitness

Rewording of learning outcomes:
1

Know the major body systems associated with a healthy
lifestyle

2

Understand the effect of basic nutrition and lifestyle
factors on public service fitness

3

Be able to take part in fitness tests in order to appreciate
the requirements of the uniformed public services

4

Be able to participate in a personal health improvement
programme for uniformed public services.

Citizenship, the Individual and Society Learning outcome 4 is now:
4

Be able to investigate the roles of statutory and nonstatutory public services to the citizens and to a changing
society.
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Added assessment and delivery guidance, outline learning plan,
and suggested programme of assignments.
Unit 7

Unit 8

Health and Safety in the Public Service Unit 5
Workplace

Adventurous Activities and Teamwork
for the Public Services

Unit 6

Public Service Workplace Welfare

Adventurous Activities and Teamwork
for the Public Services

Learning outcomes are now:
1

Understand the role of public service employees in
maintaining good health at work

2

Understand how public services employers can provide
services to help maintain the health of their workforce

3

Know sources of help to ensure good health when
working in a public services environment

4

Know legal and procedural aspects of health and safety at
work

The same unit with added assessment and delivery
guidance, outline learning plan, and suggested programme of
assignments.
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New units

Old units

Mapping/comments (new topics in italics)

Number Name

Number Name

Unit 9

Sport and Recreation in the Public
Services

Unit 7

The Value of Sport and Recreation in
the Public Services

The same unit with added assessment and delivery
guidance, outline learning plan, and suggested programme of
assignments.

Unit 10

Land Navigation by Map and
Compass

Unit 8

Land Navigation by Map and
Compass

The same unit with added assessment and delivery
guidance, outline learning plan, and suggested programme of
assignments.

Unit 11

Law and its Impact on the Individual Unit 9

Law and its Impact on the Individual The same unit with added assessment and delivery
guidance, outline learning plan, and suggested programme of
assignments.

Unit 12

Crime and its Effects on Society

Crime and its Effects on Society

Unit 13

Community and Cultural Awareness Unit 11

Community and Cultural Awareness The same unit with added assessment and delivery
guidance, outline learning plan, and suggested programme of
assignments.

Unit 14

Driving and the Public Services

Unit 12

Driving and the Public Services

The same unit with added assessment and delivery
guidance, outline learning plan, and suggested programme of
assignments.

Unit 15

Expedition Skills in Public Services

Unit 13

Expedition Skills

The same unit with added assessment and delivery
guidance, outline learning plan, and suggested programme of
assignments.

Unit 16

Fundamentals of Nautical Studies

Unit 14

Fundamentals of Nautical Studies

The same unit with added assessment and delivery
guidance, outline learning plan, and suggested programme of
assignments.

Unit 10

The same unit with added assessment and delivery
guidance, outline learning plan, and suggested programme of
assignments.
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Annexe G
Examples of calculation of qualification grade above pass grade
Pearson will automatically calculate the qualification grade for your learners when your learner unit grades are
submitted.
The generic examples below demonstrate how the qualification grade above pass is calculated using the
following two tables which are also shown in the section earlier on in the specification Calculation of
the qualification grades above pass grade.

Points available for credits achieved at different levels and unit
grades
The table below shows the number of points scored per credit at the unit level and grade.

Unit level

Points per credit
Pass

Merit

Distinction

Level 1

3

4

5

Level 2

5

6

7

Level 3

7

8

9

Learners who achieve the correct number of points within the ranges shown in the ‘qualification grade’ table
below will achieve the qualification merit or distinction or distinction* grade.

Qualification

Points range above pass grade
Merit

Distinction

Distinction*

85–94

95–99

100 and above

BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate 170–189

190–199

200 and above

BTEC Level 2 Diploma

380–399

400 and above

BTEC Level 2 Certificate

340–379
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Example 1
Achievement of pass qualification grade

A learner completing a 15-credit Pearson BTEC Level 2 Certificate achieves the credit required to gain a pass
qualification grade and does not achieve the points to gain a merit grade.

Level

Credit

Grade

Grade points

Points per unit =
credit x grade

Unit 1

2

5

Pass

5

5 × 5 = 25

Unit 2

2

5

Pass

5

5 × 5 = 25

Unit 3

2

5

Merit

6

5 × 6 = 30

15

Pass

Qualification grade
totals

80

Example 2
Achievement of merit qualification grade

A learner completing a 15-credit Pearson BTEC Level 2 Certificate achieves the points required to gain a
merit qualification grade.

Level

Credit

Grade

Grade points

Points per unit =
credit x grade

Unit 1

2

5

Pass

5

5 × 5 = 25

Unit 2

2

5

Merit

6

5 × 6 = 30

Unit 3

2

5

Merit

6

5 × 6 = 30

15

Merit

Qualification grade
totals

85

Example 3
Achievement of distinction qualification grade

A learner completing a 15-credit Pearson BTEC Level 2 Certificate achieves the points required to gain a
distinction qualification grade.

Level

Credit

Grade

Grade points

Points per unit =
credit x grade

Unit 1

2

5

Merit

6

5 × 6 = 30

Unit 2

2

5

Merit

6

5 × 6 = 30

Unit 3

2

5

Distinction

7

5 × 7 = 35

15

Distinction

Qualification grade
totals

292

95
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Example 4
Achievement of merit qualification grade

A learner completing a 30-credit Pearson BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate achieves the points required to
gain a merit qualification grade.

Level

Credit

Grade

Grade points

Points per unit =
credit x grade

Unit 1

2

5

Merit

6

5 ×6=

30

Unit 2

2

5

Pass

5

5 ×5=

25

Unit 3

2

5

Distinction

7

5 ×7=

35

Unit 6

2

10

Pass

5

10 × 5 = 50

Unit 8

3

5

Pass

7

5 ×7=

30

Merit

Qualification grade
totals

35

175

Example 5
Achievement of merit qualification grade

A learner completing a 60-credit Pearson BTEC Level 2 Diploma achieves the points required to gain a merit
qualification grade.

Level

Credit

Grade

Grade points

Points per unit =
credit x grade

Unit 1

2

5

Merit

6

5 ×6=

30

Unit 2

2

5

Pass

5

5 ×5=

25

Unit 3

2

5

Distinction

7

5 ×7=

35

Unit 6

2

10

Merit

6

10 × 6 = 60

Unit 9

1

5

Merit

4

5 ×4=

Unit 10

2

10

Distinction

7

10 × 7 = 70

Unit 11

2

10

Merit

6

10 × 6 = 60

Unit 14

2

10

Merit

6

10 × 6 = 60

60

Merit

Qualification grade
totals
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